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Introduction
Catalysis, the acceleration of reaction rate (activity) and/or the enhancement of
product selectivity in a chemical reaction due to the participation of a substance
called a catalyst, is one of the fundamental subjects in modern chemistry. Catalysis
plays an important role in many aspects of daily life.

Today, more than

90%

of

the chemical products produced in industry are facilitated by catalysts, providing
to human life a wide range of applications such as fuels, plastics, drugs, fertilizers,
etc. [1]. Catalysts have many dierent forms, varying from molecules to large structures such as zeolites or enzymes. Preparing the catalyst in the optimal form and
studying its precise composition and shape are an important topic.

In addition,

catalysts may be used in various environments: in liquids, gases or at the surface of
solids. Catalysis is therefore usually classied into three sub-disciplines: (i) homogeneous catalysis where both the catalyst and the reactants are in the same phase,
(ii) biocatalysis where an enzyme considered as a large protein catalyzes biological reactions, and (iii) heterogeneous catalysis where the reactions of molecules in
gas or solution are catalyzed by solid catalysts [1]. In particular, in this thesis, we
will study one of the most important heterogeneous catalytic reactions, ethylene
epoxidation, creating ethylene oxide (EO). This reaction has attracted considerable
interest due to the variety of applications of EO product in chemical industry, such
as synthesis of ethylene glycol, polyester fabrics, surfactants and detergents [2].
The use of heterogeneous catalysts in industrial production has been realized for
several decades. In the early days of catalysis history, the applications were mostly
concentrated on improvement of the activity of catalysts and the eciency of the production processes using catalysts. This was done by employing trial-and-error techniques, without an understanding of catalytic mechanisms at the microscopic level
[1]. Later, the accumulated information from experiments, including studies about
using promoters as alkali metals, halides,.., did help to improve activity, selectivity,
and enhanced the stability of catalysts.

Fundamental understanding of catalysis

starts to grow considerably with the introduction of spectroscopy, rst with infrared
spectroscopy in the 1950's and followed by a range of surface science techniques such
as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low-energy electron diraction (LEED),
high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), transmission electron
th

microscopy (TEM), and by the late 20

century, scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) [3]. These sophisticated techniques allow for catalyst characterization, including structure and composition, as well as for the identication of intermediate
species and adsorbed molecule structures on the catalyst surfaces. However, they
are usually carried out in ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions, and the knowledge
thus obtained has been applied to real life catalytic processes that often take place
at high temperature and high pressure. In some cases, this approach has been extremely useful [4], while the pressure gap between surface science experiments and
realistic applications inhibits, in several cases, a direct transfer: this is because the
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structure and composition of the surface can drastically change when going from
UHV to realistic conditions, a problem known as material gap [5, 6].

Recently,

new surface science techniques, including high-pressure STM, environmental scanning/transmission electron microscopy (SEM/TEM), ambient-pressure photoelectron spectroscopy, and in situ scanning transmission x-ray microscopy, have been
developed further, allowing to probe the catalyzed reactions under realistic highpressure and -temperature conditions [7]. This development rapidly closes the gaps
between surface science and real catalysis studies. Simultaneously, these techniques
also establish a relationship between surface structure and composition of materials
during operation, and the chemical properties needed to enable the design of new
and better catalysts.
On the other hand, the study of structural properties and of processes on the
surfaces frequently depends on understanding phenomena which originate at the
atomic level.

In such cases, an accurate description of interactions between large

numbers of atoms is critical and in turn needs an accurate description of the electronic properties, which play a crucial role in the bonding of atoms into molecules
or surfaces. Equations for the interactions are too complicated to be solved exactly;
however their solutions can be addressed by computational techniques. The most
accurate and also most computationally demanding are
not use any empirical adjustable parameters.

ab initio

methods which do

Amongst them, the Density Func-

tional Theory (DFT) approach for quantum mechanical problems stands out as an
excellent compromise between accuracy and computational eciency. DFT provides
a framework to evaluate the ground state electron density and total energy through
solutions of single-electron Schrödinger-like equations (Kohn-Sham orbitals), and
an approximation for the so-called exchange-correlation energy [8, 9]. Finding the
accurate formalism for this energy is understood as one of the most dicult tasks,
and can limit the applicability of DFT in certain classes of materials. For a couple of decades, while many dierent forms of exchange-correlation functional have
been proposed, the Local Density Approximation (LDA) and Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) have been widely used in many studies. In particular, these
approximations have shown to be remarkably successful in describing heterogeneous
catalysis systems. The local LDA and semi-local GGA density functionals can give
accurate description for strong covalent or metallic bonds that are the most important ones on the catalyst surfaces, including the interactions between metal atoms or
chemisorption of adsorbates at the surfaces. Currently, DFT studies are widely used
to generate and rationalize various kinds of observables characterizing complicated
systems of importance for heterogeneous catalysis. These data successfully complement the experimental results and some of them would otherwise be very dicult
(or even impossible) to obtain or hard to interpret.

Therefore, the extraordinary

progress in DFT calculations for surface processes is a key development that has
created the possibility of computer-based catalyst design [10].
Besides the successful description of chemisorption, DFT usually gives a poor
description of physisorption bonds compared to experiments. Indeed, DFT calculations with LDA and GGA functional are poor or even wrong in estimating the
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non-local correlation eects that are involved in the long-range dispersion interactions, also known as van der Waals (vdW) interactions [11].

In nature, vdW

interaction plays a major role in dening the structure, stability, and function for a
wide variety of molecules and materials. An accurate

ab initio

evaluation of vdW

interactions is an extremely dicult task, since the vdW dispersion energy originates from the non-local correlated uctuation of electrons and, in principle, must
be computed by many-body quantum mechanics [11]. While accurate calculations
using quantum chemistry methods are not ecient for big systems, nding a new
method to improve the ability in evaluating vdW interaction is one of the challenges
for DFT, and this has been attempted for many years.
One of the simplest ways to include this interaction is to add an empirical pairwise correction, with form of dispersion function
correlation functional.

C6 /R6 ,

into the exchange and

This empirical dispersion correction is quite popular and

reasonably successful for intermolecular interactions, but is not consistent in DFT
calculation since there is no unique way to compute the

C6

coecients for dier-

ent atoms [12]. Recently, DFT calculations of weakly bonded systems have seen a
renewed interest in using the adiabatic connection uctuation-dissipation theorem
(ACFDT), proposed in the 1970's by Langreth

et al.

[13], to compute the exchange-

correlation energy. Beyond standard DFT, in ACFDT the exchange energy is treated
at the exact-exchange (EXX) level given by the Hatree Fock (HF) expression for the
exchange energy but evaluated with Kohn-Sham orbitals. The correlation energy,
on the other hand, is expressed in an exact formula through a relation between
the dynamic response functions of fully interacting and non-interacting systems. In
practice, the evaluation of the correlation energy will be performed based on the
framework of perturbation theory, and usually the calculation is simplied by the
Random Phase Approximation (RPA) for the exchange-correlation kernel. There are
several DFT-implementations for the calculation of the total energy within the EXX
and RPA-correlation formalism that is denoted as EXX/RPA-correlation energy. In
particular, recently an ecient implementation for the evaluation of RPA-correlation
using a plane wave basis set representation and the pseudopotential method has been
developed. Such approach has greatly improved the computational speed and memory consumption compared to the existing implementations, by exploiting iterative
algorithms to diagonalize the RPA dielectric matrices [14]. Unfortunately, since the
EXX/RPA-correlation energy is only calculated in a post-DFT procedure (one-shot)
with the KS orbitals taken from DFT within LDA or GGA functional, it has been
found, for several systems, that EXX/RPA correlation energies may signicantly
depend on the choice of input single particle wavefunctions [15, 16]. In this work,
we derive an approach allowing to perform a self-consistent eld (scf ) procedure
that can minimize EXX/RPA energy with respect to the one-shot calculations. The
local EXX/RPA-scf potential will be estimated in each iterative scf step, using Optimize Eective Potential (OEP) method [17] combined with Density Functional
Perturbation theory [18].
The accurate calculations of the vdW interaction in heterogeneous catalysis with
EXX/RPA have been addressed recently in many aspects of physisorption of simple
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molecules on the catalyst surfaces [19, 20].

The calculations, however, were per-

formed without the scf procedure. Although, in this thesis, EXX/RPA and its scf
schemes are employed to study only simple molecules, the results show that implementing the scf procedure of EXX/RPA-correlation energy is very important, and
thus our work opens a promising approach for treating fully the long-range interactions between reactants and surfaces. This allows us to look forward in this direction
for future developments.
In light of the above circumstances, the thesis is devoted to two dierent aspects,
one is an application of DFT in heterogeneous catalysis study, and the second aspect
is the theoretical development of self-consistent potential in the ACFDT method.
It is organized as follows:
In Chapter 1, we will review the basic concept of electronic structure theory with
the emphasis on DFT implemented in the Plane-Wave Pseudopotential approach. In
particular, a brief review of the history of the development of exchange-correlation
functionals in DFT will be introduced.
In Chapter 2, by means of DFT calculations, we will study the role of heterogeneous catalysts, such as silver-copper alloys, in the ethylene epoxidation reaction
to improve the selectivity toward formation of the desired product EO. The catalyst models will be considered as the thermodynamically stable structures under the
temperature and pressure conditions relevant for experiments.
Chapter 3 will be devoted for the calculations of EXX/RPA-correlation energy
within ACFDT. It starts with the general introduction of ACFDT formalisms, and
the new approach of RPA calculations based on the framework of dielectric matrix
and iterative methods for its diagonalization. We will derive a new method to deal
with the scf procedure for minimizing the KS energy in this case. At the end, some
examples will be presented to validate the implementation.

Chapter 1

Ab-initio Electronic Structure
Calculation

1.1 Schrödinger Wave Equation and Born-Oppenheimer
Approximation
The nature of the matter of our everyday experience such as atoms, molecules,
condensed matter, and man-made structures is determined by the fundamental
particles, electrons and nuclei, whose understanding is based upon the theoretical methods of quantum mechanics and statistical mechanics. The non-relativistic
Hamiltonian

Ĥ

for a system consisting of

Ne

electrons and

NI

nuclei can be written

formally in the following general form:

X

H=−

I=1,NI

X ~2
~2 2
∇R I −
∇2
2MI
2me ri
i=1,Ne

(1.1)

X ZI e2
1X
1 X ZI ZJ e2
+
−
+
,
2
|ri − rj |
|ri − RI | 2
|RI − RJ |
e2

i,I

i6=j

where, the coordinates of nuclei are

RI

I6=J

and the ones of electrons are

a widespread notation, we use upper-case indexes

I, J

Following

for nuclei, while lower-case

and ZI e are the mass
th
and charge of the I
nucleus, while the electronic mass and charge are me and −e,
indexes

i, j

ri .

are reserved for electrons.

Furthermore,

MI

respectively. Therefore, all components in the Hamiltonian are perfectly known, and
in principle, all properties of the system can be derived by solving the many-body
Schrödinger equation:

ĤΨ(ri , RI ) = EΨ(ri , RI ).

(1.2)

In practice, this problem is almost impossible to treat in a full quantum mechanical framework. Firstly, there are too many degrees of freedom in the system, which
complicates wave function representation, and results in a mathematically unsolvable Shrödinger equation. Secondly, the complete wave function,

Ψ(ri , RI ),

can not

be easily factorized due to the correlation in dynamics and energetics between nuclei
and electrons.
To partially overcome this problem, the usual choice is to resort to the so-called
adiabatic approximation, introduced by Born and Oppenheimer in 1927, indispensable in quantum chemistry. The general idea of this method is the factorization of the
full wave function

Ψ(r, R) into a nuclear and an electronic one, based on the fact that
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the mass of electrons and those of ions are suciently dierent,

mnuclei /me ≥ 1836.

Therefore, in this spirit, the electrons can be adequately described as following instantaneously the motion of the nuclei, while their dynamics is characterized by
the dynamically screened interaction potential. The total wave function in Eq.(1.2)
can be separated into the product of a nuclear part,

ψ(ri ; RI ),

Φ(RI ),

and an electronic part,

as:

Ψ(ri , RI ) = Φ(RI )ψ(ri , RI ),

(1.3)

and the Hamiltonian in Eq.(1.1) can be rewritten as two coupled problems for electrons and nuclei, respectively, as

X

[−

i=1,Ne

X ZI e2
~2 2 1 X
e2
∇ri +
−
+VII ]ψ(ri , RI ) = E({RI })ψ(ri , RI ),
2me
2
|ri − rj |
|ri − RI |
i,I

i6=j

(1.4)
and

[−

X
I=1,NI

Where,

VII ,

~2 2
∇ + E({RI })]Φ({RI }) = ΣΦ(RI ).
2MI RI

(1.5)

in the former equation, is the potential of direct ion-ion interaction.

One can see that in the problem for electrons, the eect of xed nuclei on the electron's properties is determined through the local ionic potential

VI (r) =

P

ZI
I |r−RI |

in the electronic Hamiltonian, while the electronic eects on the nuclear motion are
included in the denition of the interaction potential in the nuclear Hamiltionian.
Furthermore the solution of the nuclear quantum equation in Eq.(1.5) in a large variety of cases of interest can be simplied and the system can be treated classically
by employing the well known Newton's equations:

MI

d 2 RI
∂E
.
=−
dt2
∂RI

(1.6)

According to Born-Oppenheimer approximations, the many-body problem is
made simpler, the problem of Eq.(1.2) is replaced by the problem of nding the
proper way for treating the Schrödinger equations of electrons, Eq.(1.4), at xed
nuclear position.

1.2. Density Functional Theory
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1.2 Density Functional Theory
1.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
Solving the Schrödinger equation to nd the electronic ground state wavefunction
in Eq.(1.4) for the many-electrons is still an unsolvable mathematical problem in
general because of its dependence on
also consider the spin:

3Ne

degrees of freedom which double if we

when the interaction between electrons is turned on, the

complexity of the problem increases exponentially with respect to the number of
electrons.

Therefore, even considering a system at the nano-scale, a fully known

solution is still out of reach. One needs again to introduce suitable approximations
for the given problem.
Since early in 1928, many simple approximations in quantum many-body theory
such as the free electron or Hartree-Fock approximations have been widely used to
deal with the electronic problem in physics and chemistry. Later higher accuracy
methods, based on post-Hartree-Fock theories such as Møller-Plesset approach or
conguration interaction (CI), have been investigated and developed in quantum
chemistry.
demanding.

However, these approaches become very rapidly computationally very
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn proposed and proved a theorem that

allows to search for the ground state energy of a many-body electron system as
a functional of its ground-state electron density, introducing the so-called Density
Functional Theory (DFT). Employing DFT approach to the electronic problem is, in
principle, simpler than the methods mentioned above since it can reduce the number
of degrees of freedom from

3Ne

to only

3

coordinate variables [8]. This theory is

built upon two main theorems:
(i) An interacting particle system, that is characterized by a given external potential

vext (r), has a ground state particle density n0 (r), and this density determines

uniquely that external potential up to an additive constant. The proof of the rst
theorem was given for the rst time by Hohenberg and Kohn in the original DFT
publication [8], and was later generalized in a constrained-search formulation by
Levy [21, 22]. It shows that the knowledge of the ground state density

n0 (r)

deter-

mines completely all the ground-state properties of a system.
(ii) The energy can be dened as a functional of the density
external potential

vext .

n(r)

for any given

This energy functional satises a variational principle so

that the global minimum of energy is the exact ground-state energy of the system
and the density in this case is the ground-state density

n0 (r).

This theorem allows

to dene the total energy of a system in its ground-state as follows

Z
EGS = minn {F [n] +

dr3 vext (r)n(r)} + EII ,

(1.7)

F [n] = T [n]+Eint [n] is a universal functional that is dened by the summation
T [n] and Eint [n] that are the kinetic energy functional and the electron-electron
interaction energy at the given n(r), respectively. The last term in Eq.(1.7), EII , is

where
of

the direct ion-ion interaction, which is treated classically.
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1.2.2 Kohn-Sham Equations
In practice, it is not straightforward to solve the full many-body Schrödinger equation within the Hohenberg-Kohn formalism because this approach gives no infor-

Eint [n]

mation about how to construct the functionals,
functional

F [n] for an interacting system.

and

T [n],

in the universal

in principle, can be separated into the electrostatic (Hartree energy),
exchange and correlation contributions,

Exc [n].

Among the three functionals, with

the exception of the classical electrostatic energy,

Exc [n]

Eint [n],
EH [n], and

The electron-electron interaction,

EH [n], the expression for T [n] and

are usually dened by some appropriate approximations. The two simplest

approximations that have been widely used even before HK theorem are the Hartree
and Thomas-Fermi approaches. While in the rst one, the
latter represents

T [n]

Exc [n]

is neglected, the

in terms of a density functional. These approaches, however,

are much too simple, and they usually give inaccurate results compared to the real
problems.
In 1965, Kohn and Sham (KS) proposed the idea of replacing the kinetic energy
of the interacting electrons with that of an equivalent non-interacting system which
is practically solvable [9]. In particular, KS approach assumes that the ground-state
density of the interacting system is equal to that of an auxiliary non-interacting
system and that the kinetic energy of the system is approximated by the kinetic
energy of the non-interacting one, while all the dicult many body terms of
are incorporated into the last exchange-correlation energy term,

T [n]

Exc [n].

Comparing to H-K theorems, the expression of the total energy that enters in
Eq.(1.7) is evaluated, according to KS approach, by the universal functional

e2
F [n] = TKS [n] +
2
Where,

TKS [n]

Z

n(r)n(r0 )
drdr0 + Exc [n].
|r − r0 |

F [n]:
(1.8)

denotes the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system, that is a

functional of the ground state density

n(r).

The second term is the well known

expression for the Hartree energy in term of the Hartree potential and density,

1
EH [n(r)] =
2
The last term,

Exc [n],

Z

e2
drvH (r)n(r) =
2

Z

n(r)n(r0 )
drdr0 .
|r − r0 |

(1.9)

is the exchange-correlation energy, whose expression is not

known exactly but must be approximated.
According to the second H-K theorem, for a given external potential
total energy is variational with respect to the density

n(r).

vext ,

the

Therefore, one can min-

imize the total energy given in Eq.(1.7) by employing the Euler-Lagrange equations

Z
δE =
where,

vxc (r)

δn{

δTKS [n]
+ vext + vH + vxc − µ}dr = 0,
δn

(1.10)

potential is the so-called exchange correlation potential, which is de-

ned as:

vxc (r) =

δExc
.
δn(r)

(1.11)

1.2. Density Functional Theory
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Similarly, the minimization of KS energy in the auxiliary potential

Z
δE

KS

=

δn{

δTKS [n]
+ Vs (r) − µ0 }dr = 0.
δn

Vs

gives:

(1.12)

Here, the minimization of the total energies in Eq.(1.10), and Eq.(1.12) with respect
to the variation of

n(r) is imposed so that the total number of electrons is kept xed,
µ and µ0 , respectively.

which is obtained by introducing the Lagrange multipliers,
Putting these two equations together, one obtains:

Vs (r) = vext (r) + vH (r) + vxc (r).

(1.13)

Eq.(1.12) is the Euler-Lagrange condition for a system of non-interacting particles moving in an eective external potential

EGS [n]

ground state energy functional

Vs (r).

Minimizing the interacting

in Eq.(1.7) is therefore equivalent to solve

self-consistently the following equations:
i) The Schrödinger equations for the independent electrons in the local eective
potential,

Vs (r),

is solved:



−


~2 2
∇ + Vs (r) ϕi (r) = εi ϕi (r).
2m

(1.14)

ii) The electron density of the system is estimated from the KS orbitals that are
solution of (i) as follows:

n(r) =

N
X

|ϕi (r)|2 .

(1.15)

i=1
iii) The local KS potential

Vs (r)

is updated with respect to the given electron

density,

Z
2

Vs (r) = vext (r) + e

n(r0 )
dr0 + vxc [n(r)]
|r − r0 |

(1.16)

The solutions of KS equations are obtained by an iterative procedure in which
the total energy at each cycle is constructed until convergence is attained. The total
energy then can be obtained as:

E[n] =

X

Z
εi −

Vs (r)n(r)dr + Eext + EH + Exc .

(1.17)

i
In practical implementation of the theory, one usually introduces an approximate expression for the exchange-correlation energy in terms of the density or the
Kohn-Sham orbitals such as the well known Local Density Approximation (LDA)
or Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). In the rst part of this thesis, the
above procedure for solving KS equations will be used, while in the second part, we
will explore the steps needed to compute the exchange-correlation energy following
the adiabatic-connection uctuation-dissipation formulism.

10
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1.3 Plane Waves Pseudopotential Methods
In order to solve practically KS equations in Eq.(1.14), one needs to address two
main issues: (i) to introduce a convenient wave function representation to reduce
the KS equations to standard linear algebra, and (ii) to eciently deal with the
diculties introduced by the strong attractive electron-ion interaction.

1.3.0.1 Kohn-Sham equations in the plane wave basis set
In perfect crystalline solids, electrons are characterized by moving in a periodic
eective potential. The periodicity of the potential allows to consider wave-function
of electrons in the crystal through Bloch's theorem with the following formula:

ϕj,k (r) = eikr uj,k (r).

(1.18)

uj,k (r) is a periodic function such that uj,k (r) = uj,k (r + R) for all lattice
R, while the rst term is a phase factor characterized by Bloch's vector, k.
In this derivation, wave-functions of electrons for dierent values of k can be treated
separately. Assuming Periodic Boundary Condition (PBC), k is a real vector, that
Where,

vectors

spans the whole rst Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice. In practice, Brillouin
zone integration is performed considering nite K-point grids.
Through this approach, one can see that the study for a periodic system in
PBC becomes very convenient.

However, in applications of electronic structure

calculations, there are also several systems that do not have a full three dimensional
translational symmetry such as liquid, amorphous or isolated molecules or surfaces.
In this case, a supercell technique is usually introduced to recover periodicity, and
this technique allows to represent periodically the systems through space.
In Eq.(1.18), the periodic function,
basis set.

uj,k (r),

must be represented in a convenient

While there are many possible choices, Plane-wave (PW) basis set is

naturally chosen since its formalism is simple, and it has a similar expansion to free
electron systems. In this representation, Eq.(1.18) is written in the form:

with

where

X
1 X
ϕj,k (r) = √
Cj,k (G)ei(G+k)r =
Cj,k (G)φk (G),
Ω G
G

(1.19)

1
φk (G) = √ ei(G+k)r
Ω

(1.20)

Cj,k (G) are expansion coecients that give the reciprocal space representation

1
of the orbitals, and G are reciprocal lattice vectors. The pre-factor, √ , preserves
Ω

the normalization of wave-function in the crystalline-unit cell, so that we have:

Z

Ω
and

dr|ϕj,k (r)|2 = 1

X
G

|Cj,k (G)|2 = 1.

(1.21)

(1.22)
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In a PW basis set representation, matrix elements for the kinetic and eective
potential contributions to the KS Hamiltonian have very simple expression.

The

kinetic energy is diagonal in reciprocal space:

k 0 =−
TG,G

~2
~2
< φk (G)|∇2 |φk (G0 ) >= −
|k + G|2 δG,G0 ,
2me
2me

and the local KS potential,
0
VsG,G

Vs (r),

in Eq.(1.16) is represented by

1
=< φk (G)|V̂s |φk (G ) >=
Ω
0

Where, because

V̂s

(1.23)

Z

0

Vs (r)e−i(G−G )r dr = Ṽs (G − G0 ).

(1.24)

is a periodic potential, it can be rewritten through the compo-

Ṽs (G − G0 ).

nents of its Fourier transformation,

The KS equations presented in this

basis set nally become a problem of looking for the expansion coecients of plane
waves for each state

X

−

G0

j

whose eigenvalue is

εj,k


~2
|k + G|2 δG,G0 + Ṽs (G − G0 ) Cj,k (G0 ) = εj,k Cj,k (G).
2me

(1.25)

Solving for Eq.(1.25) is equivalent to an eigenvalue and eigenvector problem. In
principle, the size of the matrix on the right-hand-side of Eq.(1.25) can go up to
innity. However, because the matrix diagonal is dominated by kinetic energy, and
the contribution of high Fourier components in the low-lying orbitals decay with
increasing

|k + G|2 ,

the innite dimensional problem can be reduced to a nite

dimensional one by introducing a cuto energy,
to PW such that:

Ecut ,

and restricting the basis set

~2
|k + G|2 < Ecut .
2me

(1.26)

The convergence of DFT results can be checked by increasing
The ground state electron charge density

n(r)

Ecut .

is calculated by performing an

integration over the rst Brillouin zone, and sum over all the occupied states.

n(r) =

XX
k

where

εF

ωk θ(εF − εj,k )|ϕj,k (r)|2

(1.27)

j

is the Fermi energy, and

ωk

is the weight of

k point in the rst Brillouin

zone. The charge density can be expanded in plane waves as,

n(r) =

1 X iQr
e ñ(Q).
Ω

(1.28)

Q

The number of

Q

vectors to be used in Eq.(1.28) is determined by

~2
|Q|2 < Ecutrho
2me
The maximum modulus of
of

G

Q

Ecutrho

as,

(1.29)

vectors in Eq.(1.28) is twice the maximum modulus

in Eq.(1.20), which means, in practice,

Ecutrho = 4Ecut .
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1.3.0.2 Pseudopotential method
The direct use of a PW expansion faces diculties in general systems due to
the strongly attractive electron-ion interaction that determines strong localization
around the nuclei of the chemically inert core electrons and strong and rapid oscillations in the core region of the chemically important valence orbitals, due to the
orthogonality requirement with respect to core electrons.

In principle, the rapid

oscillations of the valence orbitals requires a large number of PW basis functions for
their representation, hence, it induces a huge CPU memory and time requirement.
In practice, in order to solve for this problems, methods known as all electron calculations such as the Full-Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (FLAPW)
and the Full-Potential Linearized Mun-Tin Orbital (FPLMTO) approaches have
been introduced.
In addition, the Pseudopotential (PP) approach is also widely known as an
ecient method to solve this problem.

The main idea of PP method is based

on the fact that most properties of materials such as chemical reactivity, bonding
formations, etc depend strongly on the valence electrons, while the core electrons
are quite inert in these cases. This, therefore, allows to consider the core electrons
and nucleus as a rigid core. On the background of the ion cores composed by nuclei
and inert core electrons, the sea of valence electrons can be seen as moving in an
eective potentials, or so-called pseudo-potential, induced by these ion cores.
Moreover, in PP, the wave functions of the valence electrons are represented
as pseudo-wave functions. The new wave functions are constructed ideally so that
the pseudo wave functions have no radial nodes within the core region and that
the pseudo wave functions and potential are identical with the true wave functions
and potential outside some cut-o radius

rcut .

Furthermore, PP must preserve the

atomic properties of the element, including phase shifts on scattering across the core,
which actually can be shown to be connected with the norm-conserving conditions
[23].
In solids, PP is represented via an eective potential that combines the local
potential induced by the eective nucleus (formed by nuclei and core electrons) and
valence electrons,

Vlocal (r),

core and valence electrons,

plus non-local terms mimicking orthogonality between

VNL (r, r0 ):

Veff (r) = Vlocal (r) + VNL (r, r0 ).

(1.30)

This representation is often called semilocal pseudo-potential form because this potential is local in the radial variable and nonlocal in the angular variables.
non-local potential,

VNL (r, r0 ), is a short ranged non-local term,

The

which, by construc-

tion, has to be angular-momentum dependent,

VNL (r, r0 ) =

X max
X
I

(1.31)

l,m

RI is position of the I th atom. Plm is the projector on the angular momenl, m. The construction for Vlm is done separately on each atom starting from

where
tum,

I
Vlm
(|r − RI |)δ(|r − RI | − |r0 − RI |)Plm (r, r0 ),
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the all-electron solution, and
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should satisfy the norm-conserving conditions as

mentioned above. One can see that the semi-local form of this pseudopotential is
not very ecient for practical calculation. In a PW basis set representation, it would
require to keep in memory the matrix

< k + G|Veff (r)|k + G0 > that becomes rapidly

very big for large systems.
For convenience, Kleinman and Bylander have proposed a replacement for the
non-local pseudopotential in Eq.(1.31) by a fully separable form [24]:
KB
VNL
(r, r0 ) =

where,

PS
ψlm

X |Vlm ψ PS >< ψ PS Vlm |
lm
lm
PS |V |ψ PS >
<
ψ
lm
lm
lm
l,m

are pseudo wave-functions calculated on each individual atoms.

(1.32)

This

derivation allows to represent the matrix element of the non-local part of the potential between two plane waves
one depending on

k+G

G and G0

and the other on

in the form of two independent integrals,

k + G0 .

On the other hand, in some cases, especially for
and

d

p

states in rst-row elements

states in rst-row transition metals, as in O 2p or Cu 3d, these states are not

orthogonal to any other core state of the same angular momentum. They therefore
are nodeless and quite compressed compared to other valence states, which makes
them requiring a large number of PWs to be represented accurately. The pseudo representation of these wave functions is not much smoother than the all-electron ones
because their charge must respect the norm conserving condition, and must match
the charge of the all-electron wave function. To overcome this problem, Vanderbilt
[25], introduced a more general formalism for pseudopotential construction that allows to relax the norm-conserving condition so that the pseudo potential is much
smoother but still highly transferable.

This method has been called as ultrasoft

pseudopotential.
In this thesis, ultrasoft pseudopotentials will be employed in the catalysis problem where the system consists of d-metals, i.e. Ag and Cu, and other atoms such
as C, O, H, while, in the ACFDT problems, the calculations will be done only with
norm-conserving pseudopotentials for Be and other atoms [26].
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1.4 Approximations for the Exchange-Correlation Functional
As it has been discussed when introducing KS formulation, the solution of KS equations yields the exact ground-state energy

E

and density

n(r)

of the many-body

electron system provided the exact exchange-correlation energy functional,

Exc [n],

δExc [n]/δn(r) are known. During the development of
DFT, many approximations of Exc functional have been investigated and applied to
and its functional derivative

dierent practical applications. A suggestive picture proposed by Perdew [27] has
depicted the hierarchy of DFT approximations as a Jacob's ladder rising from the
earth of Hartree world to the heaven of chemical accuracy, see in Fig.(1.1). The

Figure 1.1:

Jacob's ladder is presented for approximated levels of exchange-

correlation energy.
rst rung in the Jacob's ladder is the local density approximation (LDA) that is the
most popular approximation being used for decades. This approximation was rst
proposed by Kohn and Sham in their original paper on KS method [9]. The formula
of this approximation is based on the two main ideas that: i) the exchange correlation energy of a general inhomogeneous electron system can be obtained in term of
an integral of local contributions, and ii) the expression of the exchange-correlation
energy density,

εxc (r, [n(r)]),

can be expressed in term of the exchange-correlation

hole of the homogeneous electron gas which is already known [28]. The exchange
correlation energy is therefore simply dened by an average over the system with
respect to exchange-correlation density at each point
the density

n(r):

r

in space that associates with

Z
Exc [n(r)] =

εxc (r, [n(r)])n(r)dr.

(1.33)

εxc (r, [n(r)]) is written explicitly
ñxc (r, r0 ) as
Z
1
ñxc (r, r0 )
εxc (r, [n(r)]) =
dr0
.
2
|r − r0 |

with respect to the ex-

Where, the expression of

change correlation hole functional,

(1.34)
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LDA has been shown very successful in systems in the limit of high density or
of slowly varying charge-density distribution.

The calculations have shown that

LDA is very successful in describing structural and vibrational properties for weakly
correlated material such as semiconductor and simple metals. However, a number of
failures of LDA are also known such as its tendency to overestimate crystal cohesive
and molecular binding energies. Specially, LDA yields inaccurate results for strongly
correlated systems such as transition-metal oxides.
In order to improve for LDA, Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), a
higher level of approximation has been proposed by Perdew and Wang in 1992
[29].

In this approximation, one has modied the inhomogeneities issues in LDA

formalism by considering the dependence of
also on its gradients,
in GGA is:

∇n(r).

Exc

n(r)

but

The general formula for exchange-correlation energy

Z

Exc [n(r)] =

not only on local-density

Z
εGGA
xc (n(r), ∇n(r))n(r)dr

=

εxc (r)Fxc (n(r), ∇n(r))n(r)dr,
(1.35)

where,

εxc [n(r)]

is the exchange energy per particle of the uniform electron gas,

given in Eq.(1.34).

Fxc

is a dimensionless factor that can be decomposed linearly

into exchange contribution
The detailed treatments of
Ref. [30].

Fx and correlation contribution Fc , Fxc = Fx + Fc .
Fx and Fc in dierent GGA versions can be referred in

In practice, GGA-PBE proposed by Perdew, Burke and Enzerhof [31]

is one of the most popular versions of GGAs.

The calculations with GGA-PBE

have shown results for properties such as binding energy of molecules with surface,
activation energy, etc. in better agreement with experiments compared to LDA [32].
Therefore, on the Jacob's ladder GGA is seen as the second rung, higher than LDA.
The third rung of the ladder is meta-GGA, which expands GGA to include
further the kinetic energy density, and/or the Laplacian of the density

∇2 n(r).

The

general idea for constructing the functional is in the same spirit as GGA. In that
respect, while adding higher orders of gradients to the expansion, it retains the good
computational properties of the lower level approximations such as LDA and GGA
[33].
The fourth rung is formed by the hybrid methods (or hyper-GGA functionals)
that introduce nonlocality by replacing some portion of the local exchange energy
density with the exact (HF-like) exchange energy density. The most popular of such
hyper-GGA avors is B3LYP functional [34, 35, 36], which has been shown to provide
accurate predictions for thermochemistry of small covalent systems [37]. However,
B3LYP gives poor predictions for noncovalent bonding interactions and reaction
barrier heights, and the computational performance dramatically deteriorates with
increasing size of the system [38].
The nal rung of Jacob's ladder is given by the generalized RPA functionals.
Derivation for exchange-correlation energy in this functional, in principle, utilizes
the unoccupied, in addition to the occupied, KS orbitals.

Therefore this rung is

expected to give results close to the chemical accuracy over broad applications. In
particular, employing this functional into DFT has shown very good accuracy for
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thermochemistry, reaction barriers [39, 20, 19], and also ability in accounting for
van der Waals (vdW) energy [11]. However, the complexity of the RPA expressions
has prevented their wider application so far.
In this thesis, GGA-PBE functional will be employed in the study of catalytic
properties. The accumulation of results of DFT calculations over the past decade
has shown that, in spite of its simple form, GGA-PBE functional gives reliable accuracy in describing strong covalent and metallic, chemical bonds, together with
great eciency, allowing to treat big systems. On the other hand, vdW interaction
remains challenging, and in order to better understand the non-local correlation
eects giving rise to weak vdW bonding in simple molecules, we present our effort for the development and ecient implementation of fth-rung functional that
incorporates RPA correlation and exact-exchange (EXX) energy functionals.

Chapter 2

Modeling Selectivity of Ag-Cu
Catalyst in Ethylene Epoxidation
Reaction

Heterogeneous catalysis is one of the most important topics in modern chemistry.
Chemical reactions occurring at catalyst surfaces can be accelerated or selectivecontrolled in order to produce the desired products.

As recorded over the last

decades, approximately more than 90% of the chemical industry processes are facilitated by catalysts, providing us with a wide range of products such as fertilizers,
fuels, plastics, drugs, etc. In particular, heterogeneous catalysts play important roles
in several elds involving environmental protection and energy conversion processes.
Therefore, it can be said that the study of catalysts is of key importance for the
present and future chemistry.
Several sophisticated experimental techniques in surface science and heterogeneous catalysis have been developed in order to provide a quantitative description of
a range of surface phenomena. However, many applications of catalysts depend on
detailed understanding at microscopic level such as the bond breaking and making
of molecules and surface, and it, thus, needs a quantum mechanic description. Over
the last couple of decades, it has been shown that the interactions can be simulated
through computational models [5]. The availability of reliable theoretical models,
computed with the ever increasing computer power and ecient algorithms, allows
us to describe properly the properties of heterogeneous catalysis.

In particular,

advances in density functional theory (DFT) can interpret at the atomic scale characteristics of a chemical reaction occurring on the surfaces. Over many publications
in this subject, DFT calculations have been found in quite good agreement with
experimental data. It means that coupling between theory and experiment enables
us to improve our understanding of this topic, i.e. DFT can result in predictions of
catalytic properties of a new catalysts based on theoretical models before performing
a complicate experiment.
In this work, one typical example of heterogeneous catalysis problem, ethylene
epoxidation, will be studied.

DFT approach and its related methods will show

how the computational models can be used to understand the results obtained from
experimental measurements for this reaction.
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2.1 Heterogeneous Catalytic Partial Oxidation of Ethylene
2.1.1 Production of ethylene epoxidation: state of the art
Ethylene oxide (EO), with chemical formula C2 H4 O, is well known as an important
chemical compound in modern chemical industry. EO is primarily used in the production of ethylene glycol (EG) and surface active agents such as detergent alcohol
ethoxylates and nonionic alkylphenol ethoxylates [2]. EO is also a crucial component
used in the derivation of several important ne petroleum and chemical intermediates, and it is therefore extensively used in applications such as washing/drying,
electronics, pharmaceutics, pesticides, textiles, papermaking, automobiles, oil recovery and oil rening.
was

1.47 × 107

The worldwide consumption of EO, as recorded in 2002,

metric tons per year, and usage was divided among North America

(44%); Western Europe (27%); Japan (20%); other Asia (6%); and other regions
(3%) [40], which makes it the most utilized epoxide species, and stimulated a vigorous research activity over the last many years to understand and improve the
production of EO.
EO is synthesized mainly from the direct oxidation of ethylene (C2 H4 ) molecules.
Ethylene-oxygen interaction, however, can occur via two dierent reaction pathways:

1
O2 → C2 H4 O(EO)
2

(2.1)

1
O2 → C2 H4 O(Ac) 99K CO2 + H2 O.
2

(2.2)

C2 H4
or
C2 H4

+

+

The creation of EO through the rst path is also known as the selective, or
partial oxidation (epoxidation) of ethylene path, while the second one, which is
characterized by the formation of an acetaldehyde (Ac) intermediate state that is
readily converted to carbon dioxide, is called total oxidation or combustion path.
From a thermodynamic point of view, the second reaction is more favorable compared to the rst one, i.e. the reaction enthalpy (∆H) for the formation of EO is

−25 kcal/mol,

and for the total combustion,

∆H = −340 kcal/mol [41];

therefore in

a non-promoted condition, EO formation is very un-favorable. In 1931, Theodore
Lefort discovered a new method for improving the formation of EO by using silver
(Ag) particles to catalyze ethylene epoxidation, which, at present, has been applied
widely in the industrial production of EO. Over more than 80 years, considerable
research eort has been devoted to obtain more selective catalysts. However, Ag has
emerged as the unique material that is at the same time active and selective for the
formation EO in this reaction. Indeed, compared to its neighbors in the Periodic
Table, Ag has been showed in both experiments and theory as an eective catalyst
since besides selectivity for EO synthesis, it also optimizes reactivity in forming the
oxygen- and ethylene-surface chemisorbed bonds [42, 43].
In industry, ethylene epoxidation is carried out over
catalysts [44].

α−Al2 O3 -supported

Ag

Ethylene epoxidation is usually carried out under conditions that
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are either ethylene-rich (oxygen-based process) or equimolar to slightly oxygen-rich
operation (if air is fed as the oxygen source). In the former condition, the typical
ratio of ethylene and oxygen is from
is from

1:1

to

2:1

3:1

to

4 : 1,

whereas in the latter, this value

[45]. Furthermore, the conditions of temperature and pressure

in this reaction are of

500 − 600

K and

1−2

MPa, respectively [44].

Moreover,

in order to improve the EO selectivity in the industrial production, the current
commercial silver-based catalysts are usually promoted by Cl, Cs, and Re that
increases selectivity up to 90% [44].

Figure 2.1: Sketches for ethylene epoxidation pathways a) the selective one is characterized by concerted addition of O across the C=C bonds, while the non-selective
one is proceed via a surface vinyl intermediate, which is proposed in [44]. b) the
oxametallacycles (OMC) is proposed as the intermediate that is selective forming
ethylene oxide (EO) or acetaldehyde (Ac) nal states. This mechanism is investigated by Barteau

et al.

[46].

To further increase the selectivity toward EO, it is necessary to get a good insight into the structural properties of catalysts as well as the mechanisms of reaction
happening at surfaces. Considerable eorts have been devoted to understanding the
mechanism of metal-catalyzed ethylene epoxidation. In the literature, a variety of
possible reactive intermediates of the mechanisms has been discussed. In the earlier
studies of ethylene epoxidation, van Santen and co-workers suggested that the formation of EO is characterized by addition of oxygen atom across the C=C double
bond in ethylene molecules, which is competing with the un-selective pathway involving the surface oxygen-induced activation of ethylene C−H bonds, resulting in
C−H scission and formation of

−OH

and vinyl adsorbates [44], see in Fig. 2.1(a).

The vinyl intermediate in this second pathway rapidly reacts with additional surface oxygen and combusts to form CO2 and H2 O [44].

The mechanism for total

combustion received signicant attention because the O−induced C−H bond activation on Ag is exothermic, and activation of C-H bonds by oxygen adsorbed on Ag
has been obtained in hydrocarbons such as acetylene and propylene in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) experiments [47, 48, 49]. In contrast, the partial oxidation production of EO is a kinetically controlled step, which implies that the selectivity toward
EO synthesis is determined by the reaction rate of the partial ethylene oxidation
pathway [44].
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Recently, an alternative mechanism has been proposed.

In that case ethylene

is oxidized on the silver surface to form an adsorbed intermediate that can lead
either to the desired epoxy product or Ac that is more easily combusted. Such a
mechanism was originally suggested by Cant and Hall to explain kinetic isotope
eects on the rate and selectivity of ethylene epoxidation [50].

Later, in a series

of alkene epoxidation studies (see Ref. [46] and references therein), Barteau

et al.

has provided compelling evidence that a surface oxametallacycle (OMC) is such
common intermediate, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The OMC intermediate is characterized by a

−O−C−C−

back-bone where one C is bonded to a surface metal

atom and the other C to a pre-adsorbed oxygen [46]. Surface OMC has been identied on the Ag(111) surface under UHV conditions by activated adsorption of EO.
This intermediate reacts, mainly reforming EO, at

∼ 300 K. The OMC intermediate

has been identied, via high-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS)
[46] and high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HRXPS) [51]. The activation barrier for ring-closure of the surface OMC to form EO was measured,

−1 [46].

in temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments, as 68 kJ mol

In addition to these experimental observations, DFT calculations have suggested
that surface OMC ring-closure to form EO is energetically possible under catalytic
reaction conditions.

Depending on the functional used and the particular imple-

mentation of DFT, the calculated activation barrier has been found to be between
60 and 85 kJ mol

−1 that is in good agreement with the reported measured activa-

tion barriers [46, 52]. Similarly, A. Kokalj

et al.

[53] have computationally showed

that OMC not only forms on (111) surface of pure Ag catalysts but can also form
on other low-index orientations such as (100) and (110) or (210) surfaces. OMC is
found in these works to act as the selective-controlling intermediate that allows the
reaction paths going toward to either EO or Ac nal states [53, 54], in which the
reaction barrier of EO formation is compatible to those found in experiments on
(111) surface. Furthermore, the authors have extensively considered OMC forming
on other pure metal catalysts [53].
Another active area of study in ethylene epoxidation concerns the chemical
states of adsorbed oxygen which, in some reports, are seen as one of the selectivitycontrolling factors. It has been suggested that oxygen may be present in either a
nucleophilic or an electrophilic form; the former would be active for total oxidation, while the latter would lead to epoxidation.

Based on the rst proposed re-

action mechanisms in Fig. 2.1(a), it was suggested that electrophilic oxygen atoms
would prefer to react with electron-rich ethylene double bond in the selective pathway, yielding ethylene oxide. On the other hand, the vinyl intermediate state, that
would lead to the combustion, would more likely bind to nucleophilic oxygen. This
hypothesis implies that electrophilic oxygen plays an important role in improving
selectivity of ethylene epoxidation. The electrophilic oxygen has been postulated to
be a surface (atomic) oxygen with chemical properties strongly modied by surface
defects, or a surface oxide phase. In addition, the formation of sub-surface oxygen

sub ) is also involved. Osub is suggested as the promoter of improving selectivity of
sub , in this case, is proposed to reduce the strength of the bonds of on-surface
Ag. O
(O
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oxygen, which facilitates the binding of on-surface oxygen with C=C double bond,
forming EO [55]. However, DFT results recently show that this oxygen stabilizes
the on-surface oxygen [56, 57, 58], and also increases the chemisorption energy of
ethylene on pure Ag surface [57]. Mavrikakis

et al.

[57] computed the activation

energy of reaction path forming EO from OMC intermediate states, and found that

sub , which is suggested

this energy is increased signicantly with the presence of O

to be related to increase of binding energies of on-surface oxygen.
Several studies have conrmed that there are some elements in the Periodic Table
that can be used as the promoters for improving the selectivity of Ag catalysts which
are grouped into three categories: (i) alkalis, especially cesium and combinations of
cesium with other alkalis; (ii) chlorine; (iii) early transition metal, such as rhenium,
and other d−metals in some current high-selectivity catalysts. The use of promoters
can increase the selectivity from < 50% for un-promoted catalysts to almost 90%.
While cesium and chlorine promotion have been used in practice for decades, and
have prompted a number of studies to try to explain their role, little information is
available about the possible role of rhenium and other d-metals as the promoters.
In the case of Cs promotion, Barteau and co-workers have found experimentally
that Cs signicantly increases the selectivity of Ag as long as the amount of Cs is
up to 80 ppm, while the promotion of Cs on activity of catalysts is quite small. In
order to explain the role of Cs, the authors used DFT calculations to propose that Cs
acts by altering energetic of OMC reactions. From this intermediate, the activation
barrier for acetaldehyde formation on Ag(111) increases signicantly with respect to
the activation barrier for EO formation when Cs is co-adsorbed on the surface [59].
However, Cs is also known as a highly reactive element, therefore, during catalyst
preparation the active sites on surfaces can be partially neutralized by ion exchange
with Cs cations from solutions, and a lower yield of ethylene conversion percentage
is usually found in this case [44]. Analogously, adding chlorine (Cl) to the catalyst
also has been shown to increase the selectivity to EO [60, 61, 62, 63, 64].

Cl is

continuously added to the reactor feed at ppm levels in the form of chlorinated
hydrocarbons, such as dichloroethane (C2 H4 Cl2 ) and vinyl chloride (C2 H3 Cl). It is
generally found that the presence of Cl signicantly increases the selectivity to EO
while at the same time decreasing the rates of EO and CO2 formation. Therefore,
Cl works as a poison to inhibit the rate of carbon dioxide formation to a greater
extent than EO formation.
The role of the last promoter group in changing the catalytic properties of Ag in
ethylene epoxidation has been also studied for many years. Several d-metal additives
have been shown to increase EO selectivity as well as Cs and Cl promoters. Verykios
and co-workers examined several promoted-Ag systems and reported results for Zn
[65], Au [66], Pd [67], and Cd [68] additives. Zn was found to have little eect on the
Ag catalysts [65], while Cd was found to increase the turnover frequencies of both
the combustion and epoxidation reactions [68]. In that work, Pd-promoted catalysts
showed to increase only the rate of the combustion pathway (to decrease selectivity)
[67]. A maximum was found in the activity of Au−impregnated catalysts, although
the selectivity decreased with increasing Au loading [66]. Spectroscopic and dirac-
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tion techniques were employed to examine alloying of these promoters with Ag. Zn
was not found to alloy with Ag, while Cd was [65]. The Au and Pd results were
less certain, although alloying was assumed. Recently, Barteau and co-workers have
combined the DFT modeling with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electrondispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and

ex situ

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

in order to provide the critical insights into the mechanism of ethylene epoxidation
reaction happening on Ag particles promoted by additives such as Pd [69], Cd, Au,
Pt, and Cu metals [70]. Firstly, the chemical reactions of ethylene epoxidation on
the catalysts have been modeled through DFT simulations, which allows to predict
the selectivity for dierent alloys [71], then experiments have been performed and
compared to the computed results. The experimental data has showed that Pd also
increases the activity and selectivity of Ag catalysts, agrees with those in calculation, while Pt and Au have been found to decrease selectivity, although the extent of
the observed decrease with Pt addition is in conict with the model prediction. Cd
addition increased both the activity and selectivity of Ag, opposite to the predicted
behavior.

In particular, for the case of Ag promoted by Cu, both DFT and the

experimental measurements show that this catalyst is signicantly better in activity
and selectivity compared to other promoters.
One can see that while selectivity promotion of alkalis and halogens is always
followed by raising catalyst, price and decreasing catalysts activity, a wide usage of
selective silver-based alloys, such as Ag-Cu alloy, into the EO industrial synthesis
can be seen as a perspective in the near future. In order to understand the role of the
additives in changing the catalysis property compared to pure Ag, the interpretation
of the basic mechanism of ethylene epoxidation and chemical state of oxygen on the
alloy surfaces should be studied analogously with pure Ag case. In the following,
our studies will focus on the case of Ag-Cu alloy which was mentioned above as the
most selective catalyst compared to others.

2.1.2 Selectivity improvement of Ag-Cu alloy catalyst
The improvement in selectivity of Ag-Cu alloy compared to pure Ag has been investigated by Barteau and co-workers. The authors used DFT methods to simulate an
alloy model with 2-dimensional (2D) surface for Ag-Cu. The computed (111) surface is assumed by one out of four Ag atoms replaced by one Cu atom in a (2

× 2)

cell. In this calculation, the role of Cu in improving the selectivity is understood
through the eects on the OMC intermediate [72], given in Fig. 2.2. Later, DFT
results have been tested experimentally at the laboratory scale and the measurements have shown that Ag-Cu bimetallic catalysts are more selective to EO than
monometallic Ag catalysts over a wide range of Cu composition, see Fig. 2.3. The
optimal selectivity was obtained with 0.2 to 0.5 (% mol) of Cu relative to Ag. Moreover, this selectivity enhancement is found to be maintained with the addition of
conventional promoters such as Cs and Cl [73]. Increase of EO selectivity in this
case has been estimated from 15 to 30% compared to promotion on Ag.

In the

same experimental setup, the authors also measured selectivity dependence on the
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operating conditions such as oxygen and ethylene partial pressures [74]. While the
latter dependence shows no eect on selectivity but activity that decreases with
increasing ethylene partial pressures, the rst one, on the other hand, improves the

sub formation on Ag-

selectivity of EO formation, which has been explained with O
Cu alloys [74]. Analysis of

ex situ

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for this

catalyst suggested that the surface of the catalyst is enriched with Cu [72], and the
amount of Cu on surface is from 0.2 to 0.75 ML. Morphological changes of Ag catalyst particles in ethylene epoxidation reaction are also obtained by SEM, Fig. 2.4.
This measurement also showed that once the content of Cu increases up to a certain
value, the surfaces of Ag-Cu particles will be dominated by copper oxide phases
that have structure dierent from that employed in DFT calculations suggested by
the authors [72]. Since, in the conditions relevant for experiments, the formation of
oxide on catalyst surfaces is very important [75], one needs to elucidate the role of
Ag-Cu in increasing selectivity under these conditions [76].

Figure 2.2: Computational design of ethylene oxide (EO) synthesis catalysts with
improved selectivity [72].

a) Selectivity-controlling step from Oxametallacycle in-

termediate. TS1 and TS2 are the Transition States of pathways forming EO and
Ac, respectively.

b) Structure of the bimetallic model catalysts on which OMC

is still assumed as the transition state.

c) The selectivity descriptor,

∗ (alloy) − E ∗ (alloy)) − (E ∗ (Ag) − E ∗ (Ag)),
(EAc
EO
Ac
EO
compositions.

∆∆EA =

shown for a number of catalyst

Positive value means that the bimetallic should be more selective

than pure silver.
Recently, with the development of several experimental techniques for heterogeneous catalysis, the properties of the catalyst surface under conditions relevant
for industrial production can be understood better.

Employing

in situ

XPS ex-

periments, Piccinin and co-workers have measured structural properties for Ag-Cu
nanoparticles (∼

100

nm, 2.5 wt% Cu) at 520 K in O2 , H2 , and a C2 H4 :O2 (1:2)

atmospheres at a total pressure of 0.5 mbar [77]. XPS in this work shows that the
valence spectra of Cu 3d in Ag-Cu samples are similar to those of Cu2 O and CuO
ones. It indicates that Cu atoms on Ag-Cu alloy are in an oxide form; therefore,
copper-oxide structure will play an important role in catalyzing ethylene epoxidation
instead of pure Ag or Ag-Cu alloy. The analysis of these spectra also shows that the
Cu content on the surface are signicantly dierent when the ethylene and oxygen
reactants are present compared to the case in vacuum (∼

50 times more surface cop-

per compared to the nominal bulk composition). The surface structures obtained
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Figure 2.3: a) Normalized catalyst selectivity to EO of Ag-Cu relative to pure Ag
under the same conditions as a function of bulk Cu content [72]. b)EO selectivity
(top-panel) and Ethylene conversion (below-panel) results for Ag-Cu catalysts with
respect to dierent calcination time: solid line is 2 hours, dashed line is 12 hour [76].

Figure 2.4: SEM images of Ag-Cu catalyst particles with dierent Cu contents: a)
300 ppm and b) 1000 ppm. c) SEM of support region of Ag-Cu particles with 1000
ppm Cu. White particles are Ag. Dark gray particles are

α-Al2 O3

[76].
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Figure 2.5: Experimental measurements of copper-oxide layer formation on Ag-Cu
catalysts. In the left-panel: HRTEM image shows a silver particle partially covered
with a 5 nm thick copper oxide layer.

In the right-panel:

a) the Cu 2p3/2 core

level spectra of the Ag-Cu catalyst recorded under oxygen and reaction (C2 H4 :O2 )
atmospheres (total pressure 0.5 mbar at 520 K). b) Valence band spectra of the AgCu catalyst under oxygen and reaction atmospheres (left). The valence band region
close to the Fermi edge obtained from the dierence spectra between Ag-Cu and
pure Ag samples (right). At the bottom, valence band spectra of reference oxides
are given [77].
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by the high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Fig. 2.5, show
the segregation of Cu oxide patches on the surface of the Ag particles beside the
pure Ag surfaces [77].
The experimental observations have been interpreted by rst-principles electronic structure calculations [77].

It has been shown that the presence of oxygen

in the reactive environment leads to copper segregation to the surface [78, 79], and
around the temperature and pressure of interest for practical applications a thin
layer of copper oxide on the top of silver surface is found, while the 2D alloy is not
predicted to be stable [79, 78].

Therefore, the enhancement of the selectivity to-

wards the formation of EO on Ag-Cu alloy should be understood under the eect of
the thin oxide layer instead of a surface alloy. Moreover, by using thermodynamic
equilibrium constrain methods, the stability of dierent structures that are proposed to be present on the surface during the ethylene converted to nal EO or Ac
products has been evaluated, suggesting that the surface of Ag-Cu alloy under this
condition consists of energetically similar oxidic surface structures such as the thin
CuO and AgO-CuO lms on the Ag substrate. The structures are believed to be
in dynamical coexistence. The results are supported by the experimental evidence
that Cu is in an oxidized state and this is likely to have important consequences for
the understanding of the mechanism by which Cu enhances the catalyst selectivity,
since the active O species are O atoms which are part of an oxide layer, rather than
O atoms chemisorbed on a metal surface [77].

2.1.3 Exploiting Brønsted Evan Polanyi principle
In heterogeneous catalysis, one of the most interesting ndings through several studies of reactions on transition-metals is Brønsted Evan Polanyi (BEP) principle. That
is found in 1928 by Brønsted [80], and Evan and Polanyi in 1938 [81]. This principle

∗

states a linear relation between activation energy (E ) and enthalpy (∆H) of an
elementary reaction,

E ∗ = α∆H + β.

(2.3)

When using DFT for studies of catalytic reactions, the estimation of activation
energies via the Nudge-Elastic-Band (NEB) method, that will be introduced fully
later, is computational very demanding. In contrast, the calculations for enthalpy
are much simpler.

It means that, for a given elementary reaction, by employing

BEP relation, a systematic study over a range of dierent catalyst surfaces can
allow to predict the activation energy,

E ∗ , of a new catalyst without performing the

expensive calculations.
The accuracy of BEP principle and its applications have been extensively reported through many DFT calculations.

In particular, Nørskov and co-workers

have studied BEP principle for several dissociation reactions of dierent molecules
on the catalysts [42]. The values of coecients

α and β

in Eq.(2.3) of these reactions

have also been obtained by scanning over many catalyst surfaces. The ndings have
provided useful approach for understanding the activity of existing catalysts in the
reactions, and also allowed to predict the catalytic properties of new catalysts.
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In ethylene epoxidation, the linear relation of BEP principle has been also examined for the reaction steps from OMC toward to EO and Ac nal products on
dierent surfaces. In particular, A. Kokalj

et al.

[53] have found that although the

original form of BEP principle does not result a good predictor for selectivity of the
catalyst, a modication for this relation can be employed as a selectivity indicator.
In this thesis, the BEP principle in the reaction steps for the formation of EO and
Ac products will be reconsidered to apply to the case of oxide-like layer structures
of the Ag-Cu catalysts.
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2.2 Computational Study of Chemical Reaction
In materials science, surface science and heterogeneous catalysis studies, computer
simulations of surface processes can contribute signicant insights regarding electronic properties, atomic-scale structure and transitions of chemical processes. The
electronic description within Kohn−Sham density functional theory (DFT) has
shown to be remarkably successful in numerous studies for the energetic properties of materials as well as catalyst surfaces. DFT calculations deal with electrons
that are treated at their ground states corresponding to Born-Oppenheimer Adiabatic approximations, while other properties related to temperature and pressure
usually are computed through kinetics of nuclei.

In practice, several theoretical

tools have been developed to depict properly the energetic and dynamic properties
of the nuclei in systems such as Monte-Carlo, molecular dynamic, meta-dynamics,
or saddle point nding methods, etc.
In this section, we will introduce the theoretical concepts that will be employed
in the study of the heterogeneous catalysis problems in this thesis. Firstly, we will
present an

ab initio

method allowing to incorporate the outcomes of DFT, such

as forces and total energy, into modeling the surface catalyst that are possibly
present under the temperature and pressure conditions relevant to experiments.
Then, we will describe one possible approach to the study of rare events: the nudgedelastic band (NEB) method, which allows the calculation of reaction barriers for the
elementary reaction steps on the selected catalyst structures.

2.2.1 Ab initio atomistic thermodynamics
In heterogeneous catalysis, having a detailed knowledge of the catalyst surfaces under operating conditions is a crucial rst step toward understanding the full catalytic
process at atomistic level. Classical surface science techniques operate in ultra high
vacuum (UHV) and at room temperature or below, while industrial applications
of heterogeneous catalysis usually require pressure of the order of atmospheres and
temperatures often higher than room temperature. The information extracted from
such surface science experiments cannot always be extrapolated to realistic conditions since structures that can exist at high temperature and pressure might not
be seen in UHV conditions and vice versa. The dierence in ambient conditions is
usually referred to the pressure and temperature gaps, and trying to bridge these
dierences is one of the major goals in current surface science research [82].
In theoretical calculations, in order to overcome the above issue, well known
methods such as lattice-gas Hamiltonian, equilibrium Monte-Carlo simulations or
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations have been developed and employed for dierent
particular type of problems [5, 6]. These methods are successful in describing the
phenomena in heterogeneous catalysis at the macroscopic scales, such as the dynamic properties of adsorption, desorption, or diusion of reactants and uctuation
or growth of surface structures, ect.

However, there are also drawbacks in these

methods. For example, since the force elds used in these methods are constructed
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via classical ones with parameters extracted from DFT calculations, one do not have
a detailed electronic information of the interaction between reactants and catalyst,
and also the accuracy of these calculations is lower than that obtained directly from
DFT calculations [5, 6].
On the other hand, understanding at the microscopic level phenomena, for example elementary processes such as bond-forming or -breaking of each molecule
with the surfaces, is also crucial in determining the electronic properties of catalysts.

While energetics of the microscopic processes can be addressed accurately

by DFT calculations, the eects of atmosphere (T and
their thermodynamics.

by Scheer and co-workers [83, 84, 85], and named

namics.

p)

can provide a picture of

One approach for this aspect has been proposed recently

ab initio atomistic thermody-

In this method, systems are assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium

conditions where the appropriate thermodynamic potential functions, like the Gibbs
free energy, can be calculated from the outcomes of DFT calculations. Then, the
macroscopic system properties are studied through the standard methodology of
thermodynamics.

For a large system, this approach allows to decompose it into

subsystems that are mutually in equilibrium with each other. Each of the subsystems is of course simpler, and can be treated separately. The contact between the
subsystems is established by relating their corresponding thermodynamic potentials.
This treatment can be ecient for an innite systems such as a bulk surrounded by
gas phases. The homogeneous parts like bulk or surrounding gases can be separated
o, and then represented by corresponding reservoirs.
In heterogeneous catalysis,

ab initio thermodynamics

assumes that a catalysis

system is composed by (i) the deep layers of catalyst surfaces that are in equilibrium
with their bulk phases, (ii) the homogeneous gas phases such as oxygen or ethylene
molecule gases that are treated as reservoirs, and (iii) the portion of the surface of
the catalyst at which chemical reactions between reactants can occur. Therefore, in
order to examine the stability of dierent surface structures, the Gibbs free surface
energy is usually used, which allows to evaluate the variation of free energy of the
catalyst surface with the adsorption of reactants,

Gtotal (T, p)

compared to those of

slab (T, p),
clean surface, G

γ(T, p) =

X
X
1
{Gtotal (T, p) − Gslab (T, p) −
NM µM (T, p) −
Ni µi (T, p)}
A

here

A

is the area of the surface unit cell,

µi (T, p)

and

potential of reactants and metal atoms, respectively.
present on surface, while

NM

(2.4)

i

M

Ni

µM (T, p)

are the chemical

is the number of reactants

is the number of metal atoms added/removed to/from

the surface compared to the clean slab.

If we consider an alloy catalyst, that is

a mixture between the based-metal and solutes, the solutes are assumed to be in
equilibrium with their bulk reservoir. In Eq.(2.4), the solid phase Gibbs free ener-

Gslab (T, p), and Gtotal (T, p) are approximately considered to be contributed by
slab (T, p), we have:
several terms. For example, in the case of G
gies,

Gslab (T, p) ≈ E total + F vib + pV,

(2.5)
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where

V

is volume of the system.

E total

is the total energy that is evaluated by DFT

vib is the vibration free energy. In Eq.(2.5), the dominant term is
methods, and F
the total energy.

Checking for the last term, one can nd from a dimensional

analysis that its contribution to

γ(T, p)

is of the order of

∼

3

2

atm Å /Å

2

meV/Å , that is suciently small compared to the total energy.

= 10−3

The vibrational

contributions to the free energy, which in principle should be accounted for, have
been shown to be suciently small so as not to play an important role for the O/Ag
system [56]. When comparing systems with dierent stoichiometries, on the other
hand, vibration contributions might play a non-negligible role. In order to estimate
for

F vib ,

in practice, one needs to obtain the phonon density of state (DOS) of the

vibration model (i.e. Einstein model) on the surfaces. An analytic expression for

F vib

can be seen in Ref. [83]. However, it is worth to note here that, in Eq.(2.4),

a dierence of surface vibration free energy,

∆F vib /A,

is of interest rather than

vib . In calculations for RuO (110) surface, Reuter et al.
an absolute value of F
2
vib
showed that ∆F
/A always stays within ∼ ±10 meV/Å2 for the entire range of
temperature up to 1000 K. Similarly, on the Ag-Cu(111) surface, Piccinin
shown that accounting for these contributions changes
the range of temperatures of interest (0

− 1000

γ(T, p)

of

∼ ±10

et al.

have

2 in

meV/Å

K) [79]. These estimates indicate

that such contributions are indeed small and that neglecting these terms will not
alter the main conclusions of the work. Hence, within this model, the only term that
depends on

T

and

E slab ,

p is the chemical potential of the gas phases. As a consequence,
Gslab , and Gtotal are approximated with the total energies E total ,

and

the free energies

respectively. Moreover, the removed metal atoms are assumed to be in

equilibrium with it bulk reservoirs,

bulk .
µM (T, p) = EM

The denition of surface free

energy, therefore, becomes :

γ(T, p) =

X
X
1
bulk
{E total − E slab −
NM EM
−
Ni µi (T, p)}.
A

Here, we also note that

ab initio atomic thermodynamics

(2.6)

can be seen as an approxi-

mate approach to study heterogeneous catalysis at steady-state condition where the
systems are close to thermodynamic equilibrium (or a constrained equilibrium) to
prevent catalyst degradation [6].

2.2.1.1 Gas phase chemical potential
In this section, we discuss how to directly extract the chemical potential values of
gas-phase species,

µi , from the standard thermochemical tables [86], and relate it to

temperature and pressure conditions. According to the denition of thermodynamic
equilibrium of reactants with their surrounding gas phase reservoir, the chemical
potentials are approximated as those of the ideal gases; and are therefore dened
by the Gibbs free energy per unit atom or molecule

µ(T, p) = (

∂G
G
)T,p,N = .
∂N
N

(2.7)
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The Gibbs free energy is the thermodynamical potential function depending on
pressure and temperature, so its total derivative can be written as:

dG = (

∂G
∂G
)p dT + (
)T dp = −SdT + V dp,
∂T
∂P

where the Maxwell relations for the energy,
the ideal gas equation of state,

pV = N kT ,

S

and volume,

V

(2.8)

is employed. Using

the partial derivative of

G(T, p)

with

respect to pressure at constant temperature is consequently

(

N kT
∂G
)T = V =
.
∂p
p

In turn, a nite pressure change from pressure,

Z
G(T, p) − G(T, po ) =

p

(
po

po ,

(2.9)

to the nite value,

p,

results in

∂G
p
)T dp = N kT ln( o ).
∂p
p

(2.10)

Combining Eqs.(2.7 and 2.10), for the chemical potential of reactant gases we can
nally write

µ(T, p) = µ(T, po ) + kT ln(
where,

µ(T, po )

p
)
po

(2.11)

is the so-called chemical potential at standard pressure,

po .

It is

given by

µ(T, po ) = E total + ∆µ(T, po )
where,

E total

(2.12)

is the total energy of the isolated molecule in the gas. The incre-

ment of chemical potential at standard pressure with respect to 0 K,

∆µ(T, po )

is

evaluated by:

∆µ(T, po ) = µ(0, po ) + ∆G(T, po )
= [H(T, po ) − H(0, po )] − T [S(T, po ) − S(0, po )],
where the relation

H

G = H − TS

between the Gibbs free energy

G

(2.13)

and the enthalpy

is employed. It allows us to obtain the desired temperature dependence simply

from the dierences in enthalpy and entropy of gas molecule with respect to the

T =0

K limit.

The evaluation for this expression can be obtained from the NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables [86] that give us the information of enthalpy

o
at the standard pressure p and dierent nite temperatures

T.

H

and entropy

S

Moreover, an al-

ternative approach can also directly calculate by rst-principle calculations for each
atom or molecule in gas phase [83, 85].
In the ethylene epoxidation reactions, the chemical potentials of the two reactant
gases, ethylene and oxygen, mainly contribute to the reaction.

From the above

expansion, the chemical potential of ethylene molecule, for example, is explicitly
calculated through:

total
µC2 H4 (T, po ) = EC
+ ∆µC2 H4 (T, po )
2 H4

(2.14)
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Table 2.1:

∆µC2 H4 (T, po )

and

∆µO (T, po )

in the temperature range of interest to

o
The entropy and enthalpy change used to obtain ∆µC2 H4 (T, p ) and
o
∆µO (T, p ) via Eqs.(2.15 and 2.17), respectively are taken from thermodynamical
o
table at p = 1 atm.
our study.

T (K)

∆µO (T, po )

(eV)

∆µC2 H4 (T, po )

100

-0.08

-0.15

200

-0.17

-0.35

300

-0.27

-0.57

400

-0.38

-0.81

500

-0.50

-1.06

600

-0.61

-1.32

700

-0.73

-1.59

800

-0.85

-1.88

900

-0.98

-2.17

1000

-1.10

-2.48

(eV)

with

∆µC2 H4 (T, po ) =[H(T, po , C2 H4 ) − H(0, po , C2 H4 )]
−T [S(T, po , C2 H4 ) − S(0, po , C2 H4 )].
The chemical potential of oxygen can be simply chosen as

(2.15)

µO = 12 µO2 ,

total
µO (T, po ) = EO
+ ∆µO (T, po )

(2.16)

1 total
total
EO
= EO
2 2
1
∆µO (T, po ) = ∆µO2 (T, po )
2
1
= [H(T, po , O2 ) − H(0, po , O2 )]
2
1
− T [S(T, po , O2 ) − S(0, po , O2 )].
2

(2.17)

with

In this work, the enthalpy and entropy of O2 and ethylene molecules are extracted,
at standard pressure

po = 1

atm, from the NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables

[86]. The total energy for these isolated molecules are calculated by ab initio (DFT)
methods. Inserting them into Eqs.(2.15 and 2.17) leads nally to

∆µO (T, po )

and

∆µC2 H4 (T, po ), which we list in Table 2.1.

2.2.2 Reactivity and Selectivity in Thermalized Chemical Reaction
In heterogeneous catalysis, understanding and then improving properties such as
activity and selectivity of catalysts for chemical processes are the main topics in
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According to the basic chemistry concepts [3], the catalyst activity is

dened as the rate of the catalyzed chemical reaction, while selectivity is evaluated
as the probability that the catalyst lead to the formation of only one type of product
when reaction may occur in parallel or along several reaction paths. The selectivity
can also be qualied through the rate,

Ri ,

of the reaction paths, relative to the

summation over the dierent the reaction rates,

S

Ri
=P
.
j Rj

(2.18)

For the case of ethylene epoxidation reaction, as mentioned in the introduction, the mechanism of the reaction involves multiple-steps that are associated with
the reaction rates

Ri 's.

Several computational studies have assumed that oxygen

molecules (or atoms) chemisorption or formation of oxide structures on the catalyst
surfaces are the elementary reation steps with the lowest

Ri .

These are therefore

seen as the rate-controlling step. In contract, ethylene oxidation on these surfaces
to form the nal states, EO and Ac, is seen as the selectivity-controlling one [87, 44].
Through searching for the catalysts that are able to increase the rates of the former step, one can improve the catalysis activity in the ethylene epoxidation; on
the other hand, the evaluation of rates of the EO and Ac formation steps allows us
to estimate the selectivity of dierent catalysts (this can be seen in Eq.(2.18), and
will be claried later by expressing the selectivity of ethylene epoxidation in terms
of reaction barriers). Therefore, a detailed study of the kinetic quantities (such as
reaction barrier) of the reaction steps of ethylene epoxidation is also needed beside
of DFT calculations for the stable structures.
Chemical reactions in heterogeneous catalysis are usually characterized by a
series of thermally activated processes. The kinetic energy of initial states or nal
states on the reaction paths is mainly contributed by the thermal uctuations around
the local minima on the Potential Energy Surfaces that are associated with the
stable congurations.

Since at the temperatures used in heterogeneous catalysis

kinetic energy of reaction is much smaller than the energy of the reaction barrier,
at the atomistic time scales (δτ
energy barrier is very small.

. 10−13

s), the possibility of overcoming reaction's

One calls such a problem as a rare event problem.

The study of kinetic properties of such problem is treated by statistical approaches;
and the so-called Transition State Theory (TST) is usually chosen for evaluating
reaction rates of heterogeneous catalytic reactions [1].

nA + mB → C + D, the
TST proposes that (i) the distribution of A and B reactants, and C and D products
Considering a general example of chemical reaction

in an elementary path is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann one, which ensures that
at a given microscopic time-scale, the reactants and products will be relaxed and
redistributed between their degrees of freedom before changing into the other state;
(ii) for a given reaction path direction, the transformation goes through a transition
state and, as a moment decision, only the forward direction of reaction, with the
TST rate constant

kTST = k→ ,

is available while the backward one is assumed to
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be neglected,

k← = 0.

It means that the rate of the reactant consummation is

R=
NIS

Here,

dNIS
= −kTST NIS .
dt

(2.19)

is the ensemble population of the initial state (IS) involving A and B

reactants, while under the equilibrium condition, the TST rate constant,

kTST ,

represents the ux of congurations crossing the TS from the IS to the nal state
(FS).
In order to evaluate

kTST , TST states that kTST

is the product of the probability

PTS to nd the system in the transition state times the rate, vTS at which the system
moves across the transition state once it gets there. The probability PTS deals with
the thermal uctuation of atoms in the systems,

PTS =< δ(r − r† ) >R
where

< · · · >R

(2.20)

indicates an ensemble average over the reactants, and

species that system must be at transition state

r†

δ(r − r† )

to contribute to the average.

For systems, such as solids, which are well described as harmonic oscillators around
stationary points (minima and saddle points), the harmonic form of TST is often a
very good approximation which can be used to evaluate

R
PTS =
where,

κ

eκr
R

.

∗

δ(r − r† )dr
e−E /kT
p
=
2
κr /2kT dr
2πkT /κ
re

2 /2kT

r

PTS

(2.21)

in this expansion represents a spring constant of harmonic oscillation,

which depends on the motion around the global minima of the IS atoms.

(E TS − E IS )

is the so-called activation energy or energy barrier.

E∗ =

On the other

hand, the average velocity of atoms at transition state can be calculated through
the average momentum in phase space as,

R
r
p2 /2mkT dp
1 p |p|e
< |p| >
2πkT
R 2
< |v| >=
=
.
=
p
/2mkT
m
m pe
m
dp
Therefore, the expansion of

kTST

kTST

(2.22)

is established,

1
1
= < |v| > PTS =
2
2
−E ∗ /kT

=ν(IS)e

r

κ −E ∗ /kT
e
m

(2.23)

.

1/2 here means that the system is moving only from reactants to products, and ν(IS) is seen as the oscillation frequency around the IS. Eq.(2.23) is equiv-

The factor

alent to the van't Ho-Arrhenius law [1], which states that the probability of rare
event occurrence depends only on the IS properties and activation energy. From it,
the rate constants of any given pathways can be estimated explicitly.
For the catalyzed ethylene epoxidation reaction considered in this thesis, the
rates

REO

and

RAc

of the two competing parallel steps forming the nal states EO
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and Ac, respectively, are estimated by Eq.(2.19), while the selectivity of catalysts is
calculated by Eq.(2.18). Beside considering TST, we make two assumptions that: (i)
the IS of the two competing reaction pathways forming the nal states EO and Ac
are the same, which is either an ethylene physisorbed or a chemisorbed intermediate
state; (ii) the prefactor,

ν(IS),

in Eq.(2.23) is similar for dierent catalyst surfaces.

Combining Eqs.(2.19 and 2.23), then substituting into Eq.(2.18), the selectivity can
be nally written as,

S=
where

∗
EAc

and

∗
EEO

1
[1 +

∗
∗
e−(EAc −EEO )/kT ]

,

(2.24)

are the activation energies for the Ac and EO synthesis steps,

respectively.

Through Eq.(2.24), the selectivity in ethylene epoxidation is deter-

mined by the

∗ − E∗ ,
∆E ∗ = EAc
EO

which shows that the more positive is

∆E ∗ ,

the

higher is the selectivity toward EO formation.

2.2.3 Computational Methods to Estimate Chemical Reaction
Paths
In the previous sections, one has seen that the activation energy of the reaction
paths is a quantity of central importance for estimating the selectivity of catalysts
and transition rates of chemical reactions, according to the van't Ho-Arrhenius law,
within harmonic TST. The activation energy is dened by the dierence between
the energy of the Transition State (TS) and the Initial State (IS).
In principle, the IS on the reaction path, and similarly for the Final State (FS),
are identied as local minima located on the Potential Energy Surfaces (PES), and
are normally evaluated by minimizing the total energy and the internal forces corresponding to the most stable congurations. In this thesis, we have used BroydenFletcher-Goldfard-Shanno (BFGS) algorithms to do this optimization.
On the other hand, nding for TS needs more eorts.

First of all, a specic

algorithm should be used to nd the Minimum Energy Path (MEP) of the reaction
paths on the multi-dimensional conguration space PES. The MEP is dened as the
specic path that connects two local minimum points corresponding to IS and FS,
and is characterized by the property that the perpendicular forces on this paths are
vanishing:

F⊥ = F − τ̂ [τ̂ .F ] = 0,
where

τ̂

is the vector tangent to the path, and

F = −∇V

(2.25)
with

V

the potential in

the PES. After establishing MEP, the saddle point with the highest energy on the
reaction path is located as the TS that we are looking for.
The method that is most widely used for nding TS in plane-wave DFT calculations is the nudged elastic band (NEB) method [88]. This method was developed by
Hannes J. Jönsson and co-workers as a renement of earlier chain-of-states methods [89]. The primary aim of this technique is to dene MEP, between two local
minima by constructing a number of intermediate congurations, called images
between the IS and FS. The total energy of each image is then optimized while
keeping the distance between consecutive images constant, meaning that the path
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can be elongated or shorten, but the images will remain approximately equispaced.
In order to warranty this constraint, spring forces will be introduced for each images
(this is referred as the elastic band method). In the NEB method, minimization of
the elastic band is carried out where the perpendicular component of the spring
forces and the parallel component of the force induced by the external potentials
are excluded. The force on image

i

then becomes

F (xi ) = {−∇V (xi ) + τ̂i [τ̂i ∇V (xi )]} − k[(2xi − xi+1 − xi−1 )τ̂i ]τ̂i ,
where

k

(2.26)

is the elastic force constant of the virtual springs. In Eq.(2.26), the rst

contribution is the force perpendicular to the path, which is due to the external potential and is calculated by DFT with respect to the intermediate image geometries.
The second term is the spring force contribution that is projected onto the parallel
direction at each image. The idea of projecting the spring forces is call nudging of
the elastic band [89].
Moreover, because the elastic forces act exclusively along the MEP, one is free to
choose values of spring elastic constants that are dierent between pairs of images.
The values of

k

are usually chosen so that there are stronger for images closer to

TS. This results in a higher number of images closer to TS, and one thus can have
a better description of the path around this point. This method is called variable
elastic constants NEB [89].
While the NEB method gives a discrete representation of the MEP, the energy of
the saddle point needs to be obtained by interpolation. When the energy barrier is
narrow compared with the length of the MEP, few images land in the neighborhood
of the saddle point and the interpolation can be inaccurate.

The climbing image

NEB (CI-NEB) method constitutes a small modication to the NEB method. Information about the shape of the MEP is retained, but a rigorous convergence to a
saddle point is also obtained. This additional feature does not add any signicant
computational eort. After a few iterations with the regular NEB, the image with
the highest energy

imax

is identied. The force on this one image is not given by

Eq.(2.26) but rather by

Fximax = −∇V (ximax ) + 2τ̂imax [τ̂imax ∇V (ximax )]

(2.27)

where, one can easily recognize that the spring force component parallel to the path
is removed at the highest image. The last component that is parallel to the path will
shift up the maximum image toward the TS, while the geometry is still optimized
[88].
The relaxation of the intermediate images along the path simultaneously converges them toward the MEP. The convergence of the path is characterized by a
decrease of forces on the images, that are calculated by Eq.(2.26), until they are
smaller than a threshold value.

Here, one should note that the relaxation proce-

dure of each image is similar to the relaxation used in nding the local minimum
geometry. The NEB algorithm is already implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO
distribution, with a very high level of parallelization [90].
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2.3 Results and Discussion
In heterogeneous catalysis, surfaces of solid particles act as catalysts. The identication of the composition and geometry of the catalyst's surface and the determination of the various chemical reactions that take place under realistic conditions are
the main prerequisites for reaching a microscopic understanding of heterogeneous
catalysis.

Surface science techniques [3] usually operate under ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) conditions (10

−13

− 10−9

atm) and low temperature (room temperature or

even below) where the behavior of catalyst may be dierent compared with high
pressure (∼

1

atm) and temperature (often higher than 300 K) regime, where the

catalysts typically operate. In addition, structural properties such as composition
and geometry measured under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions may be different to those under realistic non-equilibrium conditions, where there is a ux of
incoming reagents and outgoing products, and various dynamical phenomena such
as bond-making and bond-breaking between reactants and the surfaces occur simultaneously. These dierences may lead to inconsistencies between the properties of
catalysts measured in typical UHV surface science experiments and those of the real
catalyst under operating conditions.
Recent experimental and theoretical works have shown that working catalysts
can be thought as living objects. In some cases, it has been found that the surface of
catalysts can consist of a number of possible structures with similar energetics rather
than a single low energy one. These structures during catalytic operation can evolve
with respect to time or transform between those having similar energy. This picture
emerged, for example, in recent studies of CO oxidation on RuO2 (110) and Pd(100),
where the highest catalytic activity is reached in regions of the phase diagram corresponding to the boundaries between dierent stable surface oxide structures [91, 5].
STM measurements of the CO oxidation, under steady-state catalysis, have shown
the formation of oxide-layer structures on the Pd(100) and Pt(110) catalysts, and
these structures are evolving continuously in time [91, 5].

Similarly, on Ag(111)

surfaces, the coexistence of dierent surface oxide structures is also found by STM
experiments performed under conditions relevant to oxidation catalysis [92]. These
experiments therefore suggest that to study oxidation reactions such as ethylene
epoxidation on catalyst surfaces, one needs to carefully examine the role of high
pressure and temperature on the structural properties of the catalyst surfaces.
In atomistic simulations, this problem has been considered by combining accurate rst-principle methods and equilibrium and non-equilibrium statistical mechanics techniques [5]. In the rst-principle methods, the combination of DFT and
ab initio thermodynamics methods can yield a successful prediction for stability
of several structures on the catalyst surfaces.

On the other hand, employing the

Kinetic Monte-Carlo approach, one can simulate a coarse-grained dynamics of the
full steady-state catalysis. Nevertheless, a detailed description of the complete set
of elementary heterogeneous catalysis processes is needed to set up an

ab initio

Ki-

netic Monte Carlo, usually involving very expensive calculations. In this thesis, we
will limit ourselves to study of heterogeneous catalysis of ethylene epoxidation on
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Ag-Cu catalyst structures under the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.
As mentioned in the section 2.1.2, experiments of ethylene epoxidation on the
Ag-Cu catalysts were carried out under the steady-state conditions by Piccinin and
co-workers [77].

The authors have identied the formation of a thin oxide CuO

structures on Ag-Cu surfaces in the reactive environments.

This result has been

conrmed using DFT calculations. Cu was found to segregate to the surface showing
tendency to form a copper oxide-like layer structure due to the relative bond strength
of Cu-O and Ag-O in presence of oxygen. Furthermore, the most stable structures
formed by the oxide-like layer on low-index facets of Ag-Cu are also examined in
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

In this study, the surface free energy of

several surface structures as function of temperature and partial pressure of oxygen
has been studied, where the presence of ethylene has been neglected. The results
have suggested that in the regions relevant for ethylene epoxidation reaction, i.e.

T = 600

K and

pO2 = 1atm,

depending on the copper content, clean Ag, or copper

oxide-like structures can coexist on Ag-Cu surfaces. In contrast, the two-dimensional
(2D) structures of Ag-Cu alloy that have been assumed as catalyst surfaces in the
DFT calculations for ethylene epoxidation in Refs. [72, 53, 93] are not stable on these
low-index facets. In Fig. 2.6, we show the geometry of the most stable structures
on the three low-index facets, associated to those investigated in Refs. [79, 78].
On the (111) surface, three kinds of Ag-Cu structures have been examined. They
consist of Ag slabs covered with a thin layer of either Cu2 O-like structure or CuOlike structures. The rst one is labeled P4-OCu3/Ag(111) that is a (4 × 4) periodic
structure with ring-like O-Cu patterns and one OCu3 unit removed.

O atoms in

this structure are coordinated to three Cu atoms and Cu atoms are coordinated
to two O atoms, except around the missing unit, where the O coordination is reduced to two. A similar structure is also found for the second one that is, however,
characterized by a (2

× 2)

periodicity. This structure is label P2/Ag(111). These

two Cu2 O-like congurations have an average energy per oxygen atom of 1.41 and
1.37 eV, respectively, and their Cu-O bond length are between
third structure is built from (2

× 2)

1.84 − 1.85

Å. The

periodic structures of the CuO-like thin layer

including defective ones. When present on the phase diagrams, the CuO/Ag(111)
structure, given in Fig. 2.6, is shown as the most stable one on the regime relevant to
experimental conditions. In this structure, O is coordinated to three Cu atoms and
Cu is coordinated to either two or four oxygen atoms, and the Cu-O distances are
between 1.82 and 1.95 Å. The average binding energy per oxygen in this structure is
1.16 eV [79]. On the (100) surface, Cu and O on this structure are 4-fold coordinated
with a Cu-O distance of 2.08 Å. For the (110) surface, on the other hand, Cu and O
are 2-fold coordinated, with Cu occupying added row positions on the underlying
Ag surface. The Cu-O distance is, in this case, 1.81 Å. On both these facets, the
stable structure formed by CuO-like layer have (4 × 4) periodic structure, and they
are labeled as CuO/Ag(100) and CuO/Ag(110), respectively [78]. According to the
experimental and theoretical results, it is suggested that the structures formed by
thin copper oxide layer on the surfaces of Ag-Cu catalysts are very important under
operating conditions. In modeling ethylene epoxidation on the Ag-Cu catalysts, the
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stable structures introduced above will be considered as the most relevant catalysts
under real catalytic conditions.
In the next sections, we will examine the relative stability of the catalyst surface structures in presence of both oxygen and ethylene reactants.

In this case,

the interactions between ethylene molecule and oxygen atoms in the oxide layers
can supply more accurate information about the thermodynamic stability of the
structures present on the catalyst surfaces in ethylene epoxidation.

The possible

mechanisms the reactions for the formation of EO and Ac on the stable structures
are also examined. Our results provide evidence of the role of Cu in promoting the
selectivity toward the formation of EO, compared to the case of the pure Ag. In

sub , and Cu compo-

addition, we also study for the eects of sub-surface oxygen, O

sitions on catalytic properties of these oxide-like layer surfaces. On the other hand,
it is also worth noting that since the catalyst structures considered in this work
are assumed as the stable ones under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, our
theoretical analysis only approximately describe the structure of the catalyst under
operating conditions. However, this study can give useful guidelines for understanding the possible catalytic reactions occurring on a set of phase structures that could
be relevant under catalytic conditions.
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Figure 2.6: Top and side view of the six low energy structures on three low-indexed
(111), (100) and (110) surfaces. The small red (black) atoms represent oxygen, the
larger brown (light black) ones represent copper, the grey (light grey) ones represent
silver.
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Adsorption energy (in eV) of the most stable physisorbed and

chemisorbed ethylene congurations on Ag-Cu alloy surfaces. The last column shows
the formation energy per oxygen atom (in eV) of the thin oxide-like surface layers.

Surface
P2/Ag(111)
CuO/Ag(111)
CuO/Ag(100)
CuO/Ag(110)

C2 H4
−0.07
−0.10
−0.08
−0.04

OMC

EDO

0.86

−0.36
−0.71
−0.63
−1.01

0.33
0.53

−0.12

f
EO

−0.97
−1.06
−1.09
−1.28

2.3.1 Stability of intermediate states formed on Ag-Cu alloy
In the previous section, we have introduced the stable surface structures of Ag-Cu
likely to be present in an oxygen atmosphere for the three low-index surface orientations as a function of oxygen chemical potential (i.e.

T

and

pO2 ).

However,

in real conditions of ethylene epoxidation reaction, not only oxygen but also ethylene is present, which acts as the reducing agent.

In this study, the adsorption

of the reactants on the stable surface structures will be considered. The stability
of intermediates will be estimated for dierent temperature and pressure conditions.

Construction of the phase diagram allows to obtain the lowest free energy

phase structures that may be found on the Ag-Cu particle facets under conditions
of temperature and pressure relevant for experiments. In particular, we will also investigate the shape of the catalyst particles as a function of the copper loading and
temperature. Details of the computational setup for the calculations are presented
in Appendix A.

2.3.1.1

Adsorption of Ethylene on Ag-Cu alloy surfaces in Reactive
Environment
Ethylene physisorption on oxygen pre-covered Ag-Cu alloy surfaces The

adsorption of the reactants on the catalyst surface is the rst step of the mechanism
of ethylene epoxidation that has been proposed on monometallic as well as on alloy
catalysts [94, 53]. Several theoretical studies, therefore, have examined adsorption of
ethylene on both the clean and oxygen pre-covered Ag and Cu surfaces. For example,
A. Kokalj

et al. [95] found that ethylene adsorbes weakly (∼ −0.1 eV) on the clean

Ag surfaces.

It has been also shown that the adsorption of ethylene is strongly

promoted by the presence of sub-surface oxygen, [95] Ag adatoms [96] as well as
by positively charged Ag sites in Ag-oxide covered Ag(111) [75]. Analogously, the
studies of ethylene adsorption on clean Cu surfaces show a similarly small binding
energy in the

θO = 1/16 − 1/4

ML coverage range.

In the case of Ag-Cu alloy in an oxygen environment, several surface structures
with similar energetics have been predicted to form on the low index surfaces of
this material. Here we will focus on the two most stable structures with a (2×2)
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periodicity of the (111) facet labeled P2 and CuO, and on the CuO structures on
the (100) and (110) facets [79, 78]. In Fig. 2.7(a-d), we show the relaxed adsorption
geometries of ethylene on these four surface structures.
The ethylene adsorption energy on dierent surfaces is shown in Table

2.5. Its

value is given by:

gas
E b = Etot − [Esurf. + EC
],
2 H4
where

Etot

and

Esurf.

(2.28)

are the total energy of the surfaces with and without the pres-

ence of ethylene molecules, respectively.

gas
EC
,
2 H4

on the other hand, is the energy of

the isolated ethylene molecule in the gas phase. We can see that this quantity is
almost unchanged on dierent orientations of Ag-Cu catalyst surfaces and comparable with that obtained in pure Ag and Cu. Consistently, we nd that the geometry
of adsorbed ethylene is unchanged with respect to the gas phase. The C-C length,
for example, is in all cases 1.33 Å.
In Fig. 2.7(a-d) we also show the contour plot of the induced charge density,
dened as

∆n(r) = ntot − [nC2 H4 + nsurface ],

i.e. the dierence between the charge

density of the adsorption system and the sum of the isolated ethylene and catalyst
surface. This shows that there is no net charge transfer between ethylene and the
surface, and also indicates the lack of formation of any covalent interaction between
ethylene and the surface, in agreement with the small adsorption energies predicted
by our calculations.
Here we point out that GGA functionals, however, do not provide a correct
description of dispersion (i.e.

van der Waals) interactions, which are an essential

component of physisorption. The computed adsorption energies are therefore likely
underestimated (in absolute value).

Formation of the oxametallacycle

Since OMC has been found to be a common

intermediate for both the selective and unselective paths on pure Ag(111) [94], we
now investigate the stability of this conguration on the thin oxide-like layers that we
predicted to be present in an oxidizing atmosphere. In Fig. 2.7(e-h), we display, for
each of the four thin oxide-like layers considered in this work, the most stable OMC
structure. The ethylene fragment in OMC can be seen as a di-σ bonded ethylene with
the rst carbon atom linked to copper and with the second one bound to oxygen.

2 to sp3 hybridization during the formation of

Ethylene undergoes a change from sp

OMC, which is evident from a reduction of the trans H-C-C-H dihedral angle and
o

an elongation of the C-C bond. The former reduces from 180
o

to values ranging from 137

in gas-phase ethylene

o

to 168 , depending on the surface orientation. These
o

values are higher than those on the low oxygen-covered surfaces of pure Cu (108 ) or
o

Ag (116

−120

o

) catalysts [97, 54]. The C-C distances on the OMC congurations

(1.48−1.49 Å) are elongated relative to the gas phase (1.33 Å), and are slightly
smaller than those found for OMC on pure Ag (1.50 Å) and Cu (1.518 Å).
In Table 2.5 we show the adsorption energy of OMC relative to ethylene in
the gas phase. We can see that the formation of OMC is exothermic only on the
CuO/Ag(110) surface, while on the other three surface structures considered here
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Figure 2.7: Top and side view of physisorbed ethylene (a-d), chemisorbed ethylene
for OMC conguration (e-h) and for EDO conguration (i-l) on the low energy
structures considered in this work: P2 on the (111) surface and 1 layer of CuO on
the (111), (100) and (110) surfaces. The small red (black) atoms represent oxygen,
the larger brown (dark-grey) ones represent copper, the larger grey (light-grey)
ones represent silver, the minimum yellow (grey) ones represent carbon, and the
small green (grey) ones represent H. The insets show charger density dierence for

3

considered structures. Contours are drawn in linear scale from -0.03 to 0.03 e/Å

3
with the increment of 0.015 e/Å . The charge ows from red to blue region.
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the formation of this intermediate is not energetically favorable. We found that the
OMC adsorption energy correlates with the formation energy per oxygen atom of
these oxide layers (last column in Table 2.5). This suggests that the stability of the
oxygen atoms in the oxide layers is the key factor in determining the energetics of
OMC formation.
In Fig. 2.8(a) we show the energy prole of the OMC formation reaction, starting
from the physisorbed ethylene conguration. We nd that the activation energy,

E∗,

for the formation of OMC on the CuO/Ag(110) is only 0.5 eV, whereas on (111) and
(100) surfaces

E ∗ = 1.02

eV and 0.89 eV, respectively. For the P2 structure on the

(111) surface we nd an even higher value,

E ∗ = 1.22 eV. From Fig. 2.8(a) we can see

that the lowest activation energy corresponds to the most exothermic reaction, while
the highest corresponds to the most endothermic, in agreement with the BrønstedEvans-Polanyi relation that predicts a linear relationship between activation energy
and reaction enthalpy [80, 81]. We note, though, that this relation does not hold for
the CuO/Ag(111) and CuO/Ag(100) structures, however these two systems have
similar energetics.

Formation of the ethylenedioxy

Another candidate intermediate in the ethy-

lene epoxidation reaction is ethylenedioxy (EDO), where each of the two carbons
in ethylene is bound to a chemisorbed oxygen atom.

This structure and its sin-

gle carbon analogous, dioxymethylene, have been observed experimentally through
Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) during ethylene glycol decomposition
on the surface of a silver catalyst and through Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy and chemical trapping on the surface of a copper supported on zinc
aluminate upon adsorption of formaldehyde [98, 99, 100].
First-principles simulations have shown that on pure Ag surfaces EDO is formed
when the oxygen coverage is increased to 1/2 ML [58]. Since the thin oxide layers
we are considering here have a high oxygen content, EDO represents a likely intermediate also for these systems. In Table 2.5 we show the adsorption energy of
EDO relative to gas phase ethylene. Clearly this intermediate is considerably more
stable than both physisorbed ethylene and OMC. We note however that the adsorption energies reported in Table 2.5 are zero-temperature values, while the eects of
temperature and pressure will be analyzed in detail in section 2.3.1.2.
In Fig. 2.7(i-l), we show the relaxed adsorption geometries for EDO. The C-C
distances in the EDO on four surface structures are elongated compared to gas phase
ethylene also compared to OMC. The trans H-C-C-H dihedral angles are strongly
reduced with respect to the planar structure of ethylene. The dihedral angles are of
o

o

o

62 , 75 , 62 , and 48

o

for EDO on P2, CuO on (111), and CuO on (100) and (110),

respectively. The induced charge density displayed in the insets of Fig. 2.7(i-l) shows
a large perturbation around the oxygen atoms, indicating the formation of strong
C-O-metal bonds.
In Fig. 2.8(b) we show the reaction prole for the formation of EDO staring from
physisorbed ethylene. The activation energies exceed, on all surface structures, 1.0
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Figure 2.8: Reaction proles for the formation of OMC (a) and EDO (b) on the most
stable Ag-Cu alloy surfaces. The zero level is the energy of physisorbed ethylene on
P2 and CuO structures at dierent surface orientations.

eV, suggesting that the formation of this stable intermediate might be kinetically
hindered. We anticipate here that the activation energy to form either EO or AC
starting from EDO is considerably higher than starting from other intermediates,
indicating that the formation of EDO would poison the catalyst surface.

As we

will see in section 2.3.1.2, EDO is predicted to be found at the surface of the alloy
catalysts only at high ethylene partial pressure. This could be a possible explanation
for the experimental observation that the activity of the catalyst is reduced as the
ethylene partial pressure is increased [74].

2.3.1.2

Thermodynamic diagrams of Ag-Cu alloy in Reactive Environment

Having established the relevant low energy structures formed by oxygen and ethylene
on Ag-Cu alloy surfaces, we now turn to the surface phase diagrams of the (111),
(100), and (110) surfaces. The key quantity is the surface free energy calculated as
a function of chemical potentials of O and C2 H4 , as follows:

γ(T, p) =


1  total
slab
E
−EAg
−∆NAg µAg −∆NCu µCu −NO µO (T, p)−NC2 H4 µC2 H4 (T, p) ,
A
(2.29)

where,

slab and E slab are the total energies of the total system (comprising ethylene
EAg
Ag

and/or oxygen adsorbed on the Ag-Cu alloy surfaces) and the clean Ag surface,

∆NAg is the number of Ag atoms in addition to the ones contained in
the slab, NCu , NO , and NC2 H4 are number of Cu, O atoms and Ethylene molecules,
µAg , µCu , µO , and µC2 H4 are the chemical potential of Ag, Cu, O and Ethylene,
respectively.

respectively. With this denition, the most stable structures are identied as the
ones that minimize the surface free energy for particular value of
In Ref. [77], Piccinin

et al.

∆µO

and

∆µC2 H4 .

considered the stability of thin oxide-like layers in

the presence of the reducing agent (ethylene), while neglecting the possibility of
physisorbed or chemisorbed ethylene (which, as we show below, is correct for values
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of temperature and oxygen/ethylene pressure used experimentally). They showed
that, in agreement with experimental ndings, the oxidation of ethylene to either
EO or AC does not reduce the oxide layers to metallic copper. Here we extend this
study by explicitly considering physisorbed and chemisorbed ethylene structures on
these layers and studying their relative stability as a function of temperature and
partial pressure of both oxygen and ethylene.
In this section we consider the surface free energy of adsorption of the ethylene
structures (OMC and EDO) on clean Ag, the thin oxide-like CuO/Ag and P2/Ag,
and their subsurface oxygen structures, on the (111), (100) and (110) surfaces. In
total we have studied 47 dierent surface structures. Projecting the lowest surface
energies on the

(∆µO , ∆µC2 H4 )

plane, we obtain the surface phase diagrams of the

thermodynamically most stable congurations (Fig. 2.9). In these graphs we also
report, for three values of temperature (300, 500 and 600 K), the values of partial
pressure for oxygen and ethylene corresponding to the chemical potentials shown on
the axis.
Analyzing these phase diagrams we note that, as expected, at low values of
ethylene chemical potential (i.e. low ethylene partial pressure or high temperature)
the stable structures do not contain ethylene. In these regime we therefore recover
the phase diagram of the O/Ag/Cu system already investigated in previous publications. [79, 78] As the value of the ethylene chemical potential is raised, the rst
ethylene-containing structures that appear in the phase diagram contain EDO, on
all three facets. This reects the stability of EDO intermediates already highlighted
in Table 2.5.
Physisorbed ethylene is found to be stable only at high ethylene and low oxygen chemical potentials, and only on pure Ag surfaces, on all three facets.
can be understood since at low values of

∆µO

EDO and oxide-like structures is disfavored.

This

the formation of oxygen-containing
Of particular interest are the ther-

modynamic conditions close to the experimental values of temperature and partial
pressures used in real catalysis. These roughly correspond to

T = 500 − 600

K and

pressures in the range of a few atm [101]. In Fig. 2.9 we show with a dashed polygon
the area corresponding to

T = 300 − 600

K and pressures in the

10−4 − 100

atm

range. The conditions that more closely resemble the surface science experimental
setups are found on the lower-left corner of the polygon, while industrial conditions
correspond to the central region of the polygon. We can see that around this point,
on all three facets, we nd the CuO/Ag structure, while at lower temperature and
higher pressure end of the polygon we nd EDO chemisorbed on the thin oxide-like
CuO/Ag of (100) and (110) surfaces, and on the subsurface oxygen structure of the
thin oxide-like CuO/Ag of (111) surface. We recall here that EDO has been predicted to be present also in the phase diagram of pure Ag(111) under conditions of
temperature and partial pressures compatible with those used experimentally [58].
We have shown in an earlier work [102] that once EDO is formed, the kinetic barrier
toward the formation of the nal products is very high (1.84 eV in the case of the
P2/Ag(111)). This intermediate would therefore poison the catalyst surface. Fixing
the partial pressures of both oxygen and ethylene to 1 atm, our calculations predict
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that this intermediate would be present on the CuO/Ag(110) surface below 480 K,
on the CuO/Ag(100) surface below 323 K, on the subsurface oxygen structure of
CuO/Ag(111) surface below 475 K, and on the P2/Ag(111) surface below 208 K.
As already mentioned earlier, OMC has been experimentally found to be a common intermediate for the conversion of ethylene to both EO and AC [94, 103]. It
is therefore important to stress that our calculations predict that this intermediate
is not the most stable structure under any value of chemical potential of ethylene
and oxygen.

It has been argued that the presence of OMC intermediate on pure

Ag surfaces might be stabilized at high oxygen chemical potential in the presence
of sub-surface oxygen [58].

To test this possibility we considered the presence of

sub-surface oxygen and veried that, even in this case, OMC is not present in the
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2.3.1.3

Geometry of Ag-Cu alloy catalysis particles as known Cu surface
content

Recently, experiments have showed that the catalytic selectivity in ethylene epoxidation on alumina-supported silver catalysts depends on both reaction conditions
and geometric structure of catalytically active Ag particles [104].

Indeed, the se-

lectivity to EO on Ag nanowire catalysts is much higher than that on conventional
Ag particles with similar external conditions. The enhanced EO selectivity of the
nanowire catalysts is attributed by higher concentration of the Ag(100) surface facets
on nanowire in comparison to Ag particles [104, 105, 106, 107]. Density functional
theory calculations also showed that the Ag(100) surface facet is inherently more
selective toward EO than the Ag(111) [94, 108]. It is therefore important to study
how the shape of the particles depends on the ambient conditions and on the copper content.

To this end we use the Wul construction to predict the shape of

the particle that minimizes its total surface free energy.

We x the value of the

chemical potentials of both ethylene and oxygen corresponding to partial pressures

pO2 = pC2 H4 = 1

T = 300, 500 and 600
bulk value, ∆µCu , will be

atm, and to three values of temperature,

K. The chemical potential of Cu measured relative to its

used as a parameter that controls the amount of Cu in the particle.
of

∆µCu

Low values

correspond to Cu-lean conditions, while high values correspond to Cu-rich

conditions. In Fig. 2.10 the vertical dashed lines represent the Cu chemical potential
above which Cu oxidizes to bulk copper oxide, which, as one can show, corresponds
to the computed heat of formation of bulk copper oxide at the xed value of oxygen
chemical potential. In Fig. 2.10 we show, for three values of temperature, the surface free energy of the most stable structure found on each of the three facets as a
function of

∆µCu .

For selected values of

∆µCu

we plot the shape of the particle pre-

dicted through the Wul construction. Since experimentally the Cu surface content
is found to be in the

0.1 − 0.75

ML range [72, 74], the values of

∆µCu

compatible

with these ndings are those when some of the facets start being covered by thin
copper oxide-like layers. We can see the values of

∆µCu

for which this happens is

not far from the bulk copper oxide formation boundary. Taking into consideration
our computational error-bars and kinetic eects we can therefore expect some competition between bulk copper oxide and CuO/Ag surface formation, reecting the
fact that the formation energy of the thin layers is similar to their bulk counterpart.
Examining the surface free energy plots in Fig. 2.10 at
as

∆µCu

T = 600

K we can see that,

is increased, the rst facet to be covered by the thin layers is the (110),

while as soon as all the facets are oxidized the lowest energy surface is the (100).
This is particularly relevant since in pure Ag the lowest energy surface is the (111),
while the most selective is the (100). Our calculations show that the inclusion of
copper has the eect of lowering the surface free energy of the (100) facet relative
to the other low-index facets, and we therefore predict that Cu-containing catalyst
particles should expose a larger fraction of (100) area compared to pure Ag. This
eect is, on the other hand, reversed at lower temperature. Looking at the

T = 300

K case in Fig. 2.10 we can see that as soon as all facets are covered by thin oxide
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layers, the (100) facet is not dominant. In this case all facets are covered by EDO
chemisorbed on CuO/Ag and, as reported in Table 2.5, EDO binds more strongly
to the (110) and (111) surface compared to the (100) one, therefore lowering their
surface free energy relative to the (100).

Figure 2.10: Surface free energies of the most stable surface structures on each of
three surface orientations as a function of the Cu chemical potential. At selected Cu
chemical potentials, also a model of a catalyst particle obtained through the Wul

∆µO and ∆µC2 H4 are set to the values
T = 600 K, and pO2 = pC2 H4 = 1 atm.

construction is presented.

T = 300, T = 500

and

corresponding to
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Figure 2.11: Energy proles for ethylene epoxidation over selected surface structures.
At the initial state (IN) ethylene is physisorbed on the surface, the intermediate
state is the oxametallacycle, while at the nal state (FIN) the reaction has either
produced acetaldehyde (Ac, black solid line) or ethylene oxide (EO, red dashed
line). The energies of the nal states correspond to the products physisorbed on the
surface. The reaction can process through the formation of intermediates such as
the oxametallacycle (OMC) or ethylenedioxy (EDO). The zero of energy is set at
the initial state.

2.3.2

Mechanism of Ethylene Epoxidation catalyzed on Ag-Cu
Alloy

In this section, we will present the study of the mechanism of ethylene epoxidation
catalyzed by the thin oxide layers that are predicted and found to be present at
the surface of Ag-Cu alloy under operating conditions. We consider the adsorption
of ethylene and the two competing chemical reactions leading to the formation of
Ac and EO. On the clean Ag surfaces, the ethylene molecule is known to bind
very weakly, as on thin Ag oxide-like layers [96, 75].

Here, as well, we nd that

the adsorption energy of ethylene, dened in Eq.(2.28), never exceeds 0.15 eV on
any of the surface structures considered. The location of the transition state (TS)
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Cu surface content (ΘCu ), activation barriers for the formation of ac-

∗

∗

etaldehyde (EAc ) and ethylene oxide (EEO ) and the dierence between the two

∗
(∆E ) for selected surface structures, the reaction enthalpies for the formation acetaldehyde

∆HAc ,

and ethylene oxide

∆HEO .

ΘCu (ML)

∆E ∗ (eV)

∗ (eV)
EAc

∗ (eV)
EEO

∆HAc

∆HEO

0.00

-0.08

0.64

0.72

-1.34

-0.27

P4-OCu3/(111)

0.56

-0.04

1.04

1.08

-0.51

0.51

P2(111)

0.75

0.45

1.94

1.49

0.18

0.17

CuO/Ag(111)

1.00

>0.02

>1.12

1.10

-0.91

0.18

CuO/Ag(100)

1.00

0.02

0.94

0.92

-0.89

0.19

CuO/Ag(110)

1.00

-0.06

0.90

0.96

-0.57

0.51

Structure
O(2

× 2)/Ag(111)

is determined through the climbing-image NEB method using as initial state the
most stable conguration for ethylene adsorption and as nal state the product
molecules in gas phase (i.e. far enough from the surface so that they do not interact
signicantly with the surface). On the Ag-O(2×2)(111) and Ag-O(2×2)(100) surface
with pre-adsorbed oxygen both reactions are known to proceed through a common
oxametallacycle (OMC) intermediate [94, 109, 53], where ethylene is bonded with
one C atom to a surface metal atom and with the other C atom to oxygen. The
formation of Ac has a slightly (0.01 eV to 0.07 eV [94]) smaller activation barrier in
both cases, in agreement with experimental measurements [94]. Similar conclusions
have been reached also for the thin Ag oxides [110]. We nd, on the other hand, that
on thin copper-oxide layers the picture is dierent. We nd that while the formation
of Ac always proceeds from the formation of an intermediate (OMC occurs in all
cases except for the P2 structures, where ethylenedioxy forms), the formation of
EO can proceed through dierent paths, depending on the surface structure of the
catalyst.
The formation of EO on the P2/Ag(111) and P4-OCu3/Ag(111) structures does
not involve the formation of an intermediate. In the case of CuO/Ag(111) we nd
that there are two competing reaction paths for the formation of EO. For the lowest
energy one, EO is formed directly from the physisorbed ethylene molecule, without the formation of any intermediate. In the second path, whose transition state
is only slightly (0.02 eV) higher in energy than the direct path, the reaction goes
through the formation of an OMC. On the other hand, we nd that the OMC is
a common intermediate for both the formation of Ac and EO in the case of AgO(2

× 2)/Ag(111),

CuO/Ag(100) and CuO/Ag(110). These ndings clearly stress

how the reaction mechanism is structure-dependent. The activation energies for the

∗

∗

formation of Ac (EAc ) and EO (EEO ) are shown in Table 2.3, together with their
dierence (∆E

∗

∗ − E ∗ ).
= EAc
EO

A positive value of

∆E ∗

suggests a selective forma-

tion of EO. In Fig. 2.11 we show the energy prole of the two competing reactions
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on some of the most relevant surface structures. The energies of the initial and nal
states correspond to the reagents and products physisorbed on the surface. There is
a range of possible values for the activation barriers, due to the dierent mechanisms
underlying the epoxidation reactions on dierent surface structures. In addition to
the activation barriers reported in Table 2.3, we note that, using analogous methodologies to the ones employed here, the value of

∆E ∗

for the O(2×2)/Ag(100) surface

has been found to be just 0.01 eV smaller that the one on the (111) structure [53].
We can see that all the Cu-containing structures provide a better selectivity toward
EO compared to pure Ag structures, in agreement with the superior selectivity of
Ag-Cu alloys compared to pure Ag seen in experiments [94]. The P2/Ag(111) structure, in particular, is very selective, although it involves activation energies larger
that any other surface structure considered here. The structures on the (100) and
(110) surfaces, on the other hand, provide only a marginally higher selectivity than
the Cu-free structures.
For the case of CuO/Ag(111) structure, the mechanisms is more complicated,
since in the lowest energy path, OMC is found as the meta-stable intermediate state
only for the formation of Ac whereas it is not for the formation of EO. To determine
the dierence of activation energies in this case, Piccinin
so-called Sabatier analysis, proposed by Nørskov

et al.

et al.

have adopted the

[111, 112], to give an

estimation of selectivity of CuO/Ag(111) [102]. In this approach, the authors have
found that a lower bound of the dierence of the eective activation energies can
be evaluated as the dierence between the highest points in the energy proles of
the two processes,

> 0.02

eV, see in Fig. 2.11.

Therefore, this result states that

CuO/Ag(111) structure can be from slightly to very selective toward the formation

∆E ∗ computed on
i.e. < 0.1 eV (with

of EO. To this end, we note here that the absolute values of

the

structures considered in this work are signicantly small,

the

∗
acception of P2/Ag(111) structure, where ∆E

= 0.45 eV ). These values are on
±0.01 eV (see in Appendix A).

order of the numerical error of NEB algorithms, i.e.

Therefore, the catalyst selectivity toward EO synthesis computed in this work must
be regarded as qualitative.
In previous studies of ethylene epoxidation on pure Ag and other monometallic
catalysts, the activation energies for the formation of Ac and EO was found to be
in agreement with the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation [80, 81], introduced
earlier in this Chapter.

Thus, we now turn to examine this relation in ethylene

epoxidation on the stable surface structures of pure Ag and Ag-Cu alloy. In Fig. 2.12,
the results show that, for two competing pathways forming Ac and EO, there are two
dierent BEP relations displayed through two linear dependences of the activation

∗ and E ∗
EAc
EO on the reaction enthalpies, ∆HAc and ∆HEO , respectively.
values ∆HAc(EO) for the formation of Ac(EO) on dierent surface structures

energies,
The

are computed as the dierence of the total energies between the nal states and
the initial states in mechanism of ethylene epoxidation, presented in Table 2.3.
These ndings are at variance with the universal relation proposed for dissociation
reaction of simple molecules on dierent metal surfaces [42]. In ethylene epoxidation,
however, the two reaction involve dierent mechanisms, i.e. in the formation of Ac,
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hydrogen shifts between the two C atoms, and the formation of a C=O double
bond, while closure of the epoxy ring occurs in the formation of EO, and thus
clearly display a dierent BEP law. Interestingly, we nd that the geometry of the
two transition states is only weakly inuenced by the underlying surface structures.
As shown in Fig. 2.13, the reactions on all the selected surfaces share very similar
transition states. Based on the assumption of the presence of OMC intermediate, A.
Kokalj

et al.

[53] described the formation of the TS of Ac as a partial break of both

the bond between O and the surface and the one between C and the surface, whereas
in the formation of EO at TS the bond between C and the surface is completely
broken. This interpretation suggests that the dierence of binding energies between
C- and O-surface is the appropriate descriptor to explain the enhanced selectivity
of Cu containing structure such as the surface alloy.

However, in this work, the

results have shown that OMC is not always formed as the intermediate in ethylene
epoxidation, and the enhancement in selectivity of some structures can be attributed
to the structure-dependent mechanism, that is dierent from what has been found
on the clean Ag or 2D surface alloy. In the following section, we will examine the
structures on which the formation of OMC is favorable, and the model proposed by
A. Kokalj

et al.

[53] will be re-discussed.

The results presented in this work, therefore, suggest that there is not an unique
surface structure that is solely responsible for the catalytic activity of the Ag-Cu alloy. Namely, in an oxidizing environment, several surface structures can be present,
and, thus, the mechanism for ethylene oxidation is dierent according to the difference between the stable structures. Moreover, the computed activation energies
toward the formation of the oxidation products on these structures are found to
be similar, and hence, it can be understood that these structures can be available
to play a role in the catalytic process.

The picture illustrated by the synergetic

interplay of dierent reaction pathways and of dierent surface structures is very
important for describing and interpreting the eciency and long time-scale catalysis
of the steady state.

In real catalysis, temporal uctuations of the local structure

and composition among the ones identied in this work might be present, and this
can induce a change of the mechanism of reaction.
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Figure 2.12: Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relation between the reaction energy and the
activation energy. The red circles correspond to the formation of acetaldehyde, while
the blue diamonds correspond to the formation of ethylene oxide. The violet solid
line and the green dashed line are linear ts for the formation of acetaldehyde and
ethylene oxide, respectively.
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Figure 2.13: Sketch of the transition state geometries for the formation of ethylene
oxide (top panels) and acetaldehyde (central panels) and top view of the surface for
four structures.

The small red (black) atoms represent oxygen, the larger brown

(dark-grey) ones represent copper, the larger grey (light-grey) ones represent silver,
the small yellow (grey) ones represent carbon, and the small green (grey) ones
represent H. Note how the geometry of the transition state is, to a large degree,
independent of the surface structure.
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2.3.3 The role of sub-surface oxygen on catalytic properties of AgCu Alloy in ethylene epoxidation
sub , has often been suggested to be responsible for catsub
alyst activity in several oxidation reactions [3]. In particular, on Ag surfaces, O
Sub-surface oxygen species, O

has been suggested to play a pivotal role in several oxidation reactions, such as the
partial oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde [113], carbon mono-oxide oxidation
[114], and especially, ethylene epoxidation [115, 55, 41]. However, as mentioned in

sub in the ethylene epoxidation is still a controversub
sial topic. For example, van Santen et al. have suggested that the presence of O
sur
induces the formation of the loosely bounded electrophilic oxygen O
on surfaces
section 2.1.1, the role played of O

[55]. Mavrikakis

et al.,

on the other hand, by DFT calculations, found that O

sub

changes the properties of Ag surfaces by shifting the d-band center of Ag atoms
with respect to the Fermi level, increasing its reactivity [57].

In the ethylene epoxidation on the Ag surfaces, experiments detect the presence
of O

sub upon oxidizing ethylene molecules, however, the catalytic promotion of this

oxygen strongly depends on the experimental set-ups. For example, in the transient
experiments by Grant and Lambert [116] and van Santen and co-workers [117, 118],
an increase of silver selectivity toward the formation of EO was found with presence

sub . On the other hand, the experiments done by Campbell and co-workers, unsub is more stable with respect to increase
der steady-state conditions showed that O
sur
sub does not eect the catalytic
of temperature compared to O
, and in this case O
of O

properties [119, 120]. Similarly, by using temperature program reaction (TPR) and
temperature program desorption (TPD) for ethylene and oxygen species, Atkins

al.

et

sub can be present on Ag(111) surface with a coverage up to 2.28
showed that O

ML [121].

Moreover, measurements of Ag surfaces in oxygen atmosphere showed

sub induces an electronic eect on Ag atoms on surfaces in the same way as
that O
Cl does [122, 123, 124].

sub on Ag-Cu surfaces.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has addressed O
In

ex situ

XPS experiments, Barteau

reaction on Ag-Cu.

et al.

have obtained ethylene epoxidation

The authors have found that the selectivity of Ag-Cu alloy

increases with the oxygen pressure, which was suggested to be related to the role

sub formed on the catalysts [74]. In the previous section of this thesis, we have
sub can be
discussed how, on thermodynamic phase diagram of the (111) surface, O

of O

stabilized on the CuO/Ag(111) structure at high pressure conditions, while on other

sub is not energetic favorable. Here, we

low-index surfaces such as (110) or (100), O

sub on the selectivity and reactivity of Ag-Cu alloy in

will study the eect of O

ethylene epoxidation, and compare the results with those obtained on pure Ag. In
addition, in order to rationalize these ndings, a selectivity indicator along the lines
proposed by A. Kokalj

et al.

[93, 53, 93] will also be considered.
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Figure 2.14: Top view of the six low energy surface structures (a−f ) and chemisorbed
ethylene for Oxametallacycle(OMC) congurations (g−l). Sketch of the transition
state geometries for the formation of acetaldehyde (m−r) and ethylene oxide (s−x)
of the six low energy structures considered in this work.

The small red atoms

represent oxygen, the large brown ones represent copper, the large light-grey ones
represent silver, the small yellow ones represent carbon, and the small green ones
represent H.
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Figure 2.15: Energy proles for ethylene epoxidation over the selected surface structures. At the initial state (IN) ethylene is physisorbed on the surface, the intermediate state is the Oxametallacycle (OMC), while the nal state (FIN) the reaction
has either produced acetaldehyde (Ac, red solid line) or ethylene oxide (EO, blue
dashed line).

The EO formation can be preceded directly from the initial state

without formation of OMC intermediate (black dashed line). The energies of the
nal states correspond to the products physisorbed on the surface.
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2.3.3.1 Formation of sub-surface oxygen on Ag(111) and Ag-Cu(111)
surface
We found that for the Ag-Cu system in the presence of O and ethylene, the catalyst surfaces can consist of several possible structures, and energetically equivalent
structures can coexist under catalytic operation conditions. We will, however, re-

sub on the stable structures of the (2×2)

strict ourselves to study the formation of O

periodic surfaces of pure Ag(111), CuO/Ag(111) and CuO/Ag(111) with Cu replacing Ag at the second layer below the copper-oxide layer. Furthermore, on Ag-based
alloy particles, because Ag(111) is the lowest energy surface for silver particles [125],
the typical understanding is that a large portion of the nanoparticle surfaces will
consist of (111) planes.

This is not necessarily true at high temperature, where

the particle can be quite round, especially in the case of noble metals, and in the
presence of oxide-like structures on the surface, that can alter the relative surface
energies compared to the case of pure Ag at zero temperature
In Fig. 2.14(a), we show a pure Ag(111) surface with 0.25 ML of chemisorbed
oxygen at the face-centered cubic (fcc) site on the surface, which is noted by

sub on the pure O(fcc)/Ag(111), as shown in
sur and 0.25 ML Osub coverage. We
Fig. 2.14(b-c), is characterized by 0.25 ML O
O(fcc)/Ag(111).

The presence of O

have found two stable congurations having the same surface free energy that are

sur at fcc site and Osub at the the tetrahedral

characterized by: (i) a structure with O

(tetra), i.e. Fig. 2.14(b), which are noted Osub(tetra)+O(fcc)/Ag(111), and (ii) a

sur at hexagonal close packed (hpc) site and Osub at octahedral

structure with O

(octa), i.e. Fig. 2.14(c), which are noted Osub(octa)+O(hpc)/Ag(111). This nd-

sub congurations on the p(2×2)

ing is in agreement with the results calculated for O
Ag(111) by Scheer and co-workers [56].

On Ag-Cu alloys, under catalytic environment, stable surface structures have
been experimentally examined to have a thin copper oxide-like layer on the top of
pure Ag slabs [79, 78, 77]. In the previous section, we have presented a computational study for the stability of the structures on the low-index Ag-Cu surfaces in
a thermodynamic equilibrium condition. In particular, on the (111) surfaces, the
structure formed by thin CuO layer on Ag(111) surfaces, named as CuO/Ag(111),
has been found as the most stable structure under the conditions relevant to experiments, see Fig. 2.14(d). In addition, the O

sur formation on this stable structure has

been also preliminarily reported. We have found that thermodynamically favorable

sub forms only at oxygen partial pressure greater than 102 atm and T = 600 K.
sub is predicted at the fcc site on (111) facet at the inThe stable position of this O

O

terface between the CuO layer and silver, labeled Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111), shown
in Fig. 2.14(e).
The catalytic properties of Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111) as shown later are very
crucial in ethylene epoxidation reaction, and in this work we also design a third

sub formation. The predicted structures

group of structures that are relevant for O

are still keeping the positive properties of this species, while they can be present on
the thermodynamic phase diagram under experimental conditions. On the (2

× 2)
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periodicity of the (111) surface, the structures contain both Cu and Ag content
under the CuO layer, and are named Cux Ag(4−x) Oy +CuO/Ag(111). Here

× 2)

number of Cu atoms replacing Ag on the (2

slab, and

y

x

is the

is the number of O

atoms at sub-surface positions. In the next section of this work, the reaction path
calculated by NEB algorithm will be illustrated for one structure with

y = 1,

x=1

and

Cu1Ag3O+CuO/Ag(111), see in Fig. 2.14(f ), while, for the others their

stability as well as their catalytic properties will be estimated in detail in the last
section.

2.3.3.2 Eects of sub-surface Oxygen on transition states and reaction
mechanisms
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Surface
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∆E ∗ (eV)
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EEO

the formation of acetaldehyde (EAc ) and ethylene oxide (EEO ), and the dierence between two (∆E ) for selected surface structures.
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b
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EO

respectively, with the selected surfaces.

∆HAc ,

and

∗

∗
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CuO/Ag(111)
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-0.01
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(OMC2 )Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111)
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b
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calculated from the selectivity indicator of Eq.(2.40) (∆Ē ) and from NEB algorithm (∆E ).

(OMC1 )Osub(tetra)+O(fcc)/Ag(111)

∗ − E ∗ ),
= EAc
EO

O(fcc)Ag(111)

Surface

∗

are the reaction enthalpies for the formation acetaldehyde and ethylene oxide, respectively. The two last columns show the

selectivity (∆E

∆HEO

b

Binding energies (in eV) of the stable Oxametallacycle (EOMC ) congurations, on-surface oxygen (EO ), methyl (ECH3. ),

methoxy (ECH O. ), and physisorbed acetaldehyde and ethylene oxide,
3

Table 2.5:
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On the selected structures, we study the minimum energy paths (MEP) of the
two competing chemical reactions leading to the formation of nal states (FS) Ac and
EO. The transition state (TS) of the reactions is determined through the climbingimage (CI-NEB) method [88]. Similar to the previous works, the physisorbed ethylene molecule is considered as the initial state. The energy proles consist of initial
state's, transition state's, and nal state's energies, and are shown in Fig. 2.15. We

sub , OMC is formed as the common intermediate

found that, on the surfaces with O

state on MEPs for the formation of both Ac and EO. In the rst column of Table

b
EOMC

2.5, we present the binding energy

relative to ethylene molecule in the gas

phase, as given in Eq.(2.28). The results show that there are many possible OMC
intermediates with dierent binding energies formed on the surfaces. The geometry
of the most stable OMCs on these surfaces is shown in Fig. 2.14(g-l). In addition, it

sub increases the stability of OMC intermediates

is also found that the presence of O

on the Ag(111) and CuO/Ag(111), while this intermediate becomes less favorable
when more Cu atoms replace Ag atoms in the second layer under the rst CuO
layer.
From OMC intermediate, the formation of Ac and EO is characterized by activation energies

∗
EAc

and

∗ ,
EEO

respectively. The values of these energies are presented

∗ − E ∗ . Here we remind that
∆E ∗ = EAc
EO
∗
a positive value of ∆E indicates to a se-

in Table 2.4, together with their dierence
according to the denition of selectivity

sub

lective formation of EO. The results suggest that, on Ag(111), the presence of O
increases the height of activation energies in both reactions (∼
ment with the result found by Mavrikakis

et al.

0.5

eV), in agree-

[58]. On the thin oxide-like layer

sub slightly decreases the activation energies (∼

structures, in contrast, O

−0.05 eV),

however, these energies change in dierent ways with respect to an increase of the
Cu content, i.e.

∗
EAc

increases by 0.3 eV, while

∗
EEO

is almost unchanged (∼

−0.05

eV). This means that the reactivity and selectivity of thin-oxide structures is ruled
mainly by the Cu composition.
In order to get insights into the factors that cause alteration of activation energies
in the pathways and, in particular, the selectivity, one needs to search for simpler
quantities correlating to the kinetics of reactions.

In section 2.3.2, the study of

mechanism for ethylene epoxidation found the BEP relations between activation
energies,

E ∗ s,

and enthalpy of reaction on the stable structures of Ag-Cu(111),

(100), (110), and Ag(111) surfaces. Similarly, here we also examine this relation for

sub structures shown in Fig. 2.17. One can see that the linear relation of the BEP
∗
sub structures. The tting errors,
principle, E = α∆H + β , still holds for the O
O

root mean squared errors (RMSE), and maximum absolute error (MAE), associated
to BEP relations for the formation of EO are of 0.10 and 0.17 eV, respectively,
whereas for the formation of Ac are RMSE = 0.11 eV and MAE = 0.27 eV. Although
the approximate magnitude of the activation energies for Ac and EO formation
can be determined from the BEP principle, the selectivity of catalyst toward EO
formation computed by taking the dierence between the activation energies,

∗ − E∗ ,
EAc
EO

∆E ∗ =

can not be estimated by the BEP principle with a sucient degree of

accuracy. The reason of this drawback is that the magnitude of

∆E ∗

is too small
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∗ and E ∗ . These errors
0.1 eV) compared to the errors in the BEP estimate of EAc
EO
∗
yield an overestimation for ∆E . This, therefore, requires to nd an improvement for

(<

the BEP relations. In this thesis, we will adopt the approach proposed by A. Kokalj

et al.

[53, 93] to correct the BEP principle in the ethylene epoxidation. Catalyst

selectivity toward the formation of EO with respect to Ac formation will be derived
from the new BEP-like relations, that will be briey recall in the following.
By considering the structural features of transition states for the two reactions,
see in Fig. 2.14(m-x), A. Kokalj

et al.

EO

noticed that on dierent substrates TS
Ac

is characterized by a fully broken C-surface bond, whereas, in TS
and O-surface bonds are only partially broken.

both the C-

Indeed, in the formation of EO,

the closure of epoxy ring is characterized by the oxygen shift beneath the ethylene
fragment that is concomitantly lifting upward, and thus breaking the C-surface bond
completely. On the other hand, the formation of Ac is determined by the hydrogen
transfer from one C to the second C in the ethylene molecule, and the formation of
C=O double bond, that thus break the C- and O-surface bonds only partially. This
mechanism shows that the activation energies for the formation of Ac and EO can
be attributed to the strength of C- and O-surface bonds. To make these arguments
more quantitative, A. Kokalj

et al.

decomposed the OMC intermediate into two

dierent groups, methyl (CH3 ·) and methoxy (CH3 O·) radicals, that interact with
the surface as follows:

and

Here

CH3 ·
Etot

and

CH3 ·
CH3 ·
b
ECH
= Etot
− Esurf. − Eiso
3·

(2.30)

CH3 O·
CH3 O·
b
ECH
= Etot
− Esurf.−1O − Eiso
.
3 O·

(2.31)

CH3 O·
Etot

are

total

energies

of

the

catalyst

surface

with

the

chemisorbed CH3 · and CH3 O·.
one O

Esurf.−1O is the total energy of the surface removed
CH3 ·
CH3 O·
Eiso
, and Eiso
are the total energies of radicals
b
vacuum. Computed results for these E s are presented

sur atom. The values of

assumed to be isolated in

in the third and fourth column of Table 2.5. Through these simple quantities, the
magnitude of the reaction barriers for the formation of EO and Ac can be understood in terms of binding energies of these radicals. Namely, for the formation of
EO

EO, since the O-surface bond is not broken in the transition state, TS

, the energy

∗
barrier EEO will not be related to this bond, but to strength of the C-surface bonds.
b
∗
A higher ECH · will be associated to a higher EEO . On the other hand, since the
3
O- and C-surface bonds are partially broken during forming TS
energy for formation Ac is related to both bonds.

Ac

, the activation

Increasing binding energies of

both CH3 · and CH3 O· can induce a higher activation energy for the formation of
Ac. The relations can be represented through expressions of the activation energies
for the EO and Ac formation from OMC, as follows:

and

∗
b
BEP
EEO
= C1 + αECH
+ γEEO
,
3·

(2.32)

∗
b
b
BEP
EAc
= C2 + αECH
+ βECH
+ γEAc
.
3 O·
3·

(2.33)
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are additive constants, while

BEP
EAc

and

BEP
EEO

are the energy

contributions computed by the BEP principle. The calculation of these energies in
the approach by A. Kokalj

et al.

[53, 93] is obtained through the dierence between

binding energy of Ac (or EO) and that of the OMC intermediate with the substrate,
that is:
BEP
b
b
EAc
= EAc
− EOMC

where

b
EAc

and

b
EEO

and

BEP
b
b
EEO
= EEO
− EOMC
,

(2.34)

are computed as:

b
Ac
Ac
EAc
= Etot
− Esurf.−1O − Egas
,

(2.35)

b
EO
EO
EEO
= Etot
− Esurf.−1O − Egas
.

(2.36)

and

The computed values of

b
EAc

and

b
EEO

on the structures considered are presented in

Table 2.5. The results show that, on Ag(111), the increase of

sub does not orderly depend on
presence of O

∗
EEO

and

∗
EAc

in the

b and E b , whereas it correlates with
EAc
EO
b
increasing binding energies of radicals, i.e. ECH · increases from -1.59 to -2.32 eV,
3
b
and ECH O· increases from -2.17 to -2.51 eV. In addition, in Fig. 2.16, we also nd
3
sur , E b , and E b
the linear relation between the binding energy of O
O
CH3 O· , however,
b
with ECH · this relation is not systematic. These ndings are consistent with those
3
∗ increases with the presence
on Ag(111) in Ref. [58], where the study found that E
of O

sub , and this energy relates to

b.
EO

EO

On the other hand, Fig. 2.15 shows that

while on pure Ag catalyst OMC forms as the common intermediate, in the case of
CuO/Ag(111), there are two competing reaction paths for the formation of EO. The
rst one has a lower energy, and it goes directly toward to EO without the formation
of any intermediate. The second path, whose transition state is only slightly (0.02
eV) higher than the direct path, goes through the formation of an OMC. In contrast,
the single MEP through the formation of OMC is found in the reaction path toward

sub presents on CuO/Ag(111). The presence of Osub on CuO/Ag(111)
E ∗ that are computed as the dierence energy between TSAc ,

to EO when O

∗
increases EEO and
and TS

Ac

Ac

and OMC intermediate, i.e.

∼ 0.35

eV for the both activation energies.

This increase is found to be related to the enhancement of
agreement with relation in Eqs.(2.32 and 2.33).

b
ECH
3·

and

b
ECH
,
3 O·

in

In addition, the substitution of

Ag atoms by Cu atoms at the layer under the rst CuO layer induces a signicant
increase of binding strength of bonds between CH3 ·, CH3 O· radicals and the surface.
However, this only increases the activation energy for the formation of Ac, i.e.

∼ 0.60

eV, while for EO it is not eected, which can be seen as a limit case of the new BEPlike relations.

2.3.3.3 Selectivity indicators
From NEB calculations presented in Fig. 2.15 and Table 2.4, the results show the
slight decrease of the selectivity of Ag(111) and CuO/Ag(111) catalysts in EO synthesis (∼

0.04

eV), while Cu signicantly improves a selective formation of EO. In
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Figure 2.17: Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relation between the reaction energy and the
activation energy.

The red squares correspond to the formation of acetaldehyde,

while the blue circles correspond to the formation of ethylene oxide.

The violet

solid line and the green dashed line are linear ts for the formation of acetaldehyde
and ethylene oxide, respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of selectivity indicators for dierent catalysts included the
computed data of A. Kokalj

et al.

[53, 93] (lled cycle) and our data (lled square).

a) The indicator proposed by A. Kokalj

et al.

[53, 93] according to Eq.(2.38). b) The

rst new indicator according to Eq.(2.39). c) The second new indicator according
to Eq.(2.40).
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order to clarify the eects of these promoters on selectivity, a selectivity indicator, will be employed in this section. Taking the dierence between

∗
EAc

and

∗
EEO

expressed in the relations of Eqs.(2.33 and 2.32), one can obtain a simple approximation for selectivity as:

b
b
b
b
) + C.
− EEO
∆E ∗ = αECH
+ βECH
+ γ(EAc
3·
3 O·

(2.37)

This expression shows that the selectivity can be obtained from the estimation for
the binding energies of CH3 ·, CH3 O· radicals, and of the two nal states, Ac and

et al.

EO, to the catalyst surfaces. Through several surface structures, A. Kokalj

[93, 53] established an approximation for the parameters in Eq.(2.37), such that

α = −β = γ w 0.39

and

C = −0.31,

and the indicator is given by:

b
b
b
b
∆E ∗ = 0.39[ECH
− ECH
+ EAc
− EEO
] − 0.31.
3·
3 O·
Because of the resemblance of the absolute value of

al.

α, β ,

and

(2.38)

γ,

A. Kokalj

et

∗
demonstrated that ∆E is determined mainly by two contributions: (1) the

dierence between the adsorption energies of CH3 ·, CH3 O·, and (2) the dierence

between the adsorption energies of the two nal states, Ac and EO. A. Kokalj
[93, 53] showed that the parameters in Eq.(2.38) can estimate

∆E ∗

et al.

for the models

of the pure metal catalysts such as Ag, Cu, Rh, and Au, and 2D-alloy of Ag/Cu
alloys with an accuracy better than 0.1 eV (with RMSE and Maximum Absolute
error of 0.05 and 0.07 eV, respectively), see in Fig. 2.18(a). However, employing this
indicator into our NEB results shows that only the Ag(111) structure ts within
the error bars obtained by A. Kokalj

et al.

When applying this indicator to the

whole set of the structures, including the thin oxide layers, we nd a much higher

= 0.102

uncertainty, i.e. RMSE

and MAE

= 0.23

eV.

In order to nd out an indicator able to describe all structures, we present
here two dierent approaches to estimate the parameters in Eq.(2.37).
is obtained by re-tting
keeping

α = β 6= γ ,

α, γ ,

and

C

parameters over the selected structures while

in agreement with the A. Kokalj's demonstrations above.

better approximation is shown in Fig. 2.18(b) with the new parameters
and

−0.22

for

α, γ ,

The rst

and

C,

A

0.33, 0.59,

respectively. The selectivity indicator is therefore given

by:

b
b
b
b
∆E ∗ = 0.33[ECH
− ECH
] + 0.59[EAc
− EEO
] − 0.22.
3·
3 O·

(2.39)

Compared to the errors in the previous one, this indicator improves the accuracy so
that it can predict the selectivity of catalysts within MAE

= 0.09

= 0.17

eV, and RMSE

eV.

The second approach for selectivity indicator improvement is based on the general expansion of

∆E ∗ ,

Eq. (2.37), where the contributions from adsorption energy

of CH3 ·, CH3 O· radicals are considered independently. It requires tting through
whole data for four parameters

α, β , γ ,

and

C.

Fig. 2.18(c) presents a good quality

of the t given by:

b
b
b
b
∆E ∗ = 0.25ECH
− 0.39ECH
+ 0.60[EAc
− EEO
] − 0.46.
3·
3 O·

(2.40)
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The parameters in this indicator yield the errors of RMSE

= 0.15

= 0.07

eV and MAE

eV. In addition, Eq.(2.40) also shows that although the binding energies of

the nal states, Ac and EO with the catalysts surfaces are smaller compared to those
of CH3 ·, CH3 O·, their contributions are still signicant in selectivity of catalysts,
which is seen through a large coecient of

γ

compared to

α

and

β.

One can see

that Eq.(2.40) does not depend on initial states of reactions, but transition states
play the key role. In Fig. 2.14, transition states of two reactions for the formation
of EO and Ac are very similar for dierent surface structures. Therefore although
the mechanism of the reaction toward the EO formation does not go through OMC
on the CuO/Ag(111) surface, the selectivity indicator still gives a good description.
Furthermore, the selectivity indicator can also describe the improvement of selectivity with the amount of Cu present on Ag surface to form Ag/Cu catalyst increases.
Fig. 2.18 shows that the Ag/Cu alloy structures are found mainly in the top-right
corner of the gures, according to

∆E ∗ > 0.

Overall, one can see that the new indicator in our work allows to depict well the
selectivity,

∆E ∗ , for the both the mono-metal catalysts and the catalysts formed by

thin oxide-like layers that are stable under the conditions relevant for experiments.
However, we cannot fail to notice that the error in the indicator (∼

0.1

eV) is as

∗
big as the dierences in ∆E between one structures and the other. So it gives an
∗
qualitative indication, but its predictive power is limited in the cases where ∆E .

0.1

eV. On the other hand, estimating the catalyst selectivity,

∗ − E∗ ,
∆E ∗ = EAc
EO

through evaluating the computationally simpler quantities such as binding energies,
is very useful in saving computational time. It allows us to predict the selectivity
of catalysts without doing further expensive NEB calculations.

2.3.3.4 Ag/Cu alloy structures as function of Cu content
In the previous section, we showed that the Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111) structure
formed by O

sub on CuO/Ag(111) has a higher selectivity toward the formation of

EO compared to a pure Ag(111) surface. However, as shown in the surface phase
diagram of (111) surface, Fig. 2.9, Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111) is thermodynamically

pO2 = 102 atm, and T = 600
sub
K. The question is how to stabilize this O
under the rst CuO layer so that it
favorable only at high oxygen pressure condition, i.e.

can be available for catalysis in the conditions relevant for experimental regime.
Due to the relative strength of binding energy between Cu-O compared to Ag-O
bonds, in an oxygen atmosphere Cu atoms in Ag/Cu catalysts tend to segregate to
the catalyst surface and bind with the oxygen, forming the thin CuO oxide layer on

sub present at the interface between the CuO

the top of Ag surfaces. Therefore, O

layer and silver layers prefers to bind to Cu atoms in the second layer more than
Ag ones.

If the content of Cu in the Ag/Cu alloy increases, after forming a thin

sub ,

copper oxide layer, Cu atoms continue to occupy the second layer to bind with O

forming a second CuO layer on the Ag slabs that can be more stable than a single

sub in this case is assumed to play a role as the nucleation site

CuO layer present. O

for bulk oxide formation [56]. In recent studies of oxidation reactions over transition
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metal such as Ru, Rh, Ag, and alloy surfaces such as NiAl(110) [126, 127, 128, 56], it
has been shown that the incorporation of oxygen into sub-surface positions relates
to the oxide formation on the surfaces [56, 75].

According to this evidence, the

stability of the Osub(fcc)+CuO/Ag(111) structure can be increased by replacing
the silver atoms in the second layer by the Cu ones.
In Fig. 2.20, we present the surface free energy, computed by Eq.(2.29) at the
oxygen chemical potential

µO = 0.61

eV (pO2

= 1

atm and

T = 600

K), of the

possible structures with respect to dierent Cu coverages. The content of oxygen
on the surface is increased up to 2 ML. In the case of Cu content equal to 1 ML

sub is unfavorable. At

(i.e. no Cu replacing Ag in the second layer) the presence of O

lest a quarter of a monolayer in the second layer (i.e. one Cu replacing an Ag atom
in the

2×2

sub . The calculations

cell) is necessary to promote the presence of O

sub atoms prefer to reside right at the interface under the rst CuO
show that O
layer rather than on the surface or the deeper in the Ag slab (i.e. under the second
Ag layer). This is due to the fact that the Cu-O bonds are energetically favorable
compared to Ag-O. Fig. 2.20(a) also shows that as the number of Cu atoms replacing

sub atoms at the

Ag atoms in the second layer increases, so does the number of O
interface.

In Fig. 2.19, the top-view and side-view of these stable structures at

dierent composition of Cu atoms in the second layer is presented.
Moreover, from the phase diagram in Fig. 2.20(a), one can see that the most
stable structure is the one where the formation of a full mono-layer of CuO in the

sub in this structure is energetically favored to occupy

rst two layers takes place. O

the positions involved in the trilayer O-Cu-O formation, which creates a crystal
similar to cuprite bulk in (111) direction [129]. This was to be expected, since at
these conditions of

T

and

pO2 ,

the formation of bulk copper oxide is thermodynam-

ically favorable [79, 78]. In this case, we must however bear in mind that DFT-PBE
predicts CuO bulk to be a metal with an almost orthorthorobic structure, while
experiments have found that CuO is a strongly correlated antiferromagnetic semiconductor, with a monoclinic structure [130]. Therefore, the formation of thicker
CuO oxide layers similar to CuO bulk in our work must be regarded as qualitative.

The top-view (top panel) and side-view (below panel) of the most stable structures at the given Cu surface content.

and the large white ones represent silver.

thin oxide layer, the small dark-red ones represent sub-surface oxygen, the large sienna ones represent copper on the second layers,

In the top penal, the small red atoms represent oxygen on the rst thin oxide layer, the large peru ones represent copper on the rst

Figure 2.19:
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sub on the most stable Cu/Ag

As shown in the previous sections, the presence of O

alloy leads to a higher catalyst selectivity toward the formation of EO compared to
pure Ag. However this structure, as shown in the phase diagram, is not favorable
compared to CuO/Ag(111).

Replacing one Ag in second layer by one Cu atom

can decrease the surface free energy of this structure, and by NEB calculations,
we have found that this structure increases signicantly the selectivity of catalysts
toward EO formation compared to CuO/Ag(111). In Fig. 2.20(b), by employing the
selectivity indicator proposed in Eq.(2.40), we presented the change of selectivity
for the most stable geometries with dierent Cu contents. This result shows that
the stable structures are highly selective, however, there is no trend found upon
changing the Cu content.

2)

Surface free energy (eV/Å

0.0 ML Osub
0.25 ML Osub
0.50 ML Osub
0.75 ML Osub
1.0 ML Osub

a)
0

-0.04

-0.08

-0.12

b)

∆E* (eV)

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

Figure 2.20:

Using selectivity indicator
NEB calculations
1.0

1.25

1.5
Cu content (ML)

1.75

2.0

(a) Surface phase diagram showing the surface free energy at

∆µO =

−0.80 eV (T = 600 K, pO2 = 1 atm), for the structures as the function of Cu surface
content and the changing of O

sub coverage. (b) The selectivity calculated by the

indicator in Eq.(2.40) of the most stable structures at the given Cu surface contents,
i.e., those having the lowest surface free energy of phase structure presented in (a).
The selectivity evaluated by NEB algorithm of the structures with 1 ML and 1.25
ML Cu coverage is also presented for comparison purpose.
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2.4 Conclusion
Through density functional theory (DFT) calculations and employing

ab initio

atomistic thermodynamics, we studied the ethylene epoxidation reaction toward the
nal Ac and EO products on the Ag-Cu alloy. The calculations are performed on
the dierent stable structures formed on the low-index facets including (111), (100),
and (100). According to results found by

in situ

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) experiment [77], and veried by DFT calculations [79, 78], around the temperature and pressure of interest for practical applications the stable structures of
Ag-Cu alloy form a thin layer of copper oxide on the top of silver surface. The thin
oxide layer structures therefore play an important role to enhance the selectivity
towards the formation of EO rather than the 2D alloys which were considered in the
previous works [72, 53, 93].
By considering the system to be in constrained equilibrium with both oxygen
and ethylene reservoirs, we were able to identify the stable surface structures on the
low-index surfaces as a function of temperature and partial pressures. We found that
around values of temperature and partial pressures relevant for industrial applications, the catalyst is formed, on all three facets examined, by a thin CuO oxide-like
layer on top of pure Ag. At lower temperatures or higher partial pressures, these
surface structures are covered by the ethylenedioxy (EDO), where ethylene binds to
the surface via two oxygen atoms. Moreover we predict that, under these conditions,
on the (111) surface, sub-surface oxygen will be present at the interface between the
CuO layer and the silver slab. Our calculations also indicate that around 600 K and
for Cu contents below one monolayer, the (100) facet becomes dominant. At lower
temperatures, where the facets are covered by EDO, the (111) facet is the dominant
one. We found that OMC, a proposed common intermediate for both the selective
and unselective reaction paths in pure metal catalysts, is not present on the phase
diagrams of any facets under any condition of temperature and partial pressures.
This is due to the considerably higher stability of the EDO intermediate compared
to OMC. This could have important implications for the mechanism of reaction,
because the conversion of EDO to either EO or Ac is a highly activated process.
We also studied how the reactions that convert ethylene to EO and Ac nal
products proceed on each of the stable surface structures. The results show that the
reaction mechanism of ethylene epoxidation is inuenced by the underlying surface
structures, and that the reactions not always proceed through the formation of an
oxametallacycle (OMC) intermediate. We also nd that the geometry of the transition states is not very sensitive to the surface structure and that activation barriers
and enthalpies of reaction are approximately related by the linear Brønsted-EvansPolanyi relation. The DFT estimates of the activation barriers for the competing
processes suggest that these thin Cu-O layers can enhance the selectivity toward the
formation of EO, even though our calculations suggest that the improvement in the
selectivity is small.

sub on the thin oxide-like layer structures,

The eect of sub-surface oxygen O

on mechanism of reaction and on the catalyst selectivity toward the formation of
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sub

EO nal product is also examined in this thesis. The calculations show that O

stabilizes OMC intermediate on CuO/Ag(111) with respect to the ethylene in the

sub is

gas phase, similarly to what happens on the pure Ag(111). Furthermore, O

found to increase the activation energy of the reaction paths from OMC toward
the nal products, in agreement with ndings on the pure Ag surface [58].

We

sub reduces the selectivity

also found that on the pure Ag(111), the presence of O

of this structure, while this oxygen species does not aect strongly the selectivity

sub

of CuO/Ag(111). In particular, the selectivity of CuO/Ag(111) with/without O
is found to be higher than pure Ag.

In contrast, the selectivity of CuO/Ag(111)

depends strongly on the Cu content on the surfaces. In particular, in the presence
of O

sub under the rst CuO layer, the Cu atoms are thermodynamically favorable

to segregate on the Ag-Cu alloy catalyst surface, and they tend to form the deeper
oxide layers.
In order to get an insight into the role of Cu atoms in improving the selectivity of
the catalyst structures, we consider the selectivity indicator proposed by A. Kokalj

al.

et

∗
[53, 93]. In this indicator, the selectivity, ∆E , is represented through a relation

depending on the strength of C- and O-surface bonds in the OMC intermediate, and

b

b

on the binding energies between the nal products, Ac (EAc ) and EO (EEO ), and
the surfaces,

b
b
b
b
∆E ∗ ∝ αECH
− βECH
+ γ[EAc
− EEO
].
3·
3 O·

(2.41)

In this relation, C- and O-surface bonds are approximated as the bonds of the methyl
(CH3 ) and methoxy (CH3 O) radicals with the surfaces. The

α, β , γ

coecients in

Eq.(2.41) are estimated so that this indicator can be applied to predict for both the
pure metal catalyst and surface oxide catalysts. Through the new indicator, the role
of Cu to improving selectivity is interpreted. Moreover, it also allows to predict the
selectivity toward the formation of EO of new catalysts, with the error of

∆E ∗ < 0.1

eV, without performing expensive Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) calculations.

Chapter 3

Exact Exchange and RPA
Correlation Energy and Potential
in the Adiabatic Coupling
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theory

3.1 Introduction
Through several applications, Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT) has
been shown as the standard and convenient method for study at the atomistic scale
of the ground-state properties of solid-state and molecular systems. However, DFT
still has many drawbacks that reduce the accuracy of the computational results. One
of the most critical elements is the evaluation of the exchange-correlation energy,

Exc [n(r)],

as a functional of the electron density

GGA have been widely used for

Exc [n(r)],

n(r).

For many years, LDA and

and the results have shown that these

functionals usually yield a good description of the atomic equilibrium structures
and vibrational properties of molecules and solids. However, these approximations
notably fail to predict molecular dissociation energy within chemical accuracy

50

∼

meV [131], and do not properly include van der Waals (vdW) interactions in

weakly bonded systems such as noble gas molecules, solids layered materials, and
bio-molecules [11].

These shortcomings originate from the lack of truly non-local

correlations eects that are at the heart of the vdW interaction in LDA or GGA
functionals.
During last couple of decades, high level quantum chemical methods such as
Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory with Coupled Cluster (SAPT-CC), or
Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory approach, or Conguration Interaction
(CI), etc.

have been shown to be the most powerful methods for the description

of vdW interactions, however, for large systems these approaches become rapidly
computationally very demanding [132]. Therefore, this motivates us to improve the
inexpensive DFT calculations so that the limitations of LDA or GGA can be corrected.

One of the simplest approaches is carried out by including the attractive

component

C 6 /R6

of Lennard-Jones potential to the conventional density func-

tional calculation [12].

While this approach may work fairly well for many vdW

complexes such as NH3 , H2 O, CH3 F,...
damping functions and

C6

there is not a unique way to select the

coecients for the systems [12].

Another approach in

this eld introduces a non-local correlation functional that can treat the entire range
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of dispersion interactions in systems in a general and seamless fashion. However,
the expression of this functional usually depends only on two-body contributions of
the dispersion energy, it thus limits the accuracy of evaluation of correlation energy
in larger models [133, 134]. Moreover, other schemes such as exact-exchange only,
or hybrid functionals have been also applied, but they have shown a very limited
success in the description of vdW interactions [135, 136].
Recently, employing the adiabatic connection uctuation dissipation (ACFD)
theorem to the calculations of

Exc

in DFT has been considered for weakly bonded

interacting systems [137, 13]. In particular, calculations using the simplest approximation in this theory, the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), for correlation
energy have improved the computational accuracy compared to experiment [11]. In
ACFD theorem, the calculations for the RPA correlation energy are usually carried out based on a perturbative approach with input KS orbitals calculated with
the standard local and semi-local exchange-correlation energy functionals. The exchange energy, on the other hand, is evaluated in the Hartree-Fock (HF) formalism
constructed from the KS orbitals. This energy is the so-called exact-exchange energy (EXX). A common name of the total energy obtained combining these two
calculations is EXX/RPA.
Why can EXX/RPA overcome the problems of the weakly bonded systems? The
answers are seen through the denitions of the energy functionals of EXX and RPA
correlation energy. In the original formula, RPA correlation contains non-local correlation eects characteristic of vdW interactions [138]. It is well known that this
functional can describe properly the long-range dependence of the correlation energy [11]. In addition, since the expression of EXX is based on the HF exchange
formalism, EXX does not lead to any self-interaction errors usually found in the
standard DFT with LDA and GGA exchange-correlation functionals [14]. Therefore, using EXX/RPA to compute vdW interactions is expected to yield a greater
accuracy than LDA or GGA. Furthermore, compared to the other approaches using
quantum chemistry such as SAPT-CC, CI, etc. EXX/RPA is less computationally
intensive for large systems, since it works mainly with the KS orbitals. This makes
EXX/RPA more practical for applications.
In practice, EXX/RPA formulated within ACFDT has been extensively applied
to many dierent systems.

In the beginning, RPA correlation energy has been

computed for approximate models such as jellium [139], jellium slabs [140, 141], and
used to study the asymptotic atom-atom vdW interaction [142]. Later, EXX/RPA
calculations for more realistic systems such as diatomic molecules [138, 143, 144,
145, 16], and crystal solids [146, 147, 148], which are more demanding, have also
been presented. Furthermore, the problems of molecule physisorption on surfaces,
similar to the one we have seen in the previous chapter, have also been performed
within EXX/RPA framework. The results of physisorption binding energies between
the dierent molecules and surfaces show an agreement with the values measured
by experiments, and are better than those obtained by LDA or GGA exchangecorrelation functionals [39, 20, 19].
Attempts have been made to include EXX/RPA based on the framework of
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ACFD theory into DFT. For instant, Furche

et al.

[138, 149] have introduced

EXX/RPA calculations for KS equations with single-particle electronic orbitals represented by localized basis sets, and density matrices. This rst approach, in principle, yields a quite expensive calculation since its computational workload scales as

N 6 , and as N 5 in the newest version [15].

Where

N

is the number of valence electrons

in the system. Recently, EXX/RPA calculations within KS equations represented
by PW basis set and Pseudopotential (PP) or Projector Augmented Wave (PAW)
methods have been also reported by Gonze

et al.

[143], and Kresse

et al.

[146].

Where, while EXX is computed from the occupied KS orbitals, the RPA correlation
energy is derived by direct diagonalization of a nite matrix of KS density-density
response function. The computational workload of this method, thus, scales as

N 4,

faster than Furche's approaches. However, the calculations are found to be very time
consuming and CPU memory limited due to cumbersome summations. In addition,
the convergence of RPA correlation energy strongly depends on the numbers of PW
[146]. An alternative approach in PW and PP method has been developed by HuyViet Nguyen

et al.

[14]. The evaluation of RPA correlation energy in this approach

is based on the concept of dielectric band structures.

This calculation is greatly

improved since it only employs a relatively small number of eigenvalues of RPA
dielectric matrix, eciently computed by iterative density response calculations in
the framework of density functional perturbation theory [14].
Despite the achievements of EXX/RPA in many applications for cohesive energy,
lattice constant of bulk systems, bond lengths of molecules, and specially, the vdW
interactions of the weakly bounded systems [11], this scheme also has some shortcomings in general. First, in RPA correlation energy the depth of the short-range part
of the electronic correlation hole is seriously overestimated, determining an overestimation of the magnitude of the correlation energy close to the equilibrium bond
length position. This problem can be corrected by introducing the so-called RPA+
scheme. The implementation of RPA+ in the calculation of some simple systems
has been presented [14]. The calculated structural properties such as equilibrium
bond-length, or vibrational frequency are, however, turned out to be not comparable
to those computed by EXX/RPA in agreement with experiments [14]. Second, since
EXX/RPA is a post-functional of KS orbitals, the computed results strongly depend
on the input KS orbitals. For example with dierent exchange-correlation functionals or dierent basis sets, the nal computed total energies are inconsistent [138].
It therefore requires to nd ways to do self-consistent calculations for EXX/RPA
energy functional so that the nal results are consistent. A third problem appears
in some EXX/RPA calculations for several simple molecules such as Be2 , Ca2 , N2 ,
Mg2 , etc [16, 145, 138]. The binding energy curves of these molecules has shown
an unphysical bump at intermediate distances between the two atoms. The reason
of this problem, however, has not been fully understood yet. Some studies recently
proposed by Toulouse

et al.

have shown a possible solution for EXX/RPA calcula-

tion of Be2 molecule by employing Green's function many body theory [145], while
recently, in an extensive studies of dierent molecules, Huy-Viet Nguyen

et al.

have

provided evidence that lacking self-consistent eld (scf ) procedure in EXX/RPA
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scheme can induce this problem for Be2 [16].
In principle, in order to carry out a scf procedure for EXX/RPA energy functional, one needs to compute the derivative of EXX/RPA with respect to the charge
density to obtain the EXX/RPA potential. In practice, because EXX/RPA are explicit functionals of the KS orbitals rather than explicit functionals of the KS density
(such as GGA or LDA), treatment of scf for these functionals in the DFT framework requires the so-called optimized eective potential (OEP) method to compute
the corresponding eective single-particle potentials. While the OEP methods have
been studied widely for EXX-only, and many dierent approaches of this problem
have been reported for many years, applying OEP methods for both EXX and RPA
correlation energies, however, has not been yet attempted. Recently, Gonze

et al.

have formally derived an expression to obtain the EXX/RPA potential based on
the Sham-Schlüter equations [150], and the authors have also discussed about the
asymptotic EXX/RPA potential [131].

On the other hand, U. von Barth

et al.

[151, 152, 153] have proposed a way to optimize EXX/RPA energy by employing a
variational methods for functional of one-particle non-interacting-Green's functions.
This approach however, has been applied just to a local basis set, and studied only
for atoms so far.
This motivates us to carry out the OEP procedure with EXX/RPA energy functional.

We will derive an expression for EXX/RPA self-consistent potential from

EXX/RPA formalism.

While the implementation for EXX potential is obtained

from the framework of the OEP method applied to EXX-only, the formalism for
RPA correlation potential consists of two main steps: (i) the expression of the functional derivative with respect to the KS potential of the relatively small number of
eigenmodes of RPA dielectric matrix, and (ii) the use of an OEP procedure similar
to EXX to nd this potential. In the last part of this thesis, the implementations
will be employed to study some simple molecule examples such as Be2 , H2 and LiH.
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3.2 Exact Exchange and RPA Correlation Energies in
Adiabatic Connection Fluctuation-Dissipation Theory
3.2.1 Exact exchange and RPA correlation energies in ACFDT
The Adiabatic Connection Fluctuation-Dissipation (ACFD) theory [13, 28] for the
determination of the exchange-correlation energy in DFT can be obtained by considering the idea of slowly turning-on the electron-electron interaction multiplied by
a coupling constant

λ

while the ground state density of the system is kept xed.

This is ensured by a compensating variation of the external potential
When

λ

vext (r, λ).

varies from zero to unity, the system turns from the non-interacting to the

fully interacting one, while the ground state densities associated with it remains
unchanged,

n(r, λ) = n(r, λ = 0).

Considering a nite value of

λ,

the Hamiltonian

of the system will read,

Ĥ(λ) = T̂ + v̂ext (λ) + λV̂ee .

(3.1)

The total ground-state energy is evaluated as the expectation value of

Ĥ(λ)

λ
E λ =< ϕλ [n]|T |ϕλ [n] > + < ϕλ [n]|λV̂ee |ϕλ [n] > + < ϕλ [n]|v̂ext
(λ)|ϕλ [n] > .
According to Hellmann-Feynman theorem, the variation of
change of coupling constant

λ

Eλ

by,

(3.2)

with respect to

is given by:

∂E λ
∂v̂ λ (λ) λ
=< ϕλ [n]|V̂ee |ϕλ [n] > + < ϕλ [n]| ext
|ϕ [n] > .
∂λ
∂λ

(3.3)

Therefore, one can simply obtain the total ground-state energy of the fully interacting systems, associated with

Z
E

λ=1

=E

λ=0

1

dλ

+
0

Z
=E λ=0 +



λ = 1,

through the integration:

∂E λ
∂λ

Z

vext (r, 1) − vext (r, 0) n(r)dr +

1

dλ < ϕλ [n]|V̂ee |ϕλ [n] >.

0
(3.4)
Here, one can identify

E λ=0

with the KS auxiliary system:

Z
E
where

vext (r, 0) = Vs (r).

λ=0

= TKS [n] +

Vs (r)n(r)dr,

(3.5)

On the other hand, using KS decomposition of the inter-

acting energy functional the energy of the interacting system can be written as:

Z
E λ=1 = TKS [n] + EHxc [n] +

vext (r, λ = 1)n(r)dr.

(3.6)
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Inserting Eq.(3.5) into Eq.(3.4), and comparing with Eq.(3.6), one can nally
write down the expression for Hartree and exchange-correlation energy in the fully
interacting systems as:

Z

1

EHxc [n] =

dλ < ϕλ |V̂ee (r)|ϕλ >.

(3.7)

0
Since we do not have an explicit expression for

{ϕλ },

the expansion in Eq.(3.7)

will be connected to the response function of the system.
operator

V̂ee

We rst note that the

of electron-electron integration can be written as

Z

Z

1
{n̂(r)n̂(r) − n̂(r)δ(r − r0 )}
(3.8)
|r − r0 |
P
where, the density operator is n̂(r) =
i δ(r − ri ), whose expectation value is n(r) =
P
2 . Therefore, Eq.(3.7) can be re-expressed as:
|ϕ
(r)|
i
i
Z
Z
Z
1
1 1
dλ dr dr0
{< ϕλ |n̂(r)n̂(r)|ϕλ > −n(r)δ(r − r0 )}. (3.9)
EHxc [n] =
2 0
|r − r0 |
V̂ee

1
=
2

dr

dr0

Using the density uctuation operator dened by

δn̂(r) = n̂(r) − n(r)

(3.10)

and applying Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem [137], the connection between

< ϕλ |n̂(r)n̂(r)|ϕλ > and the density-density response function
0
strength λ, χλ (r, r , iu), can be established as:
Z ∞
du
< ϕλ |n̂(r)n̂(r)|ϕλ >= n(r)n(r) −
χλ (r, r0 , iu).
π
0

at interaction

(3.11)

Inserting the expression in Eq.(3.11) into Eq.(3.9), one obtains:

Z
Z ∞
Z
1
du
1 1
dλ drdr0
{
χλ (r, r0 , iu) + n(r)δ(r − r0 )}
0
2 0
|r − r | 0 π
Z
Z
1 1
n(r)n(r0 )
+
dλ drdr0
,
2 0
|r − r0 |

EHxc [n] = −

(3.12)

while the later term in the above formula is the Hartree energy one, the former
represents the exchange-correlation energy.

Exc [n] =Ex [n] + Ec [n]
Z
Z
Z ∞
1
du
1 1
0
dλ drdr
{
χλ (r, r0 , iu) + n(r)δ(r − r0 )}.
=−
0
2 0
|r − r | 0 π
By adding and subtracting the density-density response function

(3.13)

χ0 (r, r0 , iu)

of

the non-interacting KS system into Eq.(3.13), the exchange energy can be obtained:

1
Ex = −
2

Z

Z

1

dλ
0

1
1
drdr
{
0
|r − r | π
0

Z
0

∞

χ0 (r, r0 ; iu)du + δ(r − r0 )n(r)},

(3.14)
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while the correlation energy is expressed as:

1
Ec = −
2π

Z

Z

1

dλ
0

1
drdr
{
|r − r0 |
0

Z

∞


χλ (r, r0 ; iu) − χ0 (r, r0 ; iu) du}.

(3.15)

0

Using the known expression for the density-density non-interacting response
function, the frequency integration in Eq.(3.14) can be done explicitly and the exchange energy can be shown to have the usual Hartree-Fock expression evaluated
with the K-S orbitals.

e2
Ex = −
2

Z
drdr

0|

Pocc
i

ϕ∗i (r)ϕi (r0 )|2
.
|r − r0 |

(3.16)

The correlation energy, Eq.(3.15), can be written in a more compact form assuming a matrix notation for the response functions and the coulomb interaction

vc =

e2
|r−r 0 | , and spatial integrals are replaced by matrix multiplication and trace

operation:

1
Ec = −
2π

Z

Z

1

∞

dλ
0

duTr{vc [χλ (iu) − χ0 (iu)]}.

(3.17)

0

From Eq.(3.17), one can see that the formula for the correlation energy within
ACFD theory are estimated through the traces of

vc χ0

and

vc χλ , which can be eval-

uated simply by summing up their eigenvalues. Moreover, based on the framework
of time-dependent density functional theory, the relation between

χλ

and

χ0

can be

established by the Dyson-like equation,

Z


λ
χλ (r, r0 , iu) = χ0 (r, r0 ; iu)+ χ0 (r, r1 ; iu) λvc (r1 , r2 ) + fxc
(r1 , r2 ; iu) χλ (r2 , r0 , iu)dr1 dr2 ,
(3.18)
or in matrix form

λ
χλ = χ0 + χ0 (λvc + fxc
)χλ ,
where the exchange-correlation kernel
within RPA,

λ (iu) = 0.
fxc

λ =
fxc

(3.19)

λ (r)
δvxc
δn(r 0 ) usually is approximated, and
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3.2.2 RPA Correlation Energies: an iterative diagonalization of
dielectric function approach
From the explicit expression for xc energy, one can see that while the evaluation
of the Exact Exchange energy in Eq.(3.16) can be calculated easily as long as the
KS orbitals are known, calculation of RPA correlation energy in Eq.(3.17) needs
more eort since the eigenvalue spectra of the response functions at nite

λ = 0 , χλ

and

χ0 ,

λ

and

have to be evaluated. In the existing implementation for RPA

correlation energy, the eigenvalue problems are usually treated by applying standard
diagonalization methods to the explicit

0

χ0 (r, r , iu) = 2

X
i,j

χ0

expression.

ϕ∗i (r)ϕj (r)ϕ∗j (r0 )ϕ∗i (r0 )
(fi − fj )
,
εi − εj + iu

where one needs to calculate all occupied and unoccupied KS orbitals,
eigenvalues,
for

χλ (iu).

(3.20)

{ϕi (r)},

and

εi , and then to solve the Dyson equation in order to obtain the solutions

This approach shows several shortcomings in PW pseudopotential DFT

calculations since it requires the consideration of a large number of unoccupied
states in order to reach convergence.

Here we review another approach proposed

recently by Huy-Viet Nguyen at SISSA [154] and other [155, 156], which is based
on an ecient iterative diagonalization of the response function based on Density
Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT), whose applications only involves occupied
KS orbitals. The method can be introduced by considering the following generalized
eigenvalue problems for

χ0

and

and

where

{ωα },{aα }

and

χλ :

χ0 |ωα >= aα vc−1 |ωα >,

(3.21)

χλ |zαλ >= bλα vc−1 |zαλ >,

(3.22)

{zαλ },{bλα }

are eigenpairs of the generalized eigenvalue prob-

lems (all the quantities depend implicitly on the imaginary frequency iu).
correlation energy at a given interacting coupling strength
the sets of eigenvalues

{aα }

Ecλ = −

and

1
2π

Z

{bλα }
Z

1

λ can be dened through

as:

∞

dλ
0

The

du
0

X

{bλα (iu) − aα (iu)}.

(3.23)

α

On the other hand, at the RPA level, the Dyson-like equation dening

χλ

can

be rewritten as:

χλ = χ0 + λχ0 vc χλ .

(3.24)

The response functions and Coulomb operators are well dened since they are symmetric and positive (vc ) or negative (χ0 ,

χλ ) denite,

they are, therefore, invertible.

The Dyson equation can be recast in the form

−1
χ−1
0 = χλ + λvc .

(3.25)
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A similar eigenvalue problem for the inverted response functions,
can be dened as:

χ−1
0
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and

χ−1
λ ,

χ−1
ωα >=
0 |e

1
vc |e
ωα >,
aα

(3.26)

χ−1
zαλ >=
λ |e

1
vc |e
zαλ > .
bλα

(3.27)

and

Using the relation in Eq.(3.25), between

χ0

χλ , and coupling with Eqs.(3.26
χ0 and χλ , which

and

and 3.27), one can deduce the relation between the eigenvalues of
reads:

aα
.
1 − λaα
perform the λ

bλα =
This simple relation allows to

(3.28)
coupling-constant integration in

Eq.(3.23) analytically, which leads to the nal expression for RPA correlation energy,

1
Ec = −
2π

Z

∞

du
0

X

{aα (iu) + ln[1 − aα (iu)]}.

(3.29)

α

The spectrum of the eigenvalue in Eq.(3.21) is negative.
closely related to those of the RPA dielectric matrix,

The eigenvalues are

εRPA = 1 − vc χ0 ,

which have

been considered in the past in the so-called dielectric band structure [157]. Inspection of the spectra of dielectric band structures shows that only a small fraction
of the eigenvalues
is

∼ 1,

{εRPA
}
α

is signicantly dierent from 1 while the large majority

which means that RPA correlation energy in Eq.(3.29) will be dominated

by a relative small number of eigenvalues of

vc χ0

signicantly dierent from zero.

This allows to calculate only these lowest-lying eigenvalues in Eq.(3.21), and in
our approach, instead of constructing a full matrix to be diagonalized by standard
techniques, a very ecient iterative diagonalization technique is employed.
It is convenient to manipulate the generalized eigenvalue problem in Eq.(3.21) so
that it is transformed in an ordinary eigenvalue problem of an Hermitian operator

χ̃0

simply related to

vc χ0

by:

χ̃0 = vc1/2 χ0 vc1/2 ,
which has the same eigenvalue
instead of

{ωα }.

(3.30)

{aα } as those of vc χ0 , but dierent eigenvectors, {γα }

This transformation has been widely used in previous literature

about RPA dielectric function [158, 157, 159]. Eq.(3.21) nally is rewritten as,

χ̃0 |γα >= aα |γα > .
In order to compute the lowest-lying eigenvalues

(3.31)

aα (iu)

of the eigenvalue prob-

lems derived in Eq.(3.31), we employ Davidson iterative diagonalization algorithm
starting from a set of random trial eigenpotentials much in the same way as it is
done in the iterative diagonalization of KS-equations. In this algorithm, the rst
order variation of the KS density,

∆Vα ,

∆nα ,

induced by a perturbing trial potential,

through the non-interacting response function,

χ0 ,

is computed via the Den-

sity Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT) procedure.

In this way, the matrix
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elements on the right hand side of Eq.(3.31),

χ̃αβ
0 ,

are constructed. Diagonalizing

this matrix results in a new set of approximate eigenpotentials that is used to generate correction vectors for the next iterative cycle. The threshold for convergence
in this diagonalization procedure is chosen smaller than

10−6 au

for the lowest-lying

eigenvalues.
We give now some details for the approach for time-dependence DFPT that
is used to nd the density response induced by the dynamic perturbing potential,

∆V (r, t),

which is employed in the iterative diagonalization. Let's consider the KS

time-dependent Hamiltonian

i~

Ĥ(r, t), and the general time-dependent KS equations,

0 (r, t)
∂ψk,v

∂t

0
= Ĥ(r, t)ψk,v
(r, t)

where, the Hamiltonian is a functional of the density.
tionary, case, the time dependent wave functions

(3.32)

In the unperturbed, sta-

0 (r, t)}
{ψk,v

can be obtained by

multiplication between a phase factor and the static KS wave functions

ϕ0k,v (r) that

are known as the solution of the static KS equations in Eq.(1.14),

0
ψk,v
(r, t) = ϕ0k,v (r)e−iεk,v t .

(3.33)

∆V (r; t), that can be chosen to have
a well dened spatial- and time-dependence, in which q and iu are wave vectors and
Let's consider now a perturbing potential,

imaginary frequency, respectively. The explicit formula for this dynamical potential
reads,

∆V (r; t) = [∆V (r)eiqr + ∆V ∗ (r)e−iqr ]eut ,
with

∆V (r)

(3.34)

being a lattice-periodic potential. With this denition, the perturbing

potential is at any time real-valued and the KS Hamiltonian in Eq.(3.32) is hermitian. Adding this potential to the KS system, the wave functions change from
the ground state

0 (r, t)
ψk,v

to the perturbed

ψk,v (r, t)

which are given by the ground

state contribution and a rst-order correction,

0
ψk,v (r; t) = ψk,v
(r; t) + ∆ψk,v (r; t),
where

∆ψk,v (r; t)

(3.35)

can be written in the following form where the phase factors of

the perturbing potentials are explicitly accounted for:

iqr
−iqr −iεk,v t ut
∆ψk,v (r; t) = [∆ϕ+
+ ∆ϕ−
]e
e .
k,v (r)e
k,v (r)e
In order to obtain information on the non-interacting response function,
need to calculate the density variation induced by

Z
∆n(r; iu) =

(3.36)

χ0 ,

we

∆V (r; iu),

χ0 (r, r0 ; iu)∆V (r0 ; iu)dr0 .

(3.37)

This density variation can be obtained from the rst-order variation of the KS
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wave functions

∆ψk,v (r; t)

∆n(r; t) =

X
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presented in Eq.(3.36):

0∗
∗
0
ψk,v
(r; t)∆ψk,v (r; t) + ∆ψk,v
(r; t)ψk,v
(r; t)

k,v

X
+
−
iqr
−iqr
=
ϕ0∗
+ ϕ0∗
k,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r)e
k,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r)e

(3.38)

k,v


0
−iqr
0
iqr ut
+ ∆ϕ−∗
e .
+∆ϕ+∗
k,v (r)ϕk,v (r)e
k,v (r)ϕk,v (r)e

Grouping terms having the same time- and space-phase factors, one obtains the
following expression for the density response,

∆n(r; t) =

X 
k,v

 iqr
−∗
+
0
ϕ0∗
k,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r) + ϕk,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r) e


 −iqr ut
 0
−
+∗
0
e ,
+ ϕk,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r) + ϕk,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r) e

(3.39)

which can be set in the compact expression:

∆n(r; iu) = ∆n(r)eiqr + ∆n∗ (r)e−iqr ,
where

∆n(r) =

X

(3.40)

+
−∗
0
ϕ0∗
k,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r) + ϕk,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r)

(3.41)

−
0∗
ϕ0k,v (r)∆ϕ+∗
k,v (r) + ϕk,v (r)∆ϕk,v (r).

(3.42)

k,v
and

∆n∗ (r) =

X
k,v

The rst-order variation of wave functions,

∆ϕ+
k,v (r)

tained from Time-Dependent Perturbation Theory.

and

∆ϕ−
k,v (r)

can be ob-

Starting from the perturbed

time-dependent Schrödinger equations:




∂
ĤKS (r) + ∆V (r; t) ψkv (r; t) = i ψkv (r; t).
∂t

(3.43)

The wave function correction is introduced



 0
∂ 0
(r; t) + ∆ψkv (r; t)).
ĤKS (r) + ∆V (r; t) (ψkv
(r; t) + ∆ψkv (r; t)) = i (ψkv
∂t

(3.44)

By substituting the denitions of Eqs.(3.34 and 3.36) into Eq.(3.44), and keeping only the linear-order terms, one ends up with the following two equations for

∆ϕ+
k,v (r)

and

∆ϕ−
k,v (r),

0
[ĤKS (r) − (εk,v + iu)]∆ϕ+
k,v (r) = −∆V (r)ϕk,v (r)

(3.45)

∗
0
[ĤKS (r) − (εk,v + iu)]∆ϕ−
k,v (r) = −∆V (r)ϕk,v (r).

(3.46)

and
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The presence of a nite value for the imaginary frequency

iu

prevents these

equations to become singular. In the practical implementation, a projector

Pc

on

the unoccupied manifold is introduced which ensures that the linear systems are
non-singular even in the limit for

iu → 0:

0
[ĤKS (r) + αPv − (εk,v + iu)]∆ϕ+
k,v (r) = −Pc ∆V (r)ϕk,v (r),
and

(3.47)

∗
0
[ĤKS (r) + αPv − (εk,v + iu)]∆ϕ−
k,v (r) = −Pc ∆V (r)ϕk,v (r).

(3.48)

Although these equations are similar to the ones of static DFPT [18],

iu = 0,

in

which solutions of the linear equations can be obtained directly by iterative methods
such as conjugate gradient, at nite

iu

the right hand sides of Eqs.(3.47 and 3.48)

are non-Hermitian operators, thus a more general algorithm such as bi-conjugate
gradient must be used. In our implementation, we choose the ecient bi-CGSTAB
algorithm [160], that is stable and shows fast convergence.
We nally discuss the calculation of the eigenvalues of Eq.(3.31) once the iterative
diagonalization is converged, that is at the last step of the iterative diagonalization
with

∆V (r, iu) → ∆Vα (r, iu).

In practice, the trial potentials,

∆V (r),

is chosen as

the orthonormal basis set during the iterative procedure, therefore at convergence
the

χ
e0 (iu)

matrix is diagonal. The diagonal elements in this case are identical to

the eigenvalues, and are evaluated by,

aα (iu) = χ
eαα (iu) =< ∆Vα |χ0 (iu)|∆Vα > .

(3.49)

By comparing the results with the denitions in Eqs.(3.30 and 3.31), one has

1/2

|∆Vα >= vc |γα >.

The density variation in Eq.(3.41) induced by this potential

is:

|∆nα >= χ0 (iu)|∆Vα >,

(3.50)

which can be obtained from the DFPT procedure introduced above. Therefore, the
eigenvalues

{aα }

can be represented in the form:

aα (iu) = χ
eαα (iu) =< ∆Vα |∆nα >=

X

< ∆ϕσv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv >;

σ = ±.

(3.51)

k,v,σ
This formulation will turn to be useful in the denition of the functional derivative of

{aα }

needed for the calculation of the correlation potential.
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3.3 Exact Exchange and RPA Correlation Potentials:
An Optimized Eective Potential Approach
In chapter 1, we described how to optimize the total energy of the KS system,

EKS , dealing with well known approximations for exchange and correlation energy,
Exc [n(r)], such as LDA and GGA. However, in cases where Exc [{ϕi }] depends explicitly on the KS orbitals such as for the Exact Exchange and RPA correlation energy,
the optimization of

EKS

turns into a more involved problem, which is termed Op-

timized Eective Potentials (OEP). In this problem, one tries to nd an eective
local-potential,

VOEP

that is able to minimize the

alent to two minimization conditions. First, the

EKS . Mathematically, it is equivEKS that is solved by the general

KS equations, Eqs.(1.14-1.17), at the ground state should be stationary with respect
to this eective potential, or:

δEKS [n(r), ϕi (r)]
|Vs =VOEP = 0.
δVs (r)
Here,

n(r) =

P

(3.52)

2
i |ϕi (r)| is the ground state density of the KS systems. By using

the chain rule for functional derivative, this condition is found equivalent to the H-K
variational principle, introduced in section 1.2.2,

0=

δEKS
=
δVs

Z

δEKS δn(r0 ) 03
dr ,
δn(r0 ) δVs (r)

where for simplicity, we employ a short notation
Secondly, the set of KS orbitals

{ϕi (r)}

EKS

rather than

(3.53)

EKS [n(r), ϕi (r)].

employed above are the solutions of

the KS equations for the non-interacting electrons moving in the eective potential

VOEP (r)

:

[−

~2 2
∇ + VOEP (r)]ϕi (r) = εi ϕi (r).
2m

(3.54)

Similar to the expansion for KS formulation proposed in section 1.2.2, one can obtain
the local eective potential in Eq.(3.54) at convergence through the relation:

Z
VOEP (r) = vext (r) +

n(r0 )
δExc
dr0 +
.
0
|r − r |
δn(r)

(3.55)

In this equation, the rst two terms are well known as external (ion-e) potential
and Hartree potential, respectively. The last term, known as exchange-correlation
potential, however, depends on the type of approximations for

Exc .

If

Exc

is a

functional of density such as LDA or GGA, the potential can be obtained directly by
numerical or analytical functional derivation. In the case of EXX/RPA correlation
energy,

Exc

is explicitly expanded through KS orbitals instead of density, thus its

functional derivative with respect to density can not be calculated.

The aim of

vxc = δExc /δn(r) as
is known, the OEP procedure can optimize EKS

OEP procedure is to look for an ecient method to compute
accurately as possible, and once

vxc

of the systems [17]. The approach for this problem in our work will be generalized
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in two steps: the rst one that deals with the functional derivative of

Exc

energy

with respect to the KS variational potential, then, in the second one, this derivative
is used to construct the approximate

vxc (r)

, and

VOEP (r)

potentials.

These two

steps are performed in the self-consistent procedure so that the updated potentials
in the next cycle can be optimized with respect to the previous ones, and the total
energy,

E,

is minimized. The detailed expressions of these steps are presented in

the follows.

3.3.1 A Derivation for Exact exchange and RPA correlation potentials
As presented in Eq.(3.16) and in section 3.2.2, the explicit expression for exact
exchange,

ExEXX ,

EcRPA ,

and RPA correlation,

energies have been established. The

potentials associated with these energies are dened by the functional derivative of
the energies with respect to the density

vxc (r) =

n(r),

δExEXX δEcRPA
δExc [{ϕi }]
=
+
.
δn(r)
δn(r)
δn(r)

(3.56)

Applying the chain rule for functional derivatives, we obtain the expression:

Z
vxc (r) =

{

δExEXX
δEcRPA δVs (r0 ) 0
+
}
dr =
δVs (r0 ) δVs (r0 ) δn(r)

Z

{δnc (r0 ) + δnx (r0 )}

δVs (r0 ) 0
dr ,
δn(r)
(3.57)

which allows to calculate the potentials by estimating the variation of the exchangecorrelation energy contributions with respect to the perturbing KS potential. Where
we dened two notations

δnx (r)

and

δnc (r)

δExEXX /δVs (r) and
−1
χ0 (r, r0 ), is the inverse of

to represent for

0
s (r )
δEcRPA /δVs (r0 ), respectively. The last term, δV
δn(r)

=

the density-density response function. Evaluation for this quantity is very dicult
since one often needs for

χ0 (r, r0 ) a very large matrix.

In section 3.3.2 of this thesis,

we will discuss how to compute it eciently and accurately.

Meanwhile, in this

section we present the derivation for the functional derivatives,

δExEXX /δVs (r)

and

δEcRPA /δVs (r).

3.3.1.1

Functional derivative of exact exchange energy

The exact exchange energy can be written in terms of the KS orbitals as:

occ Z Z
ϕ∗ (r)ϕv (r0 )ϕ∗v0 (r0 )ϕv0 (r)
e2 X
Ex [{ϕv }] = −
drdr0 v
.
2 0
|r − r0 |

(3.58)

vv

Its functional derivative with respect to

δEx [{ϕv }] X
=
δVs (r)
v
occ

δnx (r) =

Z

dr0 [

Vs

can be determined explicitly as:

δEx [{ϕv }] δϕv (r0 )
.
+ cc . . . ].
δϕv (r0 ) δVs (r)

(3.59)
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Where we have:

X
δEx [{ϕv }]
= −e2
δϕv (r)
0
occ

Z

dr0

v

ϕ∗v (r)ϕv0 (r0 )ϕ∗v0 (r0 )
.
|r − r0 |

(3.60)

The functional derivative of KS orbital with respect to variation of KS potential,

δVs ,

can be obtained from rst-order perturbation theory,

∞

X
δϕv (r)
ϕ∗n (r0 )ϕv (r0 )
.
=
ϕ
(r)
n
δVs (r0 )
εv − εn

(3.61)

n6=v

Here,

n

index stands for conduction or valence bands. On the other hand, in

the sum over all the occupied orbitals in

δnx (r),

Eq.(3.59), the valence contribution

vanishes. We, therefore, get the nal formulation of

δnx (r) = −e

2

XZ

dr0 dr00

v,v 0 ,c

δnx (r)

as:

ϕ∗v (r0 )ϕv0 (r0 )ϕ∗v0 (r00 )ϕc (r00 ) ϕ∗c (r)ϕv (r)
.
|r0 − r00 |
εv − εc

(3.62)

The Hartree-Fock exchange operator built with KS orbitals in real space is an
integral operator with the kernel:

occ
X
ϕv (r)ϕ∗ (r0 )

VxNL (r, r0 ) = −e2

v

v

|r − r0 |

.

(3.63)

Substituting Eq.(3.63) into Eq.(3.62), one can get:

δnx (r) =

X

< ϕv |VxNL |ϕc >

v,c
where

< r|ϕc >= ϕc (r)

ϕ∗c (r)ϕv (r)
,
εv − εc

(3.64)

represent the unoccupied conduction-band KS orbitals.

This expansion can be represented in the simple form:

δnx (r) =

occ
X

ϕ∗v (r)∆ϕv (r)

(3.65)

v
in which, the rst-order variation of KS wave function,∆ϕv (r), is calculated by
solving the linear DFPT equation [18]:

[ĤKS + αPv − εv ]∆ϕv (r) = −(1 − Pv )VxNL ϕv (r).

3.3.1.2

(3.66)

Functional derivative of RPA correlation energy

The RPA-correlation energy expression is given in section 3.2.2 as:

EcRPA = −

1
2π

Z

∞

du
0

X
α

aα (iu) + ln(1 − aα (iu)).

(3.67)
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Similar to the case of
KS potential,

δVs ,

ExEXX , the variation of EcRPA with respect to the perturbing

is dened by,

δEcRPA
1
δnc (r) =
=
δVs (r)
2π
where,

{aα }

Z
du

X
α

aα
δaα
1 − aα δVs (r)

(3.68)

are solutions in the generalized eigenvalues problem, Eq.(3.31). This

derivation shows that the functional derivative of
the functional derivative of the eigenvalues

aα

EcRPA

requires the calculation of

with respect to

δVs .

Taking the ex-

pression for the eigenvalues with respect to the converged eigenvectors in Eq.(3.49),
one can obtain

δaα /δVs (r),

δaα
δχ0 (iu)
δ∆nα (r0 , iu)
=< ∆Vα |
|∆Vα >=< ∆Vα |
>
δVs (r)
δVs (r)
δVs (r)
R
where, ∆nα (r; iu) =
χ0 (r, r0 ; iu)∆Vα (r0 ; iu)dr03 . Comparing to the
mula of {aα } in Eq.(3.51), the variation of aα can be obtained as
X
∗
±
δaα =
< δϕv |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ±
v > + < ϕv |∆Vα |δ∆ϕv >.

(3.69)

explicit for-

(3.70)

v
In this formula,

|δϕv (r) >

is the rst-order variation of KS orbitals induced by

the static perturbing potential,

δVs (r),

which is obtained by solving the rst-order

perturbation equations,

[HKS − εv ]|δϕv > +[δVs − δεv ]|ϕv >= 0,

(3.71)

where, the rst-order correction of KS eigenvalues are given by,

δεv =< ϕv |δVs |ϕv >,

(3.72)

and the conduction-band projected wave function correction is obtained by solving:

[HKS + αPv − εv ]δϕv (r) = −Pc δVs (r)ϕv (r) = 0.
The expression for vectors

|δ∆ϕ±
v >

(3.73)

in the second term of Eq.(3.70) needs some

more eort, since it can be seen as the second-order variation of KS orbitals induced
by applying consecutively to the ground state of KS system a static perturbing KS
potential,

δVs ,

and a dynamic perturbation,

∆Vα (iu, r).

The derivation of these

vectors needs, therefore, a second-order expansion in perturbation theory. However,
in this work, we propose an alternative derivation that allows representing this term
starting from the rst-order variations of KS orbitals only.
Firstly, we consider the variation of KS system induced by applying the static
perturbing potential,

δVs (r). As mentioned above, the KS states will be perturbed
ϕv (r) → ϕv (r) + δϕv (r) while the eigenvalues change as

so that the eigenstates are

εv → εv +δεv .

By rewriting the linear equations of time-dependent DFT in Eqs.(3.45

and 3.46) with these new states while still keeping only the linear dependencies for
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each perturbing potential, one can obtain the linear equations associated with
or

(−)

signs, respectively:

±
[HKS − (εv ± iu)]|δ∆ϕ±
v > +[δVs − δεv ]|∆ϕv > +∆Vα |δϕv >= 0.
We then multiply by

< ∆ϕ∓
v|

(3.74)

the left-hand-side of Eq.(3.74), and sum over

occupied states, which gives the formula,

X

(+)

±
< ∆ϕ∓
v |[HKS − (εv ± iu)]|δ∆ϕv > +

X

±
< ∆ϕ∓
v |[δVs − δεv ]|∆ϕv >

v

v

+

X

< ∆ϕ∓
v |∆Vα |δϕv > = 0.

(3.75)

v
Finally taking the complex conjugate of Eqs.(3.45 and 3.46), multiplying by

|δ∆ϕ∓
kv >

the right-hand-side of the new expression, and summing over all the

occupied states, we have:

X

∓
< ∆ϕ±
v |[HKS − (εv ∓ iu)]|δ∆ϕv > +

X

v

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |δ∆ϕ∓
v > = 0.

(3.76)

v

Combining the two results one obtains an expression linking terms containing

|δ∆ϕ∓
v > to terms only containing rst-order variation of the KS orbitals:
X
X
X
∓
< ϕv |[∆Vα∗ |δ∆ϕ∓
< ∆ϕ±
< ∆ϕ±
v >=
v |[δVs − δεv ]|∆ϕv >+
v |∆Vα |δϕv >.
v

v

v
(3.77)

Inserting the relation of Eq.(3.72) into Eq.(3.77), and then rewriting Eq.(3.70),

{aα } as function of the rst-order variation

we get an expression for the variation of
of KS orbitals:

δaα =

X

< δϕv |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕσv >+

v,σ

X

σ
−σ
σ
< ∆ϕ−σ
v |δVs |∆ϕv > − < ∆ϕv |∆ϕv >< ϕv |δVs |ϕv >,

v,σ
(3.78)

where,

σ = ±, −σ = ∓.

It is worth noting that in DFT, all the results must be invariant with respect
to unitary transformations of the orbitals, which does not mix the manifold of
occupied and unoccupied states.

In Eq.(3.78), this invariance is not evident.

It

is, therefore, useful to recast Eq.(3.78) in a form which requires only the knowledge
of the conduction-manifold projection of

{∆ϕ±
v } and {δϕv },

and is clearly invariant

with respect to unitary transformations within the valence manifold, and which can
straightforwardly and eciently be implemented using non-degenerate rst-order
perturbation theory [18].
The transformation of Eq.(3.78) starts from the denition of the rst order variations of the unperturbed KS states,

{∆ϕ±
v}

and

{δϕv },

separating the projections

over the valence- and conduction-state manifolds:

∞
X
|ϕn >< ϕn |δVs |ϕv >
|δϕv > = Pc |δϕv > +Pv |δϕv >=
εv − εn

|∆ϕ±
v

>=

Pc |∆ϕ±
v

>

+Pv |∆ϕ±
v

n6=v
∞
X

>=

n

|ϕn >< ϕn |∆Vα |ϕv >
(εv ± iu) − εn

(3.79)
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where,

Pv

and

Pc

are the projectors over valence and conduction manifolds,

respectively. To simplify the formula, we employ hereafter the notations:

Pc |δϕv >

and

±
|∆ϕ
e±
v >= Pc |∆ϕv >,

|δ ϕ
ev >=

and then one can obtain:

occ
X
|ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |δVs |ϕv >
|δϕv >= |δ ϕ
ev > +
εv − εv 0
0

|∆ϕ±
v

>=

|∆ϕ
e±
v

>+

v 6=v
occ
X
v0

(3.80)

|ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
.
(εv ± iu) − εv0

By means of a detailed manipulation that will be presented in Appendix B, we
can recast result of Eq.(3.78) as:

δaα =
+
−

occ
X
v,σ
occ
X

< ∆ϕ
e−σ
eσv > −
v |δVs |∆ϕ

occ
X

< ∆ϕ
e−σ
eσv >< ϕv |δVs |ϕv >
v |∆ϕ

v,σ

< ϕv |δVs |(1 − Pv )G(r, r0 , iu = 0)|∆Vα |∆ϕ
eσv > + c.c.

v,σ
occ
X

(3.81)

< ϕv |δVs |(1 − Pv )G(r, r0 , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
eσv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv > + c.c.

v,v 0 ,σ
where,

∆ϕ
e±
v

are rst-order variation of the KS orbitals,

ϕv ,

that are already pro-

jected on conduction states in the solution of Eqs.(3.47 and 3.48).

G(r, r0 , iu = 0)

denotes the static KS Green's function,

0

G(r, r , iu = 0) =

∞
X
ϕn (r0 )ϕ∗ (r)
n

n6=v

εv − εn

.

(3.82)

Therefore, the right-hand-side of the last two terms in Eq.(3.81) can be combined
and rewritten in a general formula,

occ
X
X

|ϕ
e2v >= (1 − Pv )G(r, r0 , iu = 0)|
∆Vα |∆ϕ
eσv > −
∆ϕ
eσv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv > .
σ

v0
(3.83)

This expression allows to end up with the formula for the functional derivative
of each eigenvalue:

occ
occ
occ
X
X
X
δaα
σ
=
ϕ∗v (r)ϕ
e2v (r) + cc...+
∆ϕ
e−σ∗
(r)∆
ϕ
e
(r)−
< ∆ϕ
e−σ
eσv0 > ϕ∗v0 (r)ϕv (r)
v
v
v |∆ϕ
δVs (r)
0
v
v,σ
v ,v,σ

(3.84)
To verify the expression in Eq.(3.84), we now consider a limit case where the

χ0 (r, r0 , iu), in Eq.(3.49) has the imaginary frequency,
iu, of zero. The eigenpotentials, ∆Vα (iu), is thus the static potentials. The calculation of δaα (iu)/δVs (r) at this limit is equivalent to determination of third order
dynamical response function,

derivatives for the total energy with respect to the static perturbing KS potentials,
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and this can be determined by using the 2n+1 theorem [18]. Detailed study for this
problem was presented in work by Debernardi

et al.

[161]. One can nd that the

expression in Eq.(3.84) agrees to the formalism obtained by 2n+1 theorem without

σ

dependence. The agreement at this limit case shows the accuracy of our approach

in computing functional derivative of

aα .

On the other hand, we also carried out another way to compute

δaα (iu)/δVs (r)

by using the numerical derivative calculations. In this approach, rst we apply a
suciently small perturbing potentials,

±δVs

at each point,

r,

in space of the unit

cell. Then, the KS equations are recomputed with respect to these perturbations.

aα

is perturbed and transforms to

value of the numerical derivative

a0α (±δVs ) with respect to ±δVs , respectively.
of aα at point r is given as:

δaα
a0α (+δVs ) − a0α (−δVs )
= lim
.
δVs (r) |δVs |→0
|2δVs |

The

(3.85)

Yet, this approach is very computationally expensive, and it is used only to determine

δaα (iu)/δVs (r)

of some

aα

for testing. The calculations veried the analysis

expression in Eq.(3.84) compared to the numerical derivative results.
From the nal expansion of

δaα
δVs (r) in Eq.(3.84), one can see that the calculation

only needs the rst order variation of KS orbitals induced by the perturbing potential

∆Vα

which are the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem, Eq.(3.31). It

means that instead of calculating

EcRPA

and

δEcRPA
δVs (r0 ) independently, an ecient algo-

rithm allows to calculate them at the same time. At any given imaginary frequency

iu,

after obtaining converged eigenpotentials,{∆Vα }, associated to the lowest-lying

eigenvalues

{aα }

in Eq.(3.31), we apply the time dependent DFPT procedure for

these vector potentials to evaluate the rst order variation of KS states, which are
solutions of the linear equations in Eqs.(3.47 and 3.48).
The Gauss-Legendre algorithm is employed in order to transform the innite
integration with respect to

iu

to the summation over nite

iu

values. Overall, one

δEcRPA
can conclude that computational cost of the calculation for
δVs (r0 ) is equivalent to
RPA .
the one for Ec
Another approach to obtain the RPA correlation potential has been discussed
in the literature as the result of linearized Sham-Schlüter equations [150]. Detail of
this calculation has been presented in works by U. von Barth

et al.

[151, 152, 153].
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3.3.2 Optimized eective potential approach
In this section, we present the detailed derivation for the optimized eective potential
(OEP) problem, so that the optimized eective potential VOEP , given in Eq.(3.55),
can be obtained via a self-consistent eld (scf ) procedure. Let's start by considering
the general KS equations for non-interacting systems,

ĤKS ϕi (r) = εi ϕi (r)
where, KS Hamiltonian is

ĤKS = T̂KS + Vs ,

and

εi

(3.86)
is the eigenvalue of each KS

state. The accurate form of the eective local potential
energy. In principle, the KS energy,

EKS ,

Vs (r)

will minimize the KS

can be expressed as a function of

Vs (r)

Z

as:

EKS = TKS [n] +

Vs (r)n(r)dr.

(3.87)

At the ground state of KS system, the gradient of this energy with respect to

n(r)

is equal to zero,

δTKS
δEKS
=
+ Vs (r) = 0.
δn(r)
δn(r)
We can calculate the functional derivative of
chain rule, as:

TKS

with respect to

(3.88)

Vs (r),

δTKS δn(r0 )
δn(r0 )
δTKS
=
=
−V
(r)
.
s
δVs (r)
δn(r0 ) δVs (r)
δVs (r)

We now consider the total energy,

E,

using the

(3.89)

of the interacting systems. According to

KS approach, this energy consists of the energy's components:

E = TKS [n] + Eext [n] + EH [n] + Exc [{ϕi }],

(3.90)

Exc is expressed in the formalism of EXX/RPA-correlation energy,
Exc [{ϕi }] = ExEXX + EcRPA , where ExEXX and EcRPA are given in Eq.(3.58) and
where

Eq.(3.67), respectively.
We establish the gradient formula of

E

at the ground state as:

δTKS
δEext
δEH
δExc
δE
=
+
+
+
δVs (r)
δVs (r) δVs (r) δVs (r) δVs (r)
δn( r0 )
δn( r0 )
δTKS δn( r0 )
δExc
=
+ vext
+ vH
+
.
δn(r0 ) δVs (r)
δVs (r)
δVs (r) δVs (r)
Since at the minimum

δE
δVs (r)

= 0,

(3.91)

we can write:

δn( r0 )
δn( r0 )
δTKS δn( r0 )
δExc
+
v
+
v
+
= 0.
ext
H
0
δn(r ) δVs (r)
δVs (r)
δVs (r) δVs (r)

(3.92)

Comparing Eqs.(3.89 and 3.92), one can obtain:

− Vs

δn( r0 )
δn( r0 )
δn(r0 )
δExc
+ vext
+ vH
+
= 0.
δVs (r)
δVs (r)
δVs (r) δVs (r)

(3.93)
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By using the denition of the KS density-density response function,

δn(r0 )/δVs (r),

χ0 (r0 , r) =

one can see that the OEP condition in Eq.(3.52) is equivalent to:

χ0 (r, r0 )(vH (r0 ) + vext (r0 ) − Vs (r0 )) +

δExc
= 0.
δVs (r)

This relation allows us to estimate the eective potential,

(3.94)

VOEP (r) = Vs (r), that

yields a ground state density of the KS systems, and the minimum of the total
energy within the EXX/RPA expressions for

Exc :

0
Vs (r) = vH (r) + vext (r) + χ−1
0 (r, r )

δExc
.
δVs (r0 )

(3.95)

χ0 (r, r0 ), vH (r), and Exc are functional of density n(r) and {ϕi }
that depend implicitly on Vs (r), Eq.(3.95) is a non-linear equation. In principle, in
order to obtain Vs (r), a self-consistency eld (scf ) algorithm can be used to solve
However, because

Eq.(3.95). This algorithm can be generalized through three steps: (i) starting from a
trial eective potential

Vs (r),

density and KS orbitals associated with this potential

are obtained by solving the KS equations given in Eq.(3.86); (ii)

Exc ,

and

δExc /δVs (r)

χ0 (r, r0 ), vH (r),

are estimated from the solutions in the rst step; and (iii)

Vs [out], is obtained. Vs [out] will be used to
Vs [in], in the next scf cycle through the linear

using Eq.(3.94), the output potential,
construct the new input potential,
mixing method:

Vs(i+1) [in] = Vs(i) [in] + α(Vs(i) [out] − Vs(i) [in]),

(3.96)

or

h
i
(i)
0 δExc
Vs(i+1) [in] = Vs(i) [in] + α vH (r) + vext (r) + χ−1
−
V
[in]
(r,
r
)
s
0
δVs (r0 )

(3.97)

= Vs(i) [in] + α∆V,
where

i

is index of the

ith

scf cycle. To improve the eciency of the scf procedure,

we rst discuss the mixing coecient,
value,

EKS

α.

When

(i)

Vs

is not close to the optimized

is not a quadratic function of the potential

when exact value of

∆V

is employed, a full step of

energy. This requires to optimize

α

Vs (r).

In this case, even

α = 1 may not decrease the total

at each scf cycle. In the literatures, line search

method is a well known tool for this kind of problem [162].

Here, we generalize

the steps of this method implemented in OEP procedure. On the multidimensional

EKS as a function of Vs , we rst try a full step with α = 1, then evaluate
EKS (α = 1), and δE/δVs (r) . If EKS (α = 1) does not decrease eciently compared
to EKS (α = 0), we try with a smaller value of α. Using δE/δVs (r) at three values of
α allows to determine a cubic interpolation polynomial. The minimum of this cubic
polynomial corresponds to the optimized value of α. The cubic polynomial model
can be simplied to a quadratic one when EKS is suciently close to its minimum
space of

values.
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We now turn to discuss the ecient method used to estimate

∆V

in Eq.(3.97).

This update potential is dened as:

0
∆V = vH (r) + vext (r) + χ−1
0 (r, r )

δExc
− Vs(i) [in],
δVs (r0 )

(3.98)

vH (r), vext (r) are the Hartree and the external potential, respectively. The
expression of δExc /δVs (r) has been established for EXX/RPA-correlation energy
−1
0
in previous section 3.3.1. The most dicult term is the estimation of χ0 (r, r ).
−1
0
Before presenting the algorithms used to treat χ0 (r, r ) in ecient ways, we diswhere

cuss some available methods that, in principle, can be implemented for the OEP
procedure. The rst possible approach is based on traditional minimization methods such as steepest-descent, or conjugate gradient [162]. These methods directly
use the information of the rst-order derivative
cle, given in Eq.(3.93).

δE/δVs

obtained at each scf cy-

However, in practice, they are not commonly employed

in OEP problem since their convergence is very slow if there is no ecient preconditioning. The second approach is based on determining an approximate Hessian
matrix,

H(r, r0 ) =

δE 2
δVs (r)δVs (r 0 ) . Ecient methods such as quasi-Newton or BFGS

[162] based on the approximation of this matrix can speed up the optimization of
the total energy in OEP problem. The implementations of this method are so-called
direct-OEP [163], since
potential,

∆Vs ,

H(r, r0 )

matrix allows to update directly the eective KS

in each scf cycle:

H∆Vs = −∇E(V ),
where

∇E(V )

represents

δE/δVs .

(3.99)

The optimization of the total energy using

the direct-OEP has been developed recently for EXX-only problems by Yang and
coworker [163, 164].

It has shown as a promising way for solving OEP problem.

However, nding an accurate

H(r, r0 )

matrix in KS problem is a dicult task since

it requires to construct the innite dimensional

H(r, r0 )

matrix. This problem has

been discussed in many works related to EXX-only implementations. It has been
suggested that

H(r, r0 )

matrix can be approximated by a nite dimensional one,

and that this does not change much the nal results [164, 165].
In the next two subsections, we will present the two dierent approaches studied
in this thesis to estimate the local eective EXX/RPA potential:

Z

ṽxc (r) =

0
χ−1
0 (r, r )

δExc
dr0 ,
δVs (r0 )

(3.100)

of Eq.(3.98). The rst approach, given in section 3.3.2.1, is based on the iterative
method, while the second one, given in section 3.3.2.2, is the representation of
using an auxiliary potential basis sets. The estimation of

ṽxc

ṽxc

by

using these approaches

will be performed at each scf cycles.

3.3.2.1

Iterative Construction of EXX/RPA Eective Potential

The routine of the iterative OEP method reads from input a density vector in the
real space,

nref (r) = δExc /δVs (r).

The output of the routine is the local potential,
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ṽxc (r).

th step,

Lets start from the trial potential at the 0

th step,
potential at the m

|v̄ (m)

>,

|v (0) >,

the optimized

is dened as the linear combination of the

previous ones in the following form:

|v̄

(m)

>= |v

(0)

>+

m
X

(m)

αi

(|v (i) > −|v (0) >).

(3.101)

i=1
Applying the KS density-density response function,

χ0 ,

to both sides of

Eq.(3.101), one obtains:

χ0 |v̄

(m)

>= χ0 |v

(0)

m
X

>+

(m)

αi

(χ0 |v (i) > −χ0 |v (0) >).

(3.102)

i=1
According to the denition of

χ0 ,

we obtain the rst-order density variation

induced by the potentials presented in Eq.(3.102) as:

|n̄(m) >= |n(0) > +

m
X

(m)

αi

(|n(i) > −|n(0) >).

(3.103)

i=1
In order to estimate whether the density induced by the optimized potential at
the

mth step is close to the reference density nref (r) or not, we dene residue vectors
>= |nref > −|n(m) >. The Eq.(3.103), therefore, can be rewritten as:

|F (m)

(|nref > −|n̄

(m)

>) = (|nref > −|n

(0)

>) +

m
X

(m)

αi

[|n(i) > −|n(0) >],

(3.104)

i=1
giving the optimized residue vector at the

|F̄ (m) >= |F (0) > +

m
X

mth
(m)

αi

step:

[|F (0) > −|F (i) >].

(3.105)

i=1
Minimizing the norm of the optimized residue vector at the

| <

F̄ (m) |F̄ (m)

>

mth

step,

(m)
|, with respect to the coecients αi , lead to the linear

equation systems:

< F (i) − F (0) |F (0) >=

m
X

(m)

αj

< F (i) − F (0) |F (j) − F (0) >. i = 1 . . . m

(3.106)

j=1
Solving these linear equations allows us to obtain the optimized coecients

(m)

αi

.

th step is constructed according to these coeThe optimized potential at the m
th step
cients, following Eq.(3.101). The optimized residue vector density at the m
is therefore recalculated as:

|F̄ (m) >= |nref > −χ0 |v̄ (m) > .
The potential at the

|F̄ (m)

>

(m + 1)th

step can be updated by combining

(3.107)

|v̄ (m) >

and

through the relation:

|v (m+1) >= |v̄ (m) > +c|∆V >,

(3.108)
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and the update density reads

|n(l+1) >= χ0 |v (l+1) > .
Where

c is a coecient, and ∆V (r) =

R

(m)

0

dr0 F̄|r−r(r0 | ) .

(3.109)

∆V (r) followlimr→∞ ṽxc → 0. The

Evaluation of

ing this relation guarantees the correct behavior at innity,

convergence of this iterative method is evaluated by dening a threshold for the
norm of residual vector,

| < F̄ (m) |F̄ (m) > | ≤ ethr .

According to H-K theorem, at the ground state, the KS eective potential is
uniquely dened. Therefore only an accurate evaluation for

ṽxc

yields the minimum

energy of systems. However, in practice, the iterative method is found to work well
for EXX potential, while for RPA-correlation one, this method gives a strongly varying (unphysical) potential with respect to the number of iterative steps. Therefore,
in order to nd a more stable OEP procedure that can be applied for both EXX
and RPA potential, we also consider the other approach that will be presented in
the following.

3.3.2.2

Auxiliary basis set representation for EXX/RPA Eective Potential

The other approach for estimating

ṽxc (r)

proposed by Görling and coworker has

been shown as an ecient way to solve the OEP problem [166, 167, 168]. In this
approach,

ṽxc (r)

is represented through a linear combination of auxiliary potential

basis sets [167]. In its rst implementation to calculate a Si cluster, the basis set
was chosen as the PW basis sets. However, the use of PW basis sets to represent

ṽxc (r)

is problematic to periodic systems, since the cuto energy of this basis set

needs to be balanced with the cuto energy of PW basis sets used to represent the
KS wave functions, otherwise the resulting potential is very oscillatory (unphysical
potential) [169]. In order to overcome this problem, Görling

et al.

have proposed

to use a dierent basis sets such as Gaussian or Slater basis sets for representing

ṽxc (r) [168].

The use of Gaussian basis set has been applied to the case of EXX-only,

where the local eective EXX potential is evaluated for dierent atoms, molecules
and solid systems [170]. In this thesis, we will implement this approach to estimate
the eective EXX/RPA potential,

ṽxc (r).

However, instead of using the localized

basis sets such as Gaussian or Slater basis sets, we will represent

ṽxc (r)

through an

{fα (r)}, computed from the eigenpotentials of the nite response
χ0 (r, r0 ).
Lets start by considering the general denition of ṽxc (r) via the linear KS density-

auxiliary basis set,
function matrix,

density response function:

Z

where

δnxc (r)

dr0 χ0 (r, r0 )ṽxc (r0 ) =

δExc
= δnxc (r),
δVs (r)

(3.110)

is the functional derivative of EXX/RPA correlation energy with

respect to KS perturbing potential, given in Eqs.(3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2), respectively.
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We dene the exchange-correlation charge density,

n̄xc (r0 ),

as the charge distri-

bution whose electrostatic potential is the exchange and correlation potential,

ṽxc .

According to the Poisson equation, we have a relation as:

n̄xc (r) = −
Z

or

1 2
∇ ṽxc ,
4π

dr0

ṽxc (r) =

(3.111)

n̄xc (r0 )
.
|r − r0 |

(3.112)

By substituting Eq.(3.112) in to Eq.(3.110):

Z

In principle,

{fα (r)},

n̄xc (r)

dr0 dr00

χ0 (r, r0 )n̄xc (r00 )
= δnxc (r).
|r0 − r00 |

(3.113)

can be expanded with respect to the auxiliary basis sets,

as

n̄xc (r) =

N
aux
X

cα fα (r),

(3.114)

is the number of basis sets considered.

Eq.(3.113), therefore, can be

α

Naux

where

expanded with respect to the auxiliary basis sets.
Eq.(3.113) by

fα (r)

matrix equation:

n̄xc (r).

By multiplying both sides of

and taking the integration over real space, one can obtain a

X c = t for the vector c collecting the expansion coecients of
χαβ
0 of matrix X are given by:

The elements

Z

χαβ
0
and the elements

tα

=

dr1 dr2 dr3 dr4

fα (r1 )χ0 (r2 , r3 )fβ (r4 )
,
|r1 − r2 ||r3 − r4 |

(3.115)

of the vector t are given by:

Z

tα =

dr1 dr2

fα (r1 )δnxc (r2 )
.
|r1 − r2 |

(3.116)

Solving this matrix equation, and obtaining the coecients,
fore dened as:

ṽxc (r) =

N
aux
X

Z
cα

dr0

α

{cα }, ṽxc (r) is there-

fα (r0 )
.
|r − r0 |

(3.117)

Because the exchange-correlation charge density is unique, the matrix equations has
a unique solution for the set of

{cα }

and

ṽxc

potential will be dened uniquely.

To this end, we present an ecient way to construct the auxiliary basis set,

{fα },

based on diagonalization of the nite

χ0

matrix. We consider the eigenvalue

equation:

χ0 |ωα >= aα |ωα >
where,

{ωα }

and

{aα }

(3.118)

are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of

χ0 ,

respectively.

This

equation is solved as for the generalized eigenvalue equation given in Eq.(3.21).
Employing an iterative Davidson diagonalization, from a set of trial potential, one
can obtain at convergence the solution for the basis sets:

{fα } = {ωα }.
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3.4 Testing for the Implementation
In order to verify the implementation, in this sections we will carry out the calculations for Be atom and for simple molecules such as Be2 , H2 , H2 Be, and LiH. We
will adopt the following notations:
(i) The total energy computed without correlation energy will be noted as:
EXX
Etot
= TKS + Eext + EH + ExEXX [{ϕi }],

(3.119)

TKS is the KS kinetic energy. Eext and EH are the external energy and Hartree
ExEXX [{ϕi }] is the exchange energy (EXX) computed by HF
EXX
exchange formalism, but using KS orbitals. In the HF scheme, Etot
is the HF total
EXX
energy, and this energy is labeled as Etot @HF through this section.
where

energy, respectively.

(ii) The total energy computed with both EXX and RPA-correlation energy will
be indicated as:
EXX/RPA

Etot
where

EcRPA [{ϕi }

= TKS + Eext + EH + ExEXX [{ϕi }] + EcRPA [{ϕi }],

(3.120)

is RPA-correlation energy that is given in Eq.(3.67).

(iii) The binding energy of the molecules computed with both EXX and RPAcorrelation energy will be indicated as:
EXX/RPA

E b = Etot
Because

EXX/RPA

(molecule) − 2Etot

ExEXX [{ϕi }] and EcRPA [{ϕi }] are post-KS orbitals,

(atom).

(3.121)

the energies can be eval-

uated by using KS orbitals computed by LDA, GGA, or PBE0,... functionals. A
sux is used to denote dierent types of the KS orbitals, for example

ExEXX @LDA

EcRPA @LDA. Similarly, for the energies dened in Eq.(3.119), (3.120) and (3.121),
EXX/RPA
EXX
b
they can be dened as Etot @LDA, Etot
@LDA, and E @LDA, respectively.
or

Furthermore, in this work we will employ two dierent scf procedures to minimize the total energy of KS systems.

The rst one optimizes the local eective

KS potential with EXX-only OEP, named as XOEP. In this case, the total energy, that is named as

EXX
Etot
@XOEP,

will be minimized toward

EXX
Etot
@HF.

EXX

and RPA-correlation energy computed with the density and KS orbitals optimized
by the XOEP procedure are denoted as
tively.

and

EcRPA @XOEP,

respec-

In addition, the energies dened in Eq.(3.120) and (3.121) are denoted as

EXX/RPA

Etot

ExEXX @XOEP

@XOEP and

E b @XOEP,

respectively.

The second scf procedure opti-

mizes the local eective KS potential with both EXX and RPA-correlation OEP,
named simply as OEP. The energies computed with the KS orbitals and density
optimized with OEP procedure are therefore denoted as
EXX/RPA

EXX
@OEP, Etot
Etot

@OEP, and

ExEXX @OEP, EcRPA @OEP,

E b @OEP.

3.4.1 EXX/RPA applied for beryllium dimer
Among many examples of weakly bounded systems, Beryllium dimer, Be2 , has been
known as the most dicult challenge for an accurate theoretical description of its
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dissociation behaviors, although this simple molecule has only 4 electrons in the
valence state. Experiments for Be2 have shown that this molecule has a zero-bond
order, its binding energy (BE) is exceptionally small (∼

0.1

eV), and the optimal

bond length is of 2.45 Å [171]. In computational modeling, with the exception of
Conguration Interaction (CI) method [172] that can yield the closest binding energy
curve compared to experiment, see in Fig. 3.1, the other high accuracy approaches in
quantum chemistry, such as second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)
[173] or coupled-cluster without triple excitations [173], are still poor in performing
for this quantity. Quantum Monte Carlo (MC) methods such as variational Monte
Carlo (VMC), and diusion Monte Carlo (DMC) are also employed in the studies of
Be2 . In general, the results computed by these approaches have good performance
in calculating the dissociation curves compared to experiments, however, the value
of the optimal bond length computed by DMC is slightly overestimated compared
to the experimental value, (∼

5

%) [174], shown in Fig. 3.1.

The use of DFT to compute the ground state properties of Be2 molecules has
been known for many years [143].

The local or semi-local exchange correlation

functional, such as LDA or GGA, has been applied to these calculations.

The

studies show that while these functionals can yield the equilibrium bond length of
Be2 in good agreement with experiment, the other quantities such as BE and the

ω0 , are seriously overestimated, i.e. BE is four
ω0 is overestimated by ∼ 100 cm−1 . EXX/RPA

ground state vibrational frequency,
times larger than experiment, and

calculations for Be2 done for the rst time by X. Gonze
agreement of the equilibrium bond length, BE, and
Recently, Huy-Viet Nguyen

et al.

ω0

et al.

[143], improved the

with experiment [171].

[14, 154, 16] have performed an extensive

calculation for this molecule by using EXX/RPA, computed by methods similar to
those presented in this thesis. Previous results have been veried by this approach.
In particular, the authors discussed reason of the unphysical maximum problem
present in the BE curve of Be2 in EXX/RPA calculations [16]. This was suggested
to originate from the lacking of a scf procedure for EXX/RPA.
In this work, we will apply the scf procedure proposed for EXX/RPA energy
functional to study Be2 dimer.
q-point,

q = (0, 0, 0),

for

EcRPA

The calculations will be performed at a dierent
calculations compared to

in the works by Huy-Viet Nguyen

et al.

q = (0, 0.5, 0)

considered

[14, 154, 16]. The two implementations of

OEP methods, introduced in section 3.3.2, will be checked for the case of single Be
and Be2 . Finally, we will discuss the calculations of total energy of Be2 as well as
the role of scf in the calculations of BE curve of Be2 . In the following, the steps of
testing for the convergence of

EcRPA

calculations with respect to input parameters

will be present.

3.4.1.1 Testing for input parameters
The calculations of Beryllium in this thesis have been performed using a normconserving pseudopotential for descripting the interactions between Be nuclei and
the valence electrons. This pseudopotential is similar to the one used in Ref. [143]
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Figure 3.1:

Dissociation energy curves of the Be dimer calculated using the

EXX/RPA schemes with the dierent input KS wave functions: LDA (blue squares),
GGA (green circles), and with KS orbital optimized by XOEP (red and green
squares) and OEP (blue circles) procedures. In XOEP procedure, EXX potential
is evaluated by using the iterative method, XOEP1 , which are started from LDA
KS orbitals (green squares) or from PBE KS orbitals (red squares). A combination
between

EXX
RPA
Etot
@HF and Ec
@XOEP is also presented (brown squares).

The curve

denoted experiment is obtained by tting an Expanded Morse oscillator function to
recent experimental data [171]. Theoretical results from QMC and CI methods are
also shown for comparison. The green vertical line is according to the equilibrium
bond length found in experiments,

dBe-Be = 2.45

Å.
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-0.392
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2.44

2.45
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Figure 3.2:

RPA correlation energies of Be2 dimer at dierent Be-Be distances

(dBe-Be ). The energies are computed at dierent number of eigenvalues Neig with
respect to Eq.(3.67): Neig

220

= 120 (black circles), Neig = 180 (red squares), and Neig =

(brown diamonds). Inset shows the convergence tendency of RPA correlation

energies with respect to Neig . The Be2 molecule with

dBe-Be = 2.45

Å is placed in a

simple cubic supercell with its size length of 22 Bohr (black solid line) and 30 Bohr
(red dashed line).
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and in previous works done by Huy-Viet Nguyen

et al.

[14, 16]. Be2 is simulated

as an isolated molecule by using the supercell technique. The

ExEXX

dependence on

the supercell size (L), and kinetic cuto energy (Ecut ) have been studied in detail
in previous works [14, 154]. Hence, we will now focus on testing the convergence of

EcRPA

computed at

q = (0; 0; 0)

and the number of eigenvalues,

with respect to the following parameters:

Ecut , L,

EcRPA ,

given in

Neig ,

employed in the evaluation of

Eq.(3.67).
In order to estimate the initial guess of the input parameters, we carried
out an extensive calculation at LDA level.
Be-Be distance,

dBe-Be ,

experiment[171].

The calculation was performed at a

of 2.4 Å, close to the equilibrium bond length found in

L > 22
L = 22 Bohr, Ecut

Results have shown that a simple cubic supercell with

Bohr can converge BE of Be2 molecule

≤ 0.05

mRy. Keeping

is increased from 20 to 30 Ry, BE of the molecule varies of 0.05 mRy. These tests
suggest the following input parameters for EXX/RPA calculations:
and

Ecut = 25

convergence of

Ry. Similarly, we performed tests for

EcRPA

with respect to

converges very fast with respect to

Ecut
Ecut .

Neig . It shows that

Ec

RPA

Ec

< 0.05

It changes of
RPA

Ec

∼ 0.003 Ry
EcRPA is shown

changes of

220. The convergence behavior of

L = 22

Bohr,

calculations. Firstly, the

is examined. We found that this energy

increases from 25 to 30 Ry. The next test is for
RPA

EcRPA

mRy, when

Ecut

convergence with respect to

when Neig increases from 120 to
in the inset of Fig. 3.2. Because

calculation is performed many times with respect to the scf iteration, Neig

= 120 is chosen as the optimized parameter, and the absolute error for evaluating

EcRPA

is larger than 0.003 Ry. Nevertheless, when one considers the relative energy

such as

∆EcRPA = EcRPA (Be2 ) − 2EcRPA (Be),

the relative error will be smaller than

Finally, the inset of Fig. 3.2 also shows the

0.003 Ry.

supercell size. When

L

changes from

22

to

30

Bohr,

EcRPA

RPA

Ec

dependence on the

is reduced by 0.0015 Ry,

this value is smaller than the error with respect to Neig .

3.4.1.2 OEP procedure within EXX/RPA applied on Be2 dimer
Convergence of the two OEP approaches.

We now turn to verify the imple-

mentations of the two OEP approaches proposed in section 3.3.2. It has been well
known through several works for the exact exchange only OEP (XOEP) [17] that
for systems with only two electrons, such as H2 molecule or Be atom (considered in
the case of using the pseudopotential method), XOEP can minimize
EXX
tot @HF [175].

E

EXX
Etot

toward

Therefore, here we will carry out the XOEP calculation for Be

atom in order to verify the eciency and accuracy of the OEP implementations.
In addition, XOEP calculations for Be2 dimer which has 4 valence electrons will be
also discussed.
EXX
Etot

convergence with respect to the scf steps of Be atom is present in Fig. 3.3.

The results show that EXX potential evaluated by the iterative scheme, labeled as
OEP1 , can minimize

EXX
Etot

better than OEP2 that uses the auxiliary basis set to

represent the potential. After 3 scf steps, OEP1 yields energy dierences between
EXX
Etot

and

EXX
@HF
Etot

of

∼ 0.01

meV. In contrast, this energy is higher (by

∼ 0.5
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-1.9214
OEP1
OEP2 (Naux = 300)
OEP2 (Naux = 600)
OEP2 (Naux = 700)
HF

Total energy (Ry)

-1.9215

-1.9216

-1.9217

-1.9218
1

2

3

Figure 3.3: The minimization of

4
5
# iterations

EXX
Etot

6

7

8

with respect to scf steps of single Be atoms.

The estimation for EXX potential in XOEP procedure is carried out by two dierent
approaches:

(i) the EXX potential is represented by using the iterative method

(violet circles), (ii) the EXX potential is represented by using the auxiliary basis

Naux , are
Naux = 700 (

set. In the second approach, the dierent number of auxiliary basis sets,
considered:

Naux = 300

(black circle),

Naux = 600

(red squares), and

green stars). The minimum energies computed by the dierent approaches in XOEP
procedure are compared to HF total energy,

EXX
@HF.
Etot
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meV) when

EXX
Etot

is minimized by OEP2 , and

Naux ,

the number of auxiliary basis

sets, used to represent EXX potential is 600. It is also found that minimization of
EXX
Etot

by employing OEP2 strongly depends on

E
= 600.

the minimum energy is higher than
700 gives a similar energy to
the convergence of

EXX
Etot

Naux

Naux , for example, with Naux = 300,

EXX
tot @HF by 2 meV, while increasing Naux to

Therefore, when OEP2 is used, checking

with respect to Naux is needed.

The optimization for EXX-potential in the case of Be2 dimer is also examEXX
Etot
@XOEP for dierent
EXX
bond lengths between the two Be atoms, dBe-Be , is compared to Etot @LDA and
EXX
EXX
Etot
@PBE that are evaluated at the rst scf step, and to Etot @HF. Here, to
make comparison easy, we dene a quantity, ∆E , that is computed as the dierence
EXX
EXX
EXX
between Etot
and Etot @HF. ∆E is computed for dierent cases of Etot
and

ined by using these OEP approaches, see Fig. 3.4(a).

is presented in Fig. 3.4(b). We found that the convergence of XOEP depends on

dBe-Be .

At

Å (∼

dBe-Be > 4.0

1.63

times larger than the equilibrium bond length of

Be2 ) where the atoms in Be2 molecule are almost separate,
imized toward

EXX
tot @HF (

E

∆E < 30

EXX
Etot
@XOEP

is min-

meV). In contrast, at shorter distances

increases signicantly, and it has a maximum around

dBe-Be = 2.75

∆E

Å. This nding

means that for Be systems, XOEP works well with the independent Be atoms, while
for Be2 dimer which has the 2s-valence electron wave functions of the two atoms
EXX
EXX
Etot
@XOEP toward Etot @HF. FurEXX
thermore, we also present in the inset of Fig. 3.4(a) the convergence of Etot @XOEP
with respect to the scf steps, computed at dBe-Be = 2.45 Å. One can see that afEXX
ter 10 scf step OEP1 gives Etot
lower than the energy obtained by OEP2 (∼ 20
meV). The use of OEP2 with Naux = 600, on the other hand, is not enough for Be2
EXX
molecule, although, for the system of single Be atom, Naux = 600 can yield Etot
EXX
equal to Etot @HF.

overlap, XOEP can not completely minimize

OEP procedure applied for EXX/RPA.
tal energy,

E

EXX/RPA
,
tot

evaluated by EXX/RPA-correlation formalisms.

results demonstrate that
EXX/RPA

Etot

In Fig. 3.5, we present the to-

EXX/RPA

Etot

EXX/RPA

Etot

@OEP is lower than

The

@LDA and

@GGA. This shows that the KS orbitals within LDA and GGA func-

tionals are not yet optimized, and minimization of
scf procedure.

EXX/RPA

Etot

Nevertheless, comparing the values between

in this case needs an
EXX/RPA

Etot

@OEP and

EXX/RPA
@LDA(GGA), we found that the energy decrease using OEP method is
tot

E

dBe-Be , similar to the case of XOEP. At dBe-Be = 5 Å,
EXX/RPA
∼ 188.6 meV with respect to Etot
@LDA, while the
decrease is of ∼ 130.7 meV at dBe-Be = 2.45 Å. This dierence will be shown later to

dierent for the dierent
EXX/RPA

Etot

decreases of

be the reason why Be2 dimer results to be unbound when using the scf procedure.
In addition, we also computed
found to be lower than

EXX/RPA

Etot

EXX/RPA

Etot

@LDA(or GGA) at

dBe-Be

EXX/RPA

Etot
@XOEP is
> 2.8 Å, but at shorter

for the XOEP case.

distances it is higher. This nding agrees with those shown in Fig. 3.4(b), where
the at
and

E

d

< 2.8

Å, XOEP approach gives a signicant dierence between
Be-Be
EXX
@HF
compared
to the case at larger Be-Be .
tot

d

EXX
Etot
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(dBe-Be ).
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2
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EXX
Etot

3
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dBe-Be (Å)
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5

of Be2 molecule is computed at dierent Be-Be distances

The energies are minimized by using the XOEP procedure.

Two dier-

ent OEP approaches to estimate EXX-only potential are employed. (i) The EXX
potential is determined by using the iterative method, XOEP1 . This scf procedure
can start from LDA-KS orbitals (light brown diamonds) or from PBE KS orbitals
(green crosses). (ii) The EXX-only potential is determined by using the auxiliary
basis set representation, XOEP2 , (brown stars).

EXX
Etot

energies are compared to

those computed by using directly LDA and PBE KS orbitals, and to HF energies,
EXX
EXX
@HF. In the inset, we present the convergence of Etot
Etot

with respect to the scf

steps, computed by using the two dierent OEP implementations at
Å. b) We present

EXX
EXX
@HF
− Etot
∆E = Etot

at dierent

dBe-Be .

dBe-Be = 2.45
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Table 3.1:

Binding energy, bond length, and vibrational frequency of Be2 calculated

in EXX/RPA schemes with dierent input KS-orbitals.

LDA

GGA

XOEP

OEP

Exp.[171]

2.40

2.42

2.52

2.44

2.45

E b (meV)

-38.69

-24.55

+17.30

+10.09

-115.27

ωe (cm−1 )

305.2

293.7

215.0

241.0

275.8

deq (Å)

From the total energy curve, we estimate the vibrational frequency,
the equilibrium bond length of Be2 .

ωe ,

and

The computed values by the scf procedure,

presented in Table 3.1, show good agreement with experiment.
On the other hand, in order to estimate the convergence of OEP procedure, we
computed the norm of the energy gradient

|∆n| = |δE/δVs |.

The expression of
EXX/RPA

and
δE/δVs is given in Eq.(3.91). Fig. 3.6(a) shows the relation between Etot
|∆n| computed with respect to the scf steps. One can see that |∆n| decreases significantly after the initial step, where |∆n| is evaluated from LDA orbitals, while closer
EXX/RPA
to the minimum the convergence becomes slower. After 4 scf steps, Etot
is
EXX/RPA
found to be linearly related to |∆n|. In particular, at dBe-Be > 4 Å Etot
@OEP
energies are almost converged, where the linear relation has zero slope. Comparing
to the scf procedures using the density-mixing methods (such as Broyden [176] or
Pulay mixing methods [177]) in solving KS equations, where

|∆n|

can exponen-

tially decrease with respect to the convergence of the total energy [177, 176], the
convergence in OEP methods is found much slower.
Here, we propose a simple way to estimate how far

EXX/RPA

Etot

@OEP is from

the converged energy. In Fig. 3.6(a), at the linear regime, we extrapolate a linear
EXX/RPA

EXX/RPA

|∆n|, E = a|∆n|+b. The lowest Etot
is
evaluated as the value of b, corresponding to |∆n| = 0. An example at dBe-Be = 2.45
relation between

Å
of

Etot

@OEP and

is shown in Fig. 3.6(b). According to this method, the error of the calculation
EXX/RPA

Etot

@OEP can be estimated as the dierence between the energy obtained

by the OEP approach and the lowest extrapolated value, and they are shown in

dBe-Be . Here, we found that the absolute
EXX/RPA
than Etot
, and its order is < 2 meV.

Table 3.2 for dierent
are much smaller

values of the errors

In Fig. 3.1, we show BE curves of Be2 computed by the EXX/RPA schemes,
and they are compared to those computed by high accuracy methods such as CI
[172], DMC and VMD [174], and the one obtained by experiment [171]. We found
that EXX/RPA@XOEP yields a higher value (∼

5%)

for the equilibrium bond

length of Be2 molecule, this is similar to case of EXX/RPA@PBE0 [16].

In con-

trast, EXX/RPA@OEP gives the bond length in agreement with experiment, see
Fig. 3.1. In addition, we found that with EXX/RPA@XOEP and EXX/RPA@OEP
the height of the unphysical maximum at intermediate distance

dBe-Be

slightly de-

creases , compared to EXX/RPA@LDA or EXX/RPA@GGA. This shows a role of
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EXX/RPA@PBE
EXX/RPA@LDA
EXX/RPA@XOEP1
EXX/RPA@XOEP2
EXX/RPA@OEP

Total energy (Ry)
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-4.19
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-4.21

Figure 3.5:

2

2.5

The total energy,

3

3.5
dBe-Be (Å)

EXX/RPA

Etot

4

4.5

5

, of Be2 molecule is computed at dierent

Be-Be distances (dBe-Be ). The energy is minimized by using OEP method for both
EXX and RPA-correlation potentials (blue circles), or by using XOEP method for
EXX-only potential. The energies are compared to those computed from LDA (blue
squares) and PBE (violet square) KS orbitals. In the XOEP procedure,

EXX/RPA

Etot

is computed by using two dierent implementations, such as XOEP1 (magenta diamonds) and XOEP2 (crosses), to determine EXX-only potential (see in text).
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a) Relation between

EXX/RPA

Etot

and the norm of the energy gradient is

computed at each scf step. This relation is evaluated at the dierent Be-Be distances
(dBe-Be ). b) The linear relationship,
Å.

y = a|∆n| + b,

is extrapolated at

dBe-Be = 2.45
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The lowest energies (Ē ) of Be2 dimer at the dierent Be-Be distances

(dBe-Be ) are evaluated based on the linear relationship between

EXX/RPA

Etot

@OEP

E = a|∆n| + b, shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The
EXX/RPA
estimated as: ∆E = Etot
@OEP − Ē .

and the norm of the energy gradient,
errors of OEP procedure (∆E ) are

dBe-Be

Å

a

Ē = b

(Ry)

EXX/RPA

Etot

∆E

@OEP (Ry)

(meV)

2.30

0.2142480

-4.2062900

-4.2062044

1.1646473

2.35

0.1507150

-4.2068300

-4.2067751

0.7469525

2.40

0.1057430

-4.2070800

-4.2070374

0.5796025

2.45

0.3013750

-4.2072300

-4.2070766

2.0871132

2.50

0.3899000

-4.2071000

-4.2069457

2.0993583

2.60

0.3658970

-4.2064800

-4.2063271

2.0803104

2.80

0.0135440

-4.2049000

-4.2048923

0.1047638

3.00

0.5363340

-4.2041700

-4.2039641

2.8014120

3.20

0.1615030

-4.2037900

-4.2036953

1.2884591

3.40

0.0922478

-4.2040800

-4.2040292

0.6911692

3.60

0.0046157

-4.2047900

-4.2047882

0.0244902

4.00

0.0003119

-4.2063500

-4.2063454

0.0625862

4.50

0.0398119

-4.2074300

-4.2074060

0.3265366

5.00

0.0211304

-4.2078700

-4.2078528

0.2340179

scf procedure in xing the problem of EXX/RPA calculation, in agreement with the
conclusions of Ref. [16]. However, the bump is still high compared to the correct
behavior.
Another problem found in BE curve of EXX/RPA@XOEP and EXX/RPA@OEP
is the positive value of BE of Be2 molecule, corresponding to an unbound system.
As discussed above, Fig. 3.4(b) shows that the dierence between
and

EXX
Etot
@HF

EXX
Etot
@XOEP

is in the order of the dierence between EXX/RPA@OEP and the

experiment value (∼

100

meV at the maximum point). Therefore, this unexpected

eect of scf can be understood as due to the incomplete convergence of OEP procedure in optimizing the EXX potentials rather than RPA-correlation potential. Here,
to provide a strong evidence for this point, we consider the energy
is computed as a combination between

EXX/RPA

Etot

@hybrid

E

EXX
tot @HF energies and

EXX/RPA

Etot

RPA

Ec

EXX
RPA
= Etot
@HF + Ec
@XOEP.

The BE curve (brown squares) computed by

EXX/RPA

Etot

which

@XOEP,

(3.122)

@hybrid is found not only

to overcome the unphysical maximum but also to yield the closest BE with respect
to experiment, see in Fig. 3.1
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3.4.2 EXX/RPA applied for the other molecules
We now turn to discuss the results computed for covalent bond molecules, such as
H2 , LiH, and H2 Be, by employing the EXX/RPA schemes. One of the interesting
quantities considered for the H2 and LiH molecules is the dissociation energy that
is dened for H2 as:

Edis (dH-H ) = EH2 (dH-H ) − EH2 (dH-H → ∞),

(3.123)

and for HLi as:

Edis (dH-Li ) = EHLi (dH-Li ) −
where

EH2 (dH-H )

and

1

1
EH2 (dH-H → ∞) + ELi2 (dLi-Li → ∞) ,
2
2

EH2 (dH-H → ∞)

(3.124)

are the total energy of H2 molecule at -

nite and innite distances between two atoms in molecule, respectively. Similarly,

EHLi (dH-Li )

and

ELi2 (dLi-Li → ∞)

are the total energy of HLi and Li2 molecule at

nite and innite distances between two atoms in the molecules, respectively. For
H2 Be molecule, we consider atomization energy, that is dened as:



1
Eato (dBe-H ) = EBeH2 (dBe-H ) − EH2 (dH-H → ∞) + EBe2 (dBe-Be → ∞) ,
2
where
while

EBeH2 (dBe-H ) is the total
EBe2 (dBe-Be → ∞) is the

(3.125)

energy of BeH2 molecule a nite Be-H distance,
total energy of Be2 molecule at innite distance

between the two Be atoms.
The isolated molecules are simulated by using the supercell technique. For H2
molecule, the calculations are set up with the cubic supercell of

L = 22

Bohr size

Ecut = 40 Ry. This energy ensures
Edis (dH-H = 0.77 Å) < 0.01 eV (∼ 0.25% value of BE found
[178]) when Ecut > 40 Ry, where dH-H = 0.77 Å is the equilibrium

length. The kinetic cuto energy is chosen as
to yield an error of
in experiment

bond length of H2 found in experiment [178].

The number of eigenvalues, Neig ,

used to evaluate RPA correlation energy is chosen as Neig
convergence for
EXX/RPA

Etot

EcRPA

= 120.

This value gives a

smaller than 0.001 eV. In Fig. 3.7, we present the total energy,

evaluated at the dierent bond lengths,

dH-H , of H2 molecule.

This energy

is computed from the dierent input KS orbitals within LDA or PBE exchangecorrelation functional (rst-shot).

When we apply the scf procedure to optimize

the EXX and RPA-correlation potentials,

EXX/RPA

Etot

is minimized with respect to

the rst-shot energy, see in the inset of Fig. 3.7 shown the total energy around the
equilibrium bond length,

deq ,

of H2 molecule. The values of

deq

are estimated with

respect to the minimum point of the total energy curves, and they are presented
in Table 3.3 for H2 , LiH, and H2 Be molecules. We found that for H2 molecule the
scf procedure does not change the value of
rst-shot curves, i.e. in both cases,

deq

deq

compared to the value obtain in the

give by

∼ 2.5%

to experiment [178]. Similarly, the vibrational frequency,
expressing the harmonic vibrational mode around
overestimated, compared to experiment [178].

deq

overestimate with respect

ωe ,

which is evaluated by

∼ 5%
Edis (deq ),

[30], is found to be

In addition, comparing
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presented in Table 3.3, computed by EXX/RPA schemes to those computed by HF
or KS total energy with LDA or GGA exchange-correlation energy (they are not
explicitly shown in Table 3.3, but can be estimated from the Fig. 3.7), one can
see that HF and KS with the local and semi-local exchange-correlation functional
give serious errors in describing the dissociation limit, i.e

EH2 (dH-H → ∞)

does not

converge to the energy of two isolated H atoms. This problem is related to the use
of unrestricted HF (or LDA) approximation where the electron on each isolated H
atom is equally distributed on both spins so that self-interaction is not completely
removed. In contrast, the total energy computed with RPA-correlation energy leads
to a correct behavior, compared to calculation by high accuracy quantum chemistry
method, i.e. by conguration interaction (CI) method [179].

-2.397

-1.6

Etot (Ry)

-2.4
-2.403
-2.406

Etot (Ry)

-1.8

-2.409
0.7 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78
dH-H (Å)

0.8

0.82

-2

EXX/RPA@OEP
EXX/RPA@PBE
EXX/RPA@LDA
HF
PBE
LDA

-2.2

-2.4
1

2

1.5

3

2.5

dH-H (Å)

Figure 3.7: The total energy of H2 molecule,

EXX/RPA

Etot

, is computed at dierent

H-H distances (dH-H ). The energy is evaluated with the input KS orbitals within
LDA (blue dashed line) and PBE (red dotted line) exchange-correlation functionals,
and it is also minimized by using the scf procedure (black line).

These energies

are compared to those computed from KS-LDA (blue line) and KS-PBE (red line),
and HF (violet line). The inset shows

EXX/RPA

Etot

computed with

dH-H

around the

equilibrium bond length.
For HLi and BeH2 molecules, the computational sets up were checked similarly
to H2 molecule. We found that parameters as
give an error for

Edis

L = 22

Bohr, and

of HLi and for atomization energy,

0.01 eV. In the evaluation of

EcRPA ,

Eato ,

Ecut = 40

Ry can

of H2 Be smaller than

Neig in both molecules are chosen equal to 150.
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This value allows to converge

EcRPA

to errors smaller than 0.05% with respect to

energy found in the experiments [180].
In Fig. 3.8, the total energy curves of BeH2 molecule are shown as function
of Be-H distance.

According to experimental measurement [181], BeH2 molecule

has been found to have a linear structure where three H-Be-H atoms are on a
line and two H atoms bind to both sides of Be.

Hence, in this work the Be-H

bonds are stretched symmetrically with respect to Be atom. From the curves, the
equilibrium bonds length of Be-H bonds are evaluated as 1.33, 1.30, and 1.33 Å for
EXX/RPA@LDA, EXX/RPA@XOEP, and EXX/RPA@OEP, respectively.
values are in agreement with the experimental value, i.e.

Eato

deq = 1.33

These

Å. Comparing

to the value computed by CI method [182], the EXX/RPA@OEP approach

∼ 0.07

is found to yield an agreement with an error
an agreement in the symmetrical stretching

ωe

eV. Similarly, we also found

between EXX/RPA schemes and CI

calculations [182].
For the last example, the role of the scf procedure in minimizing the total energy
of HLi molecule is studied in Fig 3.9.

The results show that EXX/RPA@LDA

and EXX/RPA@OEP schemes can give a good agreement for

deq , Edis ,

and

ωe

compared to experiment [180], while the values obtained by EXX/RPA@XOEP are
overestimated, see Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.8:

1.32
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R (Å)

a) The total energy of H2 Be molecule without correlation energy,

is computed at dierent Be-H distances (R

= dBe-H ).

EXX
,
Etot

The energy is computed with

the KS orbital within LDA exchange-correlation functional (black circles). The energy is minimized by using XOEP1 method to estimate EXX-only potential (red
squares). This energy is compared to HF energy (blue diamonds). b) The total energy of H2 Be molecule,

EXX/RPA

Etot

, is computed at dierent Be-H distances (dBe-H ).

The energy is computed with the KS orbital within LDA exchange-correlation functional (black circles). The energy is minimized by using XOEP1 method to estimate
EXX-only potential (red squares). The energy is minimized by using OEP method
to estimate EXX and RPA-correlation potential (blue diamonds).
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Dissociation energy (Edis ), atomization energy (Eato ), the equilibrium

bond length (deq ), and vibrational frequency (ωe ) of H2 , H2 Be, and HLi molecules
calculated in EXX/RPA schemes with dierent input KS-orbitals.

deq (Å)
H2

Edis (eV)
ωe (cm−1 )
deq (Å)

H2 Be

Eato (eV)
ωe (cm−1 )
deq (Å)

HLi

Edis (eV)
ωe (cm−1 )

@LDA

@XOEP

@OEP

Exp.

0.755

-

0.755

0.771[178]

-5.49

-

-5.28

-4.50[183]

4353.6

-

4351.3

4135.0[178]

1.320

1.335

1.310

1.33[181]

-3.379

-3.84

-3.244

-3.17 [182]

2052.3

2005.0

2128.4

2083.0 [182]

1.615

1.620

1.615

1.595[180]

-3.051

-3.250

-3.013

-2.5149[180]

1404.9

1443.1

1424.2

1405.8[180]
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Figure 3.9: a) The total energy of HLi molecule without correlation energy,
computed at dierent H-Li distances (R

1.8

R (Å)

= dH-Li ).

EXX
Etot
, is

The energy is computed with the

KS orbital within LDA exchange-correlation functional (black circles). The energy
is minimized by using XOEP1 method to estimate EXX-only potential (red squares).
This energy is compared to HF energy (blue diamonds). b) The total energy of HLi
molecule,

EXX/RPA

Etot

, is computed at dierent H-Li distances (dH-Li ). The energy is

computed with the KS orbital within LDA exchange-correlation functional (black
circles). The energy is minimized by using XOEP1 method to estimate EXX-only
potential (red squares). The energy is minimized by using OEP method to estimate
EXX and RPA-correlation potential (blue diamonds).
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3.5 Conclusion
Through this chapter, we have proposed a new strategy for solving the self-consistent
eld (scf ) KS equations in which the exchange and correlation energy are approximated as the Exact Exchange (EXX) and RPA-correlation functionals within the
formally exact Adiabatic Connection Fluctuation-Dissipation (ACFD) formalism.
The local eective EXX and RPA-correlation potentials yielding the minimum KS
energy are determined by using the Optimized Eective Potential (OEP) approach.
All development are based on the framework of the plane-wave basis set and pseudopotential methods. We have employed this implementation to study some simple
examples such as the Be atom, and the H2 , Be2 , H2 Be, and HLi molecules.
In our approach, the calculation of the EXX and RPA-correlation potentials
through the OEP method is performed by two main steps: (i) the determination
of the functional derivative of the EXX and RPA-correlation energy with respect
to the KS eective potential, and (ii) nding ecient approximations for the inverse KS density-density response function to compute the local eective potentials.
The functional derivatives of the EXX and RPA-correlation energies are considered
independently, and denoted as

δEx /δVs (r)

and

δEc /δVs (r),

respectively. The for-

mer is computed in the framework of an Exact Exchange-only OEP problem [17],
combined with the very ecient Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT)
to compute directly the response density induced by the non-local EXX potential
[18]. The calculation of
of eigenvalues,

{aα },

δEc /δVs (r)

respect to KS potential,

{∆Vα }

is expressed through evaluating a small number

of RPA-dielectric function and its functional derivative with

{δaα /δVs (r)}.

Where

{aα }

as well as its eigenpotentials

are computed by employing an iterative diagonalization procedure.

The

density response from the trial perturbing potential is computed through the DFPT
technique[18]. The analytic formula for

{δaα /δVs (r)} is constructed in an expression

that contains only terms of the ground state KS orbitals, and on their rst-order
correction induced by the perturbing potentials
agrees with the 2n+1 theorem if

∆Vα

{∆Vα }.

This derivative formalism

is a static eigenpotential. In the second step,

we constructed an ecient approximation for the inverted density-density response
function,

0
χ−1
0 (r, r ),

using two dierent approaches either the iterative methods or

the auxiliary basis sets representation. The EXX/RPA-correlation potential is thus

Z

obtained as:

vxc (r) =

0
χ−1
0 (r, r )

 δEx
δEc  0
+
dr ,
δVs (r0 ) δVs (r0 )

(3.126)

which is optimized with respect to the scf steps.
All these procedures have been implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO package [90] and have been tested for a few examples. We found that EXX and RPAcorrelation potentials obtained by the OEP approaches can minimize the total energy of the systems, compared to the energy computed in the rst scf step where
the EXX and RPA-correlation energy are evaluated with the KS orbitals from
LDA or GGA functionals.

In particular, the eciency and accuracy of the OEP

approaches proposed in this thesis have been tested carefully for the problem of
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EXX-only OEP (XOEP). In this case, the total energy,

EXX
Etot
@XOEP,

is computed

without correlation term, and at the ground state it is compared to Hatree-Fock
(HF) energy,



EXX
tot

∆E = E

EXX
EXX
Etot
@HF . We found that Etot
is very close to HF energy, i.e.

EXX
@XOEP − Etot @HF < 100 meV, while for the system with only

2 electrons such as H2 molecule, or Be atom (considered within a Pseudopotential
method),

∆E ∼ 0,

in agreement to the ndings in Ref. [175].

For the Be2 dimer, we found a signicant improvement in estimating dissociation
energy curve and vibrational frequency when using EXX/RPA-correlation energy
calculations, without scf procedure, better than the standard DFT with a LDA or
GGA exchange-correlation functional. Nevertheless, these calculations are found to
strongly depend on the input KS orbitals. Employing an scf procedure, on the other
hand, has been shown to overcome this problem. Moreover, the determination of
quantities such as the equilibrium bond length (deq ), and vibrational frequency (ωe )
agrees with experiments, to an even better degree than those obtained by EXX/RPA
without scf procedure. However, we found that the scf calculation of EXX/RPAcorrelation energy yields unbound results in description binding energy curve of Be2
dimer. This puzzle is found to be related to the EXX-potential optimization in OEP
procedure that is dierent between Be isolated atom and Be2 dimer.
For covalent bonded molecules such as H2 molecule, we found that EXX/RPA
calculations (with/without scf performance) can give an accurate behavior in the
dissociation limit, while HF or KS with LDA (or GGA) functional gives a large error
at large H-H bond distance. The calculations for

deq , ωe ,

and dissociation energy

(or atomization energy) for H2 , HLi and H2 Be molecules are also examined in this
works. The results showed that EXX/RPA with OEP schemes can give the values
of

deq

and

ωe

in agreement with experiments and with results computed by high

accuracy quantum methods.

Chapter 4

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis we have studied two dierent aspects of Density Functional Theory
(DFT): (i) the application of DFT with the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) functional for exchange-correlation energy in modeling an heterogeneous
catalysis problem, and (ii) the development of a new self-consistent eld (scf ) strategy to solve the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations that allows to improve the accuracy of
DFT method with exact exchange (EXX) and RPA correlation energy functionals
in the description of weak chemical interactions.
Ethylene epoxidation, one of the largest-scale catalytic processes in the chemical
industry, were studied in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

The formation of the desired

product ethylene oxide (EO) in this reaction is promoted by a Ag-Cu alloy catalyst.
In this study, the oxidation of ethylene is considered to occur on the Ag-Cu structures
formed by thin copper-oxide layers on an Ag slab.

These structures have been

determined by theoretical and experimental works to be the favorable structures
on the surfaces of Ag-Cu alloys in the high pressure and temperature conditions
relevant to experiment.

According to the calculations for reaction pathways, we

found that the structures of Ag-Cu alloys are selective towards the formation of
the EO nal product, rather than the undesired product acetaldehyde (Ac) which
is readily converted to carbon dioxide.

The selectivity of Ag-Cu alloys is found

to be higher than pure Ag, in agreement with experimental results.

To do this,

we carried out a study of the stability of the surface structures in thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions ( at

T = 600

K and

pO2 = 1

atm), and we have shown

that the higher selectivities relate to the formation of copper-oxide layers on the Ag
slab. Moreover, our theoretical results show that the high selectivity of a copperoxide layer is maintained even when the thickness of the oxide is increased to two
layers. In particular, we have found that a very high selectivity could be obtained
by structure containing 1.25 ML of Cu and 0.25 ML of sub-surface oxygen. Another
important result is the nding of a selectivity indicator that allows to determine the
selectivity of the pure metals and alloy catalysts even with the thin oxide structures
in ethylene epoxidation reaction. In further works, this indicator could be applied
to predict the selectivity of other Ag-based alloys such as Ag-Pd, Ag-Pt, etc. These
alloys were found experimentally to be selective catalysts towards the formation of
EO.
In spite of the great success of DFT when employing the well-known approximations such as LDA or GGA exchange-correlation functionals, the standard DFT
approaches exhibit several serious shortcomings, and one of them is the poor or even
wrong evaluation of long-range dispersion interactions (i.e., van der Waals interac-
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tions).

Chapter 4. Summary and Outlook
Calculations with the EXX/RPA-correlation energy within the adiabatic

connection uctuation-dissipation theorem (ACFDT) formalism have shown as a
promising approach that can give the correct description not only of weak bonds
but also of systems with covalent bonds. In Chapter 3, we developed the complete
scf procedure that enables the optimization of KS systems whose total energy is
computed with the EXX/RPA-correlation energy functionals. The implementation
has been applied to the study of some simple molecules. In future work, EXX/RPA
calculations could be applied to heterogeneous catalysis systems, where the role of
van der Waals interactions is still largely unknown. Moreover, improvement of the
accuracy of EXX/RPA calculations is also needed. According to ACFDT, one can
go beyond the RPA formalism by taking into account higher-level approximations of
the exchange-correlation kernel in the Dyson equation such as the time-dependent
EXX kernel.

Appendix A

Computational details in studying
Ethylene Epoxidation on Ag-Cu
alloys

In this appendix, we present the details of the input parameters for the calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), using the PWscf code integrated
in the Quantum-ESPRESSO distribution [90], for studying ethylene epoxidation,
presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
We employ the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) of Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) [31] for the exchange and correlation functional. To describe the
electron-ion interactions, ultrasolft pseudopotentials [25, 26], including scalar relativistic eects, is used. The Kohn-Sham wave functions are expanded in plane waves
basis sets up to a kinetic energy cuto of 30 Ry (300 Ry for the charge-density cuto ). This value is tested to give the adsoption energy for our test system converged
within 8 meV. Brillouin-zone integrations have been performed with the specialpoint technique [184], smearing the Fermi surface through the Marzari-Vanderbilt
cold-smearing technique [185], using a smearing parameter of 0.03 Ry (0.41 eV),
this choice give adsorption energy of oxygen in our test system converged within 1
meV. The largest surface unit cell we considered is (4×4) on (111) surface, while
most of the structures investigated have a (2×2) unit cell, see in Fig. A.1.

The

Brillouin-zone integrations are performed with a 6×6×1 Monkhort-Pack [184] grid
for the (111) and (100) surfaces, and with a 6×4×1 grid for the (110) surface, while
on the (111) with (4×4) unit cell, a 3×3×1 grid is used. The slabs are 5 layers thick
(4 Ag layers and 1 layer for the Cu/O adsorbates) and the bottom 2 layers of the
slab are kept xed in their bulk positions. A 12 Å vacuum layer is used, which is
found to be sucient to ensure negligible coupling between periodic replicas of the
slab.
For the calculation of the reaction pathways and the transition state along the
minimum energy path (MEP), we adopt the climbing-image nudged-elastic band
(CI-NEB) method [186]. Relaxation during NEB minimization is done for all atoms,
except the bottom two layers that were kept xed, until the forces are less than 0.02
eV/Å.
In practice, in order to reduce the computational cost in NEB calculations, the
relaxation during NEB minimization is done with only 4 slabs (one bottom layer is
removed), and also number of k-point is reduced from 6×6×1 to 4×4×1. When the
CI-NEB run is converged, TS image is re-run with the full k-point grid and the full
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number of atoms (5 slabs) by self-consistency eld (SCF) only. The energy barrier
is thus recalculated by taking the dierence between the new energy of TS and
the IS one that was done by Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfard-Shanno (BFGS) relaxation
algorithms.

Figure A.1:

Example of periodically repeated slab of OMC chemisorbed on

CuO/Ag(111) surface, modeled with ve layer slabs (4 Ag layers + 1CuO layer).

Appendix B

Derivation for functional
derivative

In this appendix, we present how to recast the expression for the rst-order variation
of

{aα }, the eigenvalue of generalized eigenvalue problem in Eq.(3.21), section 3.2.2.

Let us start from the denition of the rst order variation of KS states induced by
a static perturbing potential

δV ,

|δϕv >=

and a dynamic one,

∆Vα .

∞
X
|ϕkm >< ϕkm |δV |ϕv >
εv − εkm

m6=v

∞
X
|ϕkm >< ϕkm |∆Vα |ϕv >
+
|∆ϕv >=
(εv + iu) − εkm
m

|∆ϕ−
v
where, the

(B.1)

∞
X
|ϕkm >< ϕkm |∆Vα |ϕv >
>=
(εv − iu) − εkm
m

v index runs on the valence KS states, while m index runs over valence and

conduction ones. These expressions can be separated in conduction- and valencestate manifolds contributions:

|δϕv > = |δ ϕ
ev > +

X |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
,
εv − εv0
0

v 6=v

X |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
,
(εv + iu) − εv0
v0
X |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
,
|∆ϕ−
e−
v > = |∆ϕ
v >+
(εv − iu) − εv0
0
|∆ϕ+
e+
v > = |∆ϕ
v >+

(B.2)

v

in which,

X |ϕkc >< ϕkc |δV |ϕv >
εv − εkc
c
X |ϕkc >< ϕkc |∆V |ϕv >
+
|∆ϕ
e+
v >=Pc ∆ϕv =
(εv + iu) − εkc
c
X |ϕkc >< ϕkc |∆V |ϕv >
−
|∆ϕ
e−
v >=Pc ∆ϕv =
(εv − iu) − εkc
c
|δ ϕ
ev >=Pc δϕv =

where,

c

index runs on conduction states only.

(B.3)
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The expression for the rst-order variation of the eigenvalue

{aα } can be rewrit-

ten as:

δaα =

X

∗
−
< δϕv |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ+
v > + < δϕv |∆Vα |∆ϕv >

v

+

X
v

−
+ < ∆ϕ+
v |∆Vα |δϕv > + < ∆ϕv |∆Vα |δϕv >


(B.4)

−
+
−
< ∆ϕ+
v |δV |∆ϕv > − < ∆ϕv |∆ϕv >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >


+
−
+
+ < ∆ϕ−
v |δV |∆ϕv > − < ∆ϕv |∆ϕv >< ϕv |δV |ϕv > .

Substituting these denitions in Eq.(B.2) into the rst term in the right-hand
side of Eq.(B.4), one obtains a combination of four terms, which can denote by

Pv Pc , Pc Pv ,

and

Pv Pv ,

Pc Pc ,

depending on the pair of projectors apprearing inside the

matrix elements. The term:

X

∗
−
< δϕv |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ+
v >+ < δϕv |∆Vα |∆ϕv >

v

+<

∆ϕ+
v |∆Vα |δϕv

>+<

∆ϕ−
v |∆Vα |δϕv

>



(B.5)

can therefore be decomposed in:

Pc Pc
=

X

< δϕ
ev |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e+
ev |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e−
e+
ev > + < ∆ϕ
e−
ev >
v > + < δϕ
v > + < ∆ϕ
v |∆Vα |δ ϕ
v |∆Vα |δ ϕ

v
(B.6)

Pv Pc
=

X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e+
>+
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e−
v
v >
0
0
ε
−
ε
ε
−
ε
v
v
v
v
0
0

v,v 6=v

v,v 6=v

(B.7)

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
α
α
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |δ ϕ
ev > +
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |δ ϕ
ev >
0
(ε
−
iu)
−
ε
(ε
+
iu)
− εv 0
v
v
v
0
0
v,v

v,v

(B.8)

Pc Pv
=

X

< δϕ
ev |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >

v,v 0

< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv > X
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
+
< δϕ
ev |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >
(εv + iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00
0
v,v

(B.9)

+

X
v,v 0 6=v

< ∆ϕ
e+
v |∆Vα |ϕv 0 >

< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
+
εv − εv0

X
v,v 0 6=v

< ∆ϕ
e−
v |∆Vα |ϕv 0 >

< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
εv − εv0
(B.10)
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Pv Pv
X

=

v,v 0 6=v,v 00

X

+

v,v 0 6=v,v 00

X

+

v,v 0 6=v,v 00

X

+

v,v 0 6=v,v 00

< ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >
εv − εv0
(εv + iu) − εv00
< ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >
εv − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00
< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
00
(εv − iu) − εv
εv − εv0

(B.11)

< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
(εv + iu) − εv00
εv − εv0

Similarly, for the second term in the right-hand side of Eq.(B.4),

X

−
+
−
< ∆ϕ+
v |δV |∆ϕv > − < ∆ϕv |∆ϕv >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >

v

∆ϕ−
v |δV

+<

|∆ϕ+
v

>−<

+
∆ϕ−
v |∆ϕv



(B.12)

>< ϕv |δV |ϕv > .

We have:

Pc Pc
=

X

< ∆ϕ
e+
e−
e+
e−
v |δV |∆ϕ
v > − < ∆ϕ
v |∆ϕ
v >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >

v

+

X

< ∆ϕ
e−
e+
e−
e+
v |δV |∆ϕ
v > − < ∆ϕ
v |∆ϕ
v >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >

(B.13)

v

Pv Pc
X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
α
α
< ϕv0 |δV |∆ϕ
e−
>
+
< ϕv00 |δV |∆ϕ
e+
=
v
v >
0
0
(ε
−
iu)
−
ε
(ε
+
iu)
−
ε
v
v
v
v
0
0
v,v

v,v

(B.14)

Pc Pv
X
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv > X
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
=
< ∆ϕ
e+
+
< ∆ϕ
e−
v |δV |ϕv 0 >
v |δV |ϕv 0 >
(εv − iu) − εv0
(εv + iu) − εv0
0
0
v,v

v,v

(B.15)

Pv Pv
=

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv − iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00
0 00

v,v ,v

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
+
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
0
(εv + iu) − εv
(εv + iu) − εv00
0 00

(B.16)

v,v ,v

−

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv |δV |ϕv >
2
[(ε
v − iu) − εv 0 ]
0
v,v

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv |δV |ϕv >
−
[(εv + iu) − εv0 ]2
0
v,v

(B.17)
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Now, we can employ a few algebraic manipulations into each term of the above
expansion. Grouping Eqs.(B.6 and B.13), we get:

X

< ∆ϕ
e−
e+
v |δV |∆ϕ
v >−

v

+

X

X

< ∆ϕ
e+
e−
v |∆ϕ
v >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >

v

<

∆ϕ
e+
v |δV

v

|∆ϕ
e−
v

>−

X

< ∆ϕ
e−
e+
v |∆ϕ
v >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >

(B.18)

v

+

X

< δϕ
ev |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e+
ev |∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e−
v > + < δϕ
v >

v

+

X

< ∆ϕ
e+
ev > + < ∆ϕ
e−
ev >.
v |∆Vα |δ ϕ
v |∆Vα |δ ϕ

(B.19)

v

And grouping Eqs.(B.7 and B.10), we get:

+

X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕc >
εv − εv 0
(εv + iu) − εc
0

v,v 6=v,c

+

X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕc >
εv − εv 0
(εv − iu) − εc
0

v,v 6=v,c

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
α
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
+
(εv − iu) − εc
εv − εv0
0

(B.20)

v,v 6=v,c

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv >
α
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
(εv + iu) − εc
εv − εv0
0

v,v 6=v,c

where, an expansion for

|∆ϕ
e±
v > projected over conduction state manifolds has been

used.
Similarly, grouping Eqs.(B.9 and B.15), we get:

+

X < ϕv |δV |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕc |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
εv − εc
(εv + iu) − εv0
0

v,v ,c

+

X < ϕv |δV |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕc |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
εv − εc
(εv − iu) − εv0
0

v,v ,c

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
+
< ϕc |δV |ϕv0 >
(εv − iu) − εc
(εv − iu) − εv0
0
v,v ,c

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕc >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕc |δV |ϕv0 >
,
(εv + iu) − εc
(εv + iu) − εv0
0

v,v ,c

(B.21)
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and grouping Eqs.(B.8 and B.14), we get:

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |δV |ϕv >
α
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕc >
0
(ε
−
iu)
−
ε
εv − εc
v
v
0

v,v ,c

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |δV |ϕv >
α
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕc >
0
(ε
+
iu)
−
ε
εv − εc
v
v
0

v,v ,c

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕc >
0
(ε
−
iu)
−
ε
(εv − iu) − εc
v
v
0

(B.22)

v,v ,c

+

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕc >
(εv + iu) − εv0
(εv + iu) − εc
0

v,v ,c

where, similarly, an expansion for

|δ ϕ
ev >

projected over conduction state manifolds

has been used.
Part (B.20) is rewritten as:

X

< ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕc >< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >

v,v 0 6=v,c

1
1
1
1
1
1
(
−
)] + [
(
−
)]
εv − εv0 (εv + iu) − εc (εv0 + iu) − εc
εv − εv0 (εv − iu) − εc (εv0 − iu) − εc
X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆V ∗ |ϕc >< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
=−
0
[(ε
+
iu)
−
ε
][(ε
c
v + iu) − εc ]
v
0
[

v,v 6=v,c

X < ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆V ∗ |ϕc >< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
0
[(ε
−
iu)
−
ε
][(ε
c
v − iu) − εc ]
v
v,v 0 6=v,c
X
X
0
0
< ∆ϕ
e−
e+
< ∆ϕ
e+
e−
=−
v |∆ϕ
v |∆ϕ
v 0 >< ϕv |δV |ϕv > −
v 0 >< ϕv |δV |ϕv >.
−

v,v 0 6=v

v,v 0 6=v
(B.23)

Part (B.21) is rewritten as:

X

< ϕv |δV |ϕc >< ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕv >

v,v 0 ,c

1
1
1
(
+
)
εv − εc (εv + iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv0
1
1
1
1
+
+
]
(εv0 + iu) − εc (εv0 + iu) − εv
(εv0 − iu) − εc (εv0 − iu) − εv
X < ϕv |δV |ϕc > < ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
=−
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
εv − εc
(εv0 + iu) − εc
0
[

v,v ,c

X < ϕv |δV |ϕc > < ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
εv − εc
(εv0 − iu) − εc
v,v 0 ,c
X
0
=−
< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
e+
v 0 >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv >
−

v,v 0

−

X
v,v 0

0
< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
e−
v 0 >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv >.

(B.24)
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Part (B.22) is rewritten as:

X

< ϕc |δV |ϕv >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕc >

v,v 0 ,c

1
1
1
(
+
)
εv − εc (εv + iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv0
1
1
1
1
+
]
+
(εv0 + iu) − εc (εv0 + iu) − εv
(εv0 − iu) − εc (εv0 − iu) − εv
X < ϕc |δV |ϕv > < ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
=−
εv − εc
(εv0 − iu) − εc
0
[

(B.25)

v,v ,c

X < ϕc |δV |ϕv > < ϕc |∆Vα |ϕv0 >
< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
εv − εc
(εv0 + iu) − εc
0
v,v ,c
X
∗
∗
0
=[−
< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
e+
v 0 >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv >]
−

v,v 0

[−

X

∗
∗
0
< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
e−
v 0 >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv >] .

v,v 0

Part (B.16) can be spitted in two terms, depending on whether

X

v0 = v

v,v 0 =v,v 00

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv − iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00

v,v 0 =v,v 00

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv + iu) − εv0
(εv + iu) − εv00

X

+

X

+

,v,v 0 6=v,v 00

X

+

v,v 0 6=v,v 00

< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv − iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00

or

v 0 6= v ,

(B.26)

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv + iu) − εv0
(εv + iu) − εv00

where, the rst two terms are rewritten as:

X
v,v 0 =v,v 00

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
(εv − iu) − εv0
(εv − iu) − εv00

v,v 0 =v,v 00

< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv0 >
< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >
< ϕv0 |δV |ϕv00 >
0
(εv + iu) − εv
(εv + iu) − εv00

X

+

X

=

< ϕv |δV |ϕv ><

ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00

>< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >

v,v 0 =v,v 00

[

[(εv00

1
1
+
].
2
[(εv00 + iu) − εv ]2
− iu) − εv ]

(B.27)
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Combining (B.27) with (B.17), we get

X

< ϕv |δV |ϕv >< ϕv |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv > [

v,v 00

−

[(ε

v 00

1
1
+
]
2
00
[(εv + iu) − εv ]2
− iu) − εv ]

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
< ϕv |δV |ϕv >
2
[(ε
v − iu) − εv 0 ]
0
v,v

X < ϕv |∆V ∗ |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα |ϕv >
α
−
< ϕv |δV |ϕv > = 0.
2
[(ε
v − iu) − εv 0 ]
0
v,v

(B.28)
Combining the last two terms in (B.26) with (B.11), we get

X

< ϕv |δV |ϕv0 >< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕv00 >< ϕv00 |∆Vα |ϕv >

v,v 0 6=v,v 00



1
1
1
(
+
)
εv − εv0 (εv + iu) − εv00
(εv − iu) − εv00
1
1
1
+
(
+
)
εv0 − εv (εv0 + iu) − εv00
(εv0 − iu) − εv00

1
1
1
1
+
= 0.
+
(εv00 − iu) − εv (εv00 − iu) − εv0
(εv00 + iu) − εv (εv00 + iu) − εv0

(B.29)

Overall, the results represented in the equations from (B.6) to (B.17) allow us
to derive a nal expansion for

δaα ,

which is written in form:

δaα =
X
X
+
0
< ∆ϕ
e−
|δV
|∆
ϕ
e
>
−
< ∆ϕ
e+
e−
v
v
v |∆ϕ
v 0 >< ϕv |δV |ϕv > + cc
v

+

X

v,v 0

< ϕv |δV |G(εv , iu = 0)(−Pc )|∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e−
v >+

v

−

X

X

ϕv |δV |G(εv , iu = 0)(−Pc )|∆Vα∗ |∆ϕ
e+
v > + cc

v

< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu =

0)|∆ϕ
e+
v0

>< ϕv0 |∆Vα∗ |ϕv > + cc

v,v 0

−

X

∗
0
< ϕv |δV |(−Pc )G(εv , iu = 0)|∆ϕ
e−
v 0 >< ϕv |∆Vα |ϕv > + cc.

v,v 0
(B.30)
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